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CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION 
Ten years have passed since schools in the United States were 
recognized as "mediocre" and were challenged to respond to the "economic and 
intellectual demands of our society" (U. S. News & World Report 1993, 46). 
Our nation is at risk. Our pre-eminence in commerce, industry, science, 
and technological innovation is being challenged by competitors world­
wide. The education foundations of our society are being eroded by a 
rising tide of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a nation and 
people. What was unimaginable a generation ago has begin to occur; 
others are matching and surpassing our educational attainments. (National 
Commission on Education 1983, 5) 
Since the publication of the Commission's report, American education has 
enjoyed a splendid miisery of self-examination, discovery, learning, and 
experimentation (Bell 1993). The current restructuring movement is the most 
significant and serious attempt at school reform of the past quarter century 
(Tye 1992). The 24th Annua! Gallup Pol! reflects the change and improvement 
desired by the public in its schools (Elam, Rose, and Gallup 1993). 
Much of the dialogue regarding the suggested change in school focuses 
on the debate surrounding standards. The accepted measure for our public is a 
standard of quality—with student work that displays ingenuity, complexity, and 
students' personal identity. The quality must begin with teaching and with a 
selection of learning that students are asked to participate in (Glasser 1992). 
The standard of quality demanded for our schools reflects Deming's Total 
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Quality Management Theory found in business. Deming's focus on quality has 
been aligned with effective schools research to form the basis for current 
reform methods (Lezotte 1992). The reform toward quality standards of 
excellence involves an intricate change process to which schools are 
unaccustomed. Reform will never occur unless the number of people who 
internalize and act on a deep understanding of how change occurs will increase 
significantly (Fullan and Miles 1992). Change must be brought about in the 
perceptions and the philosophies of teaching and learning in order to bring 
about improvement (Boyles 1990). 
If change in teaching and learning is to occur, our teaching workforce 
must be provided the opportunity and support to develop professionally. The 
mission of the schools must move from designing controls to developing the 
capacities of teachers to be responsible for student learning (Darling-Hammond 
1993). Human development is a process of engaging individuals collaboratively 
and professionally in an atmosphere of choice, authority, and responsibility 
(Lambert 1988). Such a shift in our concept of staff development may cause 
teachers to emerge as professional entrepreneurs who approach problems, take 
risks, and assume ownership of their teaching. Only when these communities 
of learners have developed can the practice of teaching be reformed (Lieberman 
and McLaughlin 1992). 
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Current research on school improvennent suggests that teachers need 
time to practice and master new behavior and receive support in its 
implementation (Miller and Lieberman 1988). Fullan (1993) offers guidelines for 
effective school improvement that stress professional development and 
assistance to teachers. The guidelines also include the development of an 
improvement plan, a focus on instruction, investment in local facilities, limiting 
the scope of the effort, and ensuring the gathering and use of information. 
Jamison and Barth (1991) suggest that school improvement plans combine 
accountability of socialization, collaboration, and support systems. Where do 
these structures of support currently exist for schools? 
Most states now require school improvement programs of some type that 
reflect features of effective schools research. Varying report formats and 
measures of improvement accompany legislative mandated reform efforts. The 
voluntary process of regional accreditation, such as accreditation by the North 
Central Association, is another system which interacts with the public to 
encourage high standards of excellence, staff development, change, and school 
improvement. 
As early as 1905, the North Centra! Association (NCA) suggested a list 
of "honor schools" which met an established criteria of excellence. NCA's 
evolving purpose toward school improvement has been addressed repeatedly 
throughout NCA's history (Gsigsr 1970). Standard X of the Evaluative Criteria 
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now requires that NCA member schools develop school improvement plans 
based on student learner outcomes. Through its shift to "performance and 
competency achievement," the NCA Evaluation Process has established itself as 
a mechanism for reform. 
Need for the Studv 
The NCA accredits 366 schools in Iowa. The monetary and human 
resources to maintain the required annual report and to complete the cycle of 
the traditional or outcomes evaluative processes are staggering. These financial 
and time demands fall on schools which are already overburdened. As resource 
allocation issues are raised for schools, the process of regional accreditation has 
come into question as an effective means of enhancing school quality 
(Leatherman 1992; Weiner 1992; Wiggins 1991). While the NCA professes to 
utilize criteria and interactions that result in schools where high standards of 
excellence exisi;, ti'icir abiiily io do su is upyn i.o question. 
Regionai accrsGitation tnrough the NCA purports to enhance the schooi 
quality mentioned by Leatherman (1992) through four program functions 
including (a) recognition of high standards, (b) opportunity for staff 
dovslcpment, (c) sgent for chsnQS , snd id; suppu!!. nj! sciiooi improvsmeni. 
Uehling (1988) suggests that regional accrediting agencies, including NCA, may 
not be able to perform multiple functions successfully. 
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There are other agencies which are currently providing sinnilar services, 
perhaps at a lower cost. State Departnnents of Education have paralleled the 
regional accreditation process while legislative efforts in many states now 
require schools to utilize a prescribed school improvement process that 
measures progress toward established student outcomes. Consortiums and 
networks of schools have formed to provide support for improved instruction 
and curriculum. Researchers, consultants, educational service agencies, and 
professional organizations have developed different formats for the school 
improvement process. With the multitude of resources presently available, 
there exists the possibility that NCA's regional accreditation process has 
become a duplicate and less needed service. The future of accreditation has 
also been addressed. 
Armstrong (1993) predicts that the NCA will continue to react to 
educational needs and will become a leader in the quest for m.ore valid goals 
and improved methods. Will the four NCA program functions meet the needs of 
Iowa schools? As the State Committee of the Commission on Schools in Iowa 
redefines its mission and goals and as schools explore the needed resources to 
pursue their mission, the need for an effectiveness study of NCA in Iowa is 
evident. 
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Statement of the Problem 
The problem for the study is to examine Iowa educators' perceptions of 
the importance and effectiveness of delivery of the four NCA program functions 
and the elements within each function. 
The program functions of the NCA have been described as Recognition 
for i-ligh Standards, Opportunity for Staff Development, Agent for Change, and 
Support for Scfiool Improvement. A review of literature revealed that mininnal 
research has been done to evaluate the effectiveness of NCA in carrying out 
those functions. The effectiveness of delivery of NCA program functions to 
member schools in Iowa has not been examined. 
The effectiveness of the agency must be based on the analysis of data. 
When data are collected, agencies can also identify areas of importance to its 
members as well as effectiveness of delivery of services to its constituency. 
Data reported by Iowa schools will provide the State Committee of NCA with 
important information regarding its program functions. 
Researchers continue to be perplexed by the question of perception 
versus reality. This researcher professes that perception is reality unless other 
world measures of the variable exist. Thus, the levels of importance and 
effectiveness of delivery of the four NC.A program functions, as well as the 
predictions of the community's value of NCA membership and future 
rnornrtorch 1 ri pro mopciirori n\/ -rno rxorr^oc^tior-i r\r -J-no rocnn*p01-0 
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Purposes of the Study 
This study will focus on an exannination of Iowa educators' perceptions 
regarding (a) the importance and delivery of effectiveness of the four NCA 
program functions, (b) the comnnunity's perception of the value of NCA 
membership, (c) a prediction of future NCA membership, and (d) the format 
selected for evaluation. It will provide data to NCA's Iowa State Committee of 
the Commission on Schools that can be used to develop goals to meet 
membership needs. The purposes of the study will be as follows: 
1. To determine the mean levels of importance of the four NCA 
program functions to individuals from Iowa schools. 
2. To determine the mean leveis of effectiveness of delivery of the four 
NCA program functions to individuals from member schools in Iowa. 
3. To determine the perceived value of NCA membership to the 
communities of Iowa member schools. 
4. To determine the preferred format utilized for NCA evaluation by 
Iowa member schools. 
5. To determine the intent of individuals from NCA member schools to 
continue NCA membership. 
6. To determine the intent of individuals from non-member Iowa 
schools to consider future NCA membership. 
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7. To determine whether relationships exist between the following: 
a. Selected demographic and role factors with the format 
selected by principals for evaluation. 
b. The importance to iowa schools of the four NCA program 
functions, effectiveness of delivery of the four NCA program 
functions to Iowa member schools, perceived value of NCA 
membership to the community, selected demographic and role 
factors, and format selected by principals with the prediction of 
future membership in NCA. 
c. The importance and effectiveness of delivery of the four 
NCA program functions to Iowa member schools and the selected 
demographic and role factors with the perception of the 
community's value of NCA membership. 
d. Selected demographic and role factors and the perception of 
the community's value of NCA membership with the importance of 
the four NCA program functions by Iowa member and non-member 
schools. 
e. Selected demographic and role factors, and format selected for 
evaluation with the effectiveness of delivery of the four NCA 
program functions by Iowa member schools. 
f. Selected demographic and role factors with the iowa non-
memoer scnoois' prediction of future NCA membership. 
Research Questions 
The following research questions were formed to guide this descriptive 
and inferential study: 
1. What are the levels of importance of the four NCA program 
functions to individuals from Iowa schools? 
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2. What are the levels of effectiveness of delivery of the four NCA 
program functions to individuals from Iowa member schools? 
3. Do individuals from Iowa NCA member schools perceive their 
membership to be of value to their communities? 
4. What is the preferred format utilized for evaluation by Iowa member 
schools? 
5. What is the intent of individuals from Iowa member and non-member 
schools regarding future NCA membership? 
6. What are the reasons for non-membership in NCA among Iowa 
schools? 
7. Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of importance 
reported by individuals from Iowa member schools when comparing the four 
NCA program functions? 
8. Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of importance 
reported by individuals from Iowa non-member schools when comparing the 
four NCA program functions? 
9. Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of effectiveness of 
delivery reported by individuals from. Iowa member schools when comparing the 
four NCA program functions? 
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10. Is the format selected by principals in Iowa member schools 
independent of the district enrollment, building enrollment, AEA location, and 
level of schooling? 
11. Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of importance 
within each of the four NCA program functions reported by individuals from 
Iowa member schools when respondents are categorized on their perception of 
the value of NCA membership to their community? 
12. Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of the 
effectiveness of delivery within each of the four NCA program functions 
reported by individuals from Iowa member schools when respondents are 
categorized on their perception of the value of NCA membership to their 
community? 
13. When considering only principals and teachers, is the perception of 
the value of NCA membership to the community independent of district 
enrollment, building enrollment, AEA location, level of schooling, role and the 
prediction of future NCA membership? 
14. is there a significant difference in the mean levels of importance 
within each of the four NCA program functions reported by individuals from 
Iowa member schools when categorized on the respondent's prediction of 
future NCA membership? 
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15. Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of the 
effectiveness of delivery within each of the four NCA program functions 
reported by individuals from Iowa member schools when categorized on the 
respondent's prediction of future NCA membership? 
16. Is the prediction of future NCA membership by individuals from Iowa 
member schools independent of district enrollment, building enrollment, level of 
schooling, and role? 
17. Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of importance 
within each of the four NCA program functions reported by individuals from 
Iowa member schools when categorized on district enrollment, building 
enrollment, level of schooling, and role? 
18. Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of importance 
within each of the four NCA program functions reported by individuals from 
Iowa non-member schools when categorized by district enrollment, building 
enrollment, level of schooling, and role? 
19. Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of the 
effectiveness of delivery within each of the four NCA program functions by 
individuals from Iowa member schools when categorized on the basis of district 
enrollment, building enrollment, level of schooling, and role? 
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20. Is the prediction of future NCA membership by individuals from Iowa 
non-member schools independent of district enrollment, building enrollment, 
level of schooling, and role? 
21. Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of importance 
within each of the four NCA program functions and the prediction of future 
membership by individuals from non-member schools? 
22. Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of importance 
within each of the four NCA program functions reported by principals from Iowa 
member schools when responses are categorized on the basis of format? 
23. Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of the 
effectiveness of delivery within each of the four NCA program functions 
reported by principals from iowa member schools when they are categorized on 
the basis of format? 
•  . . . J  I IV uu L» icaco 
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in the study. These are presented in the nuii form beiow. 
1. There will be no significant difference in the mean levels of 
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NCA program functions are compared. 
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2. There will be no significant difference in the mean levels of 
effectiveness of delivery reported by individuals from Iowa member schools 
when the four NCA program functions are compared. 
3. There will be no significant difference in the mean levels of 
importance reported by individuals from Iowa non-member schools when the 
four NCA program functions are compared. 
4. When only principals from Iowa member schools are considered, the 
format selected for evaluation will be independent of (a) district enrollment, (b) 
building enrollment, (c) AEA location, and (d) level of schooling. 
5. There will be no significant difference in the mean levels of: (a) 
importance within each of the four NCA program functions reported by 
individuals from Iowa member schools; and (b) effectiveness of delivery within 
each of the four NCA program functions reported by individuals from Iowa 
member schools when respondents are categorized on their perception of the 
value of NCA membership to the community. 
6. The value of NCA membership to the community will be independent 
of: (a) district enrollment when considering all responses; (b) building 
enrollment when considering principal and teacher responses; (c) Area 
Education Agency location when considering all responses; (d) level of 
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schooling when considering all responses; (e) role when considering all 
responses; and (f) prediction of future membership when considering all 
responses. 
7. There will be no significant difference in the mean levels of the: (a) 
importance within each of the four NCA program functions reported by 
individuals from Iowa member schools; and (b) effectiveness of delivery within 
each of the four NCA program functions reported by individuals from Iowa 
member schools when respondents are categorized on their prediction of future 
NCA membership. 
8. The prediction of future NCA membership by individuals from 
mem.ber schools will be independent of: (a) district enrollment when 
considering all responses; (b) building enrollment when considering principal and 
teacher responses; (c) level of schooling when considering principal and teacher 
responses; and (d) role when considering all responses. 
9. There will be no significant difference in the mean levels of 
importance within each of the four NCA program functions to individuals from 
Iowa member schools when categorized on the basis of: (a) district enrollment 
considering all responses; (b) building enrollment considering principal and 
teacher responses; (c) level of schooling considering principal and teacher 
responses; and (d) role considering all responses. 
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10. There will be no significant difference in the mean levels of 
importance within each of the four NCA program functions to individuals from 
Iowa non-member schools when categorized on the basis of: (a) district 
enrollment when considering all responses; (b) building enrollment when 
considering principal and teacher responses; (c) level of schooling when 
considering principal and teacher responses; and (d) role when considering all 
responses. 
11. There will be no significant difference in the mean levels of the 
effectiveness of delivery within each of the four NCA program functions to 
individuals from member schools when categorized on the basis of; (a) district 
enrollment when considering all responses; (b) building enrollment when 
considering principal and teacher responses; (c) level of schooling when 
considering principal and teacher responses; and (d) role when considering all 
responses. 
12. The prediction of future NCA membership by individuals from non-
member schoois will be independent of: (a) district enrollment considering aii 
responses; (b) building enrollment considering principal and teacher responses; 
(c) level of schooling considering principal and teacher responses; and (d) role 
considering all responses. 
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13. There will be no significant difference in the mean levels of 
importance within each of the four NCA program functions and the prediction 
of future membership by individuals from Iowa non-member schools. 
14. When considering principals from Iowa member schools only, there 
will be no significant difference in the mean levels of: (a) importance within 
each of the four NCA program functions; and (b) effectiveness of delivery 
within each of the four NCA program functions when respondents were 
categorized on the basis of format. 
Definitions of NCA Program Functions 
The NCA is one of seven regional voluntary accreditation associations 
within the United States. In its earliest years, NCA membership implied 
recognition of high standards by the member schools. Involvement by faculty 
of individual schools for the purpose of self-study and outside visitation to other 
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culminated in recommendations for school and program change within the exit 
report. As the Association evolved, it moved from compliance with acceptable 
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recently, visiting teams, their chairpersons and resource specialists, have found 
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The role of the NCA can be summarized by the following four program 
functions and specific indicators within each function: 
1. Recognition for High Standards 
a. Accreditation is accompanied by public recognition as a quality 
school. 
Accreditation through a regional accrediting association provides 
public evidence that the school is demonstrating high standards of 
academic excellence. 
b. Encourages local support for school to maintain quality standards. 
Qualified staff, sufficient personnel, and adequate resources in 
response to recommendations can be required as a necessity for 
continued NCA membership. 
c. Provides rationale for existing external pressure groups. 
Resources of personnel, money, materials, and space cannot come 
under the control of groups who perceive themselves as having 
vested interest. Certain standards which reflect the needs of the 
total school population can be used. 
d. Yearly review of compliance to quality standards required by NCA. 
Each member school is required to complete a yearly report 
showing compliance with predetermined standards. Viciations are 
cited requiring compliance within a certain time period. 
e. Prospective teachers are attracted to NCA accredited schools. 
Teachers entering the profession or seeking a transfer can be 
n I ICJ r Q +ho+ -t-Ko o + oorJorHo o MO A ^1 «a<!!I 
maintained. Guarantees related to resources, staff assignments, 
staff development, and strategic planning appeal to prospective 
teachers. The district can use its NCA membership as a recruiting 
tool. 
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f. Student applications to colleges for financial aid are more highly 
regarded. 
MaPiy' 'jriiversities snd colleyss review individual student records for 
admission. They can be guaranteed a standard of quality by the 
accrediting school. Numerous financial aid forms, both public and 
private, request information related to the school's NCA 
membership. 
2. Opportunity for Staff Development 
g. The MCA Quarterly Journai provides valuable information. 
The NCA Quarterly Journal is published and distributed to member 
schools. It provides membership and demographic information. 
Issues may be devoted to topics relevant to self-study, including 
assessment. Outcomes Accreditation, or student profile measures. 
h. The opportunity to attend the annual IMCA meeting in Chicago. 
Each spring the NCA sponsors a conference for member schools. 
Readers of evaluation reports network across states within the 
organization. Sessions include information related to evaluation 
and ongoing school improvement. 
i. Combined involvement of parents, students, and teachers in the 
self-study. 
The self-study requires the development of a community and 
student profile. The interactions which accompany the self-study 
can result in a sharing of perceptions regarding the school, 
enhancing mutual purpose and understanding. 
j. Assistance and direction from IMCA with the seif-study. 
A resource person, handbooi<, siandardized surveys, videos, and 
publications are available for schools pursuing candidacy or 
OWOIV^OLIWIIO. 
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k. Opportunity to be a member of another school's visitation team. 
Periodic and ongoing evaluation requires visitation by a team of 
•Follr>\A/ oW I ir»p+r>rc - f r y r  ov+orr\pl n t n rt rvf colf-cti pnH 
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resulting school improvement plan. Member schools are asked to 
suggest names of faculty/administration for such visitation teams. 
1. Exchange of exemplary and innovative practices among member 
schools. 
Ideas from curriculum, special programs, materials, and videos 
shared during NCA visits may be shared at the team member's 
school of residence. NCA meetings and workshops provide a 
similar opportunity for the exchange of ideas. 
m. Knowledge acquired from Outcomes Accreditation and/or 
Evaluation workshops. 
Numerous workshops are conducted by NCA throughout Iowa 
each year to assist resource persons, team chairs, administrators, 
and steering committee members with the evaluation process. 
3. Agent for Change 
n. NCA visits serve as a vehicle for change. 
The requirement for self-study, identification of areas for 
iniptuveinyni, and prufessioiiai response lo peer evaiuaiions can be 
catalysts for indicating change in programs and instruction. 
0 .  Encouragement of thoughtful change and innovation. 
The self-study and/or ongoing improvement effort follows a 
sequential and organized approach to evaluation. External 
monitoring is accom.panied by objective analysis of programs. 
SiJQQtrStiOriS d:'6 iViddG Oi'iiy dft6!' didlOQuu vvilh COiMiTi'ji'iiLy 
members, administration, faculty, and students. 
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4. Support for School Improvement 
p. Assistance with implementation of a school improvement plan 
following an NCA visit. 
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visiting team or by tine team chair. The Outcomes Accreditation 
process requires ongoing, periodic visits by the team chair and 
members of the original team for the purpose of evaluating 
progress and recommending options for continued implementation. 
The traditional format requires a visitation team on only a seven 
year cycle. 
q. The resulting school improvement plan and implementation 
provides focus for the school. 
Identification of specific recommendations or target goals 
prioritizes a direction for school improvement based on a 
comprehensive self-study. All members of the school community 
have involved themselves in the development of and commitment to 
that direction. 
Summarv 
This study will examine the perceptions of the importance and 
effectiveness of delivery of the four NCA program functions to Iowa educators. 
Chapter II will review the literature related to accreditation purposes, the history 
of accreditation by the NCA, the history of accreditation within the State of 
Iowa, benefits of accreditation, and research utilizing perceptions in studying 
importance and effectiveness of delivery. Chapter I!! will describe the 
methodology of the study. The findings of the study will be reported in Chapter 
IV. Discussion surrounding those findings, conclusions to be derived, and 
rscomrnsncistions wiii bs cop.t6ip.sci in Chsptsr V. 
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Introduction 
This study will investigate the importance and effectiveness of delivery of 
the four NCA program functions to Iowa schools. This review will address the 
history of state accreditation in Iowa and the history of NCA; the benefits of 
voluntary regional accreditation; and the measures of importance and 
effectiveness in related research. 
Accreditation Purposes and Definition 
The original purpose of accreditation was to guarantee that student 
applicants to college had graduated from high schools which employed 
adequately prepared teachers and contained a minimum of required curriculum 
(Shirer 1987). Schmidt (1981) outlined the purposes of school accreditation to 
N :uiuuc; LI  ic lunuvviiiu. 
1. to improve tne general quality OT tne eQucationai program at tne 
school level; 
2. to promote staff growth and commitment; 
3. to promote improved community awareness and sensitivity to school 
programs; 
4. to provide a statement and/or measure of accountability; 
c ^ /1 ir \ 
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Thrash (1989) wrote more specificaiiy regarding the purposes of regional 
sccreditatiOM by an iMStitution. The purposes she defined v\/ere as follows! 
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1. to provide public assurance of an acceptable quality of instruction 
through compliance with minimum criteria; 
2. to assist each institution to improve its own activities. (361) 
Uehling (1988) had outlined similar functions of the accreditation process: 
1. to certify that institutions were meeting minimal standards; 
2. to help an institution to improve itself; 
3. to collect information needed by other agencies. (39) 
The California Postsecondary Education Commission (1984) defined 
accreditation as "a process of recognizing educational institutions whose 
performance and integrity entitle them to the confidence of the educational 
community and the public" (361). Accreditation can be performed by 
governmental agencies or by voluntary accreditation associations. 
History of School Accreditation in the State of iowa 
As early as 1929, the Code of Iowa provided for the approval of Iowa 
schools. The initial purpose of approval was to standardize state aid payments 
and lo iegaiize tuition coiieciion from non-resident scnooi pupils (Becnte! 1986). 
Students graduating from approved schools were allowed admittance to coiiege 
without successfully completing an examination (Bechtel 1961). In 1953, the 
55th General Assembly repealed Chapter 257 and enacted a new Chapter 257, 
which established the Board of Fubiic inslruciion whose rssponsibiiity it was to 
appoint the State Superintendent of Public Instruction. !n 1954, this State 
Board of Public Instruction adopted Rules of Department, which called for 
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minimum requirements and standards for instruction. To delineate acceptable 
standards for approval, a Committee on Approval Standards from the staff of 
the Department of Public Instruction was formed. The result of their study was 
the publication of the brochure, "How Good is Your Local School System?—A 
Guide for Examining the Quality of your Local School System". Following a 
series of workshops with the various constituencies of Iowa schools, generally-
accepted goals and significant questions were presented for a year of 
discussion and practice. !n 1959, the First Revision of the Approved Standards 
was adopted. In 1961, Standard 40 was revised and the Criteria for Self 
Evaluation of a School Svstem was released (Bechel 1961). 
The State Board of Public Instruction, on recommendation of the State 
Superintendent, approved the removal of the Lewis Consolidated School District 
from the effective list of approved schools. Lewis Consolidated District 
r e s p o n d e d  w i t h  l e g a l  a c t i o n  a g a i n s t  t h e  S t a t e  B o a r d  a n d  S t a t e  S u p e r i n T e n r j e n t  i n  
Polk County District Court. The action was dismissed after trial. Lewis 
Consolidated appealed to the Iowa Supreme Court in questioning the 
constitutionality through "improper delegation of legislative power and 
authority" ( D.O.E. 1985, 10). The Supreme Court decided judgment against 
the State Board and State Superintendent, voiding a!! standards under Section 
257.18(13). The 61st Genera! Assembly amended the Code to legalize school 
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approval standards. After careful study of current standards and those utilized 
by the NCA, Section 257.25 was added. 
Senate File 553 was passed requiring that the State Board of Public 
Instruction complete the following: 
1. Adopt standards; 
2. Develop standards without regard to school population; 
3. Subject standards to the Administrative Rules Act; 
4. Report standards to the General Assembly; 
5. Remove no school from the list of approved schools until 120 days 
following the report to the General Assembly. (Bechtel 1985) 
A report was submitted to the General Assembly in January, 1967, outlining 
Standards for the Approval of Schools in response to Chapter 257.25, 1966 
Code of Iowa (D.O.E. 1967). The standards remained in effect until the early 
1980s. 
In July, 1983, the Excellence in Education Task Force was formed to 
complete a study of Iowa's educational system and to propose a future 
un'cCtiOri for lOvva cCiuCdLiOn. 
! ne i asK rorcc rscommenos tnat tne Legisiature enact legisiation that 
requires the State Board of Public Instruction to adopt by July 1, 1987, 
new standards for school districts. These standards should include the 
elements that the Task Force has identified as those that are common to al! 
schools. (Task Force Reoort 1984, 60) 
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the Task Force. Legisiation also directed the State Board to review research cn 
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effective schools and to include broad-based representation in their 
consultations (School Standards 1391). 
In 1986, The Iowa Acts, Chapter 1245, changed the term "approval" to 
"accreditation" (Carlson 1993). The proposed standards were published by the 
State Board in July, 1987, for the purpose of formal hearings prior to adoption 
(Benton 1987). As the new standards for accreditation were being developed 
in 1986 and 1987, the Iowa legislature introduced a process for the 
accreditation of Iowa schools and school districts. Section 256.11 of the iowa 
Code provided for a Phase I of annual monitoring and possible on-site visitation. 
Phase II required an on-site visit by a committee to investigate deficiencies 
noted during the Phase i visit (Bechtel 1988). As a result of this process, the 
Hedrick Community School District was removed from the list of accredited 
schools in 1989 and, through the court system, was placed in receivership 
(Carlson 1993). 
Wickman (1988) studied the educational impact of the 1987 Standards 
on schools in northeast iowa. His findings reveaied that although some smaller 
districts indicated that the standards would provide a hardship, the majority of 
schools felt that the only financial hardship would result from all day, every day 
kindergarten; that the standards would not negatively impact their programs; 
and that many of the districts had immediately begun to initiate the required 
chan.Qes. Based on the results of his study, VVickman recommended that the 
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Iowa Legislature appropriate funds to reduce the cost of implementing the 
Standards and to support cooperative or shared programming. 
As the Iowa process of school approval evolved into the process of 
accreditation by compliance with state standards, it paralleled more closely the 
developing process of accreditation through NCA. Both now look toward 
evidence of school improvement through demonstration of student learner 
outcomes. However, the history of accreditation by NCA was proposed and 
evolved for different purposes. 
History of NCA Accreditation 
The formation of NCA was initiated by William Butts, principal of the 
Michigan Military Academy. After observing the improved relationships 
between secondary schools and colleges created by the New England 
Association, Butts presented a proposal to the Michigan Schoolmasters' Club in 
1594. The resuii was ihe drafiing of a resoiuiion which invited presidents of 
four major universities to joio in calling for an association OT scnools and 
colleges among the north central states. A convening session was held in 
Evanston, Illinois, resulting in the establishment of the North Central 
5 v. diiu otfcu: I'JdJ y OMS :V'C3!C!I !CC70 
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convention—fourteen university presidents, six college presidents, two normal 
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school presidents, one university professor, seven public school administrators, 
and six private academy administrators (Davis 1935, 6). Ohio, Michigan, 
Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, and Missouri were the represented states. 
The original purpose on which the Association was founded was "to certify to 
colleges that students had graduated from high schools which had adequate 
curriculum and employed trained teachers" (Shirer 1987, 400). 
The beginning of the twentieth century brought significant change to the 
Association. For the first time, policies and academic standards for 
accreditation were formulated. The necessity for a new group, the Committee 
on High School Inspection, resulted. The Committee asked for the "inspection 
and accrediting of high schools . . . that definite standards for judging the 
efficiency of these schools be formulated and published, and that a complete 
list of such schools as meet these standards be printed and circulated" (Davis 
1935, 50). The Comm.ittee's suggestions were put into practice when 156 
schools were submitted to the Commission on Schools for approval in 1903, 
including 11 Iowa high schools, in 1905, 223 secondary schools were 
accredited. 
!n 1907, the question of accrediting colleges and unive.-'sities was raised, 
resulting in a policy of inspection and a procedure. The first list of accredited 
colleges and universities was published in 1913 (Davis 1935, 277). By 1915, 
104-7 secondary schools and 125 colleges and universities were accredited. 
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Accreditation of secondary schools by standards and the resulting publication of 
accredited schools continued until the early 1930s. In 1933, the NCA's 
Commission on Secondary Schools proposed a nationwide study of secondary 
school accreditation. Armstrong (1993) described the following purposes of 
the study: 
1. to identify the characteristics of a good school; 
2. to describe how schools could be evaluated in terms of the individual 
school objectives; 
3. to determine how the Association could be a catalyst for school 
improvement. (379) 
The emphasis for evaluation was now holistic and employed the newly 
developed evaluative criteria. Standardization was officially replaced by 
individual school needs in 1944 with the publishing of the first edition of the 
Evaluative Criteria by the Cooperative Study of Secondary School Standards 
(Grizell 1937). 
World War li brought a different focus to the Association as it attempted 
to respond to the needs of veterans and society in general. The NCA tried to 
subordinate the role of inspection and enhance its function as a facilitator of 
school improvement (Gordon quoted in Armstrong 1993). 
The Association's role was now well known and the publication of the 
Evaluative Criteria had provided a framework for areas to be considered in 
school improvement efforts. The energies of NCA could now be focused on 
research to support these improvement efforts. In 1942, the Commission on 
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Research and Service was formed "to initiate, plan, and carry forward studies in 
the fields of educational and institutional research and service pertaining to 
universities, colleges, and secondary schools" (Ziembe 1966, 253). As the 
Commission began its function, it formed a special subcommittee in 1943 to 
develop procedures for the improvement of teaching. Studies extended into the 
1950s and resulted in recommendations on guidance and counseling services, 
school libraries, reading improvement, and student teaching (Geiger 1970). 
By 1962, the role of NCA was still considered to include articulation of 
high school and college programs. Experience with the Association had also 
resulted in coordination among over 3,600 member high schools, in addition, 
NCA's role included protection from pressure groups, encouragement of 
innovation, and school improvement (VanDyke 1962). Although innovation 
was encouraged in response to claims that accreditation led to conformity 
rather than academic freedom, evaluation requirem.ents remained substantially 
unchanged except for minor revisions until 1969. 
A significant factor in the role played by NCA in the 1960s was the 
appointment of Gordon Caweiti as Secretary of the Commission on Secondary 
Schools. During his tenure, a revisitation seven-year cycle was begun. 
According to the Commission, the plan was intended "to stimulate schools 
toward school improvement and to aid in shifting emphasis from detailed, 
quantitative criteria to more observation of the quality of a program" (NCA 
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Q.XXXIX 1965, 297). Cawelti's tenure also saw a sharp struggle emerge to 
clarify the roles of the Association and its three commissions as well as its 
reactive position to society (Armstrong 1993). 
Just as accreditation had once been extended upward to higher 
institutions, the Commission opened accreditation to junior high schools in 
1968, following a decade of planning and proposals of accreditation criteria 
(Statler 1960). Elementary schools followed in 1974, accompanied by further 
refinements in the evaluation process (Shirer 1987). 
The current direction of NCA began in 1985, when a Task Force on 
Student Success introduced the pilot of an Outcomes Accreditation. The Task 
Force was evidence of the Association's efforts to identify factors associated 
with student success and a commitment to help schools ensure student 
success (Shirer 1987). In 1987, when NCA accredited over 6,000 schools, 
two secondary schools were accredited through the Outcomes format. Since 
that time the Association has focused its energies on support for the Outcomes 
direction. According to Armstrong (1993), Outcomes Accreditation brought the 
three purposes of "examination, improvement of program, and assessment of 
outcomes" (380) together in one process of accreditation. 
As NCA and, specifically, the Iowa State Committee, plans its future 
direction, Armstrong's (1993) following comments should be considered: 
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If history is an indication of things to come, it seems likely that the 
Commission will not only continue to react to changes in societal 
expectations and educational needs, but will continue to be a proactive 
leader in the search for more valid goals and better methods. (456) 
Benefits of Regional Accreditation 
As voluntary accreditation has evolved with changes in society and 
educational institutions, it has been perceived in various ways by its members. 
The benefits of voluntary accreditation have been studied as they relate to its 
primary function which include: recognition as a quality school, opportunity for 
staff development, agent for change and support, and for improved student 
achievement. Lettrell and Bailey (1976) cited several advantages of 
accreditation; 
1. An incentive for long-term self-evaluation as a means for school 
improvement; 
2. Sets goals and objectives to focus improvement efforts; 
3. Establishes lines of communication among the various constituencies; 
4. Teachers are able to assume leadership positions which are 
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own schools' improvement efforts. (68-69) 
Voluntary accreditation as an opportunity for staff development was the 
focus of Ignatius Cardova. Using Fenstermacher and Berliner's conceptual 
framework for analyzing staff development models, Cardova (1987) drew the 
following similarities with the accreditation process: 
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1. Teachers are involved at all levels of the school improvement process; 
2. Schools are jointly solidifying school improvement plans; 
3. There is a continuous cycle of interaction among home, school, and 
larger community; 
4. Group and individual need assessments at the building level are 
included; 
5. Issues are related to teachers' day-to-day problems. (419-422) 
Besides being of advantage to faculty as an opportunity for staff 
development, voluntary accreditation can be of an advantage to students. 
Donahue (1989) concluded that the high school the applicant attends becomes 
a very important criteria in the selection process by college admissions. In a 
follow-up study to research data summarized by Manning in 1978, completed 
for NCA and reported in the NCA Journal. Thrash and Hall (1988) drew the 
following conclusions: 
1. For the large public and private colleges and universities, high school 
accreditation is presently equally important in college admission for 
both in-state and out-of-state students; 
2. High school accreditation was considered to be more desirable and 
important to iarge public college and university admission directors in 
1988 tnan in iayS. (465) 
Value of NCA has been attributed to its roie as a change agent by some 
researchers. The effectiveness of the required NCA self-study and team visit in 
bringing about change was the purpose of a study by Carpenter (1969). 
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IntGTvisws, CjussTiOPiPiSirss, ths compiGtGCl Evs!ustivs Critsrio snd snnusl rsports 
from schools in 12 states produced the foiiowing results: 
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1. Attitude of the faculty and principal is innportant to the 
implementation of recommendations; 
2. Implementation is positively related to teacher satisfaction with the 
self-study and teacher perception of the presence of a follow-up program; 
3. Cost and implementation recommendations are negatively related; 
4. Less sophisticated schools have greater implementation of 
recommendations; 
5. There is greater implementation of recommendations originally 
proposed by the faculty; 
6. Implementation was greatest for recommendations made regarding 
articulation and coordination, curriculum, personnel, and facilities. 
Research conducted by the University of South Alabama and presented 
at the Annual Meeting of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools by 
Isom (1982), found that although perceived changes did not meet teacher 
expectations following the visitation team's report, accreditation did matter for 
the following reasons; 
1. it resulted in overall benefits to the school; 
2. it increased the faculty's understanding of the school's philosophy and 
objectives; 
3. faculties grew professiorisiiy snd coopeidliCM'i di":':or;y racuily 
increased; 
4) good instructional techniques were recognized and reinforced; 
5) it led to improved student performance. (4) 
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Several studies have explored faculty attitudes following an evaluation by 
a North Central Evaluation Visitation Team. Cupp (1977) investigated teachers' 
knowledge about NCA membership, standards, and processes; the value 
teachers accord NCA membership and processes; and the interrelationship 
between the value of and NCA knowledge. He found that "experience with 
NCA and the value accorded NCA are positively related" (95). Teachers were 
more inclined to value membership than NCA processes (97). The value 
teachers placed on NCA membership was not related to school size, union 
orientation, or the NCA cycle (95-96). No relation existed between teachers' 
knowledge about NCA and value accorded NCA (97). 
Gatiey (1975) investigated the attitudes of faculty regarding accreditation 
by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges in California. The 
following are conclusions of his study: 
1. Accreditation is a justifiable method of studying a school; 
2. Visiiiiiy leam mem.bers need to spend more lime in tneir evaluation; 
3. Faculties are concerned that recommendations are not taken seriously; 
4. The concluding communication between staff and team couid be 
improved; 
5. Administration and counselors were more enthusiastic about 
accreditation than teachers. (152-153) 
Faculty perceptions by elem.entary teachers following the initiation of 
accreditation into the elementary schools were studied by Boyd (1976) and 
Doud (1976). Boyd (1976) examined the attitudes of faculty, the extent to 
which recommendations by the team were implemented, problems associateo 
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with the evaluation process in order to gather recommendations for 
improvement of the elementary school NCA evaluation program in Indiana. 
Results of the study lead to the following conclusions: 
1. Elementary school evaluation program was directly responsible for a 
significantly large number of changes; 
2. Recommendations were highly endorsed by the schools; 
3. Evaluation could be improved by providing released time for teachers 
during the self-study; in-depth orientation of staff and visiting 
committee, and a formal follow-up procedure; 
4. There was a significantly high level of congruence between the staff 
and the team regarding the level of implementation of 
recommendations. (360-362) 
Doud (1976) examined reactions of elementary school teachers and 
principals, members of the first elementary schools to complete the 
accreditation process by the NCA, in order to make needed improvements in the 
process. Teachers and principals were studied separately and in comparison to 
one another. The conclusions of the study were as follows: 
1. Five to nine months is desirable for self-study; 
2. FdCuiiy si'iouio' be M'I LVVO Or rnore sci'f-study cornrnittccs; 
3. A community survey should be included in the self-study; 
4". SeiT-stuoy is DeneTiCiSi to tne iscuity anc program; 
5. Visitation teams should include more than six persons; 
6. Schools should have input into the selection of visitation team 
members; 
7. Visiting team should spend two to three days in a building; 
8. Interaction pattern between staff and the visitation team should be 
QiVGp! mors sttGnticn/ 
9. Access to students and their individual records is a concern to faculty; 
10. Team visitation is a valuable part of the accreditation process; 
11. Accreditation by NCA is desirable and beneficial to elementary 
schools; 
12. The seif-study should utilize a variety of instruments; 
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13. Consultative help should be available to the school during the self-
study; 
14. A steering committee should organize and direct activities; 
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16. The mini-team is an effective method for verifying the Annual Report; 
17. Procedures are in place for the NCA to verify annual reports. (172) 
The impact of NCA accreditation on elementary schools was extended to 
examine its possible impact on the future direction of school improvement 
activities. Dingman studied the interactive effects of NCA regional 
accreditation and how consensus for school improvement planning occurred in 
Pueblo, Colorado, elementary schools. The results showed consistency in the 
perception of NCA accreditation as a means for school comparison and as an 
external perspective for that comparison (191). Accreditation was used as a 
vehicle to encourage standards compliance and upgrade professional staff to 
encourage quality programs (194-195). 
The perceptions of rural school personnel in NCA member and non-
ineniuei scliuuib vvtjre exdiniiitju by Rtitiut; ei ai. (1357/. One purpose oT ihe 
stUuy was to consiuer tne perception OT school board members, pri.ncipals, and 
teachers about the effect of NCA accreditation on various components of the 
school. Reece et al. (1987) concluded that principals, teachers, and school 
bos rd  fnc i l ' ^ i b s r s  Of  t »Oth  SCCr0Ci i t 6C i  Snd  non-BCCfGCj ! t6C!  s choo l s  v !6vv t i c i  
accreditation as a process for enhancing school quality. 
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Mather (1981) compared the perceptions of the staff regarding the seif-
study process carried out by NCA and the process outlined by the National 
School Evaluation's Elementary School Evaluation Criteria. The purpose of the 
study was to identify processes of the self-study to retain and to determine 
needed improvements in the process. Conclusions from the questionnaires sent 
to 25 NCA accredited Iowa schools led to recommendations as follows: 
1. Efforts should be made in schools undergoing NCA accreditation self-
studies to help the staff recognize the process as a professional duty 
and provide the released time to conduct the self-study; 
2. Individual school buildings should be studied separately; 
3. Staff should participate on two or more committees; 
4. The entire school should discuss and give approval to the philosophy 
and objectives of the school. (96) 
Measures of Perceived importance and Effectiveness of Deliverv 
Research within the educational area has sought to describe the 
perceived importance and/or perceived effectiveness of programs, issues, 
C ^ 3 r3CtC CG /OI PIOOLICCG. ti^iCttii^v^it.cjttov:>CiL cooi IC VJ LW C:;OOII OI laoLWio 
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reviewed studies completed in the K-12 school setting over the past five years 
for the purpose of examining measures of perceived importance and/or 
osrcsivsci sffsctivsnsss 
Measures of perceived importance were explored first. Of initial note 
was Traver's (1992) study of factors grouped by the Carnegie Foundation, 
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which impact school audit effectiveness. The survey instrunnent identified six 
parameters: a) professionalism, b) objectivity, c) scope, d) independence, e) 
performance, and f) audit management. Within these factors, 24 questions 
further delineated supportive audit functions. Significant differences between 
perception of lead team auditors and their supervisors were examined. 
Pre-identified items within a survey were also used by Dorrel (1991) to 
examine differences of importance in professionalism as perceived by secondary 
principals and teachers. Dorrel used Nobalt and Drake's Perceived importance 
of Clothing Scale (1984-1985) and Hall's Professional Scale (1963), modified 
by Snizek (1992). T-tests were used to examine the differences between the 
two groups. 
Adkins (1991) relied on two separate questionnaires sent at an interval. 
The first contained items related to demographic and role factors and types of 
available substitute training. The second questionnaire was the Sub.'^Titute 
Teacher Training Questionnaire containing items for rating the perceived 
importance of substitute teacher training. One-way analysis of the variance and 
the Duncan proofing technique were used to examine the hypotheses. 
Schnur (1990) relied on the School Administrator TrainiPiu Proiect 
Questionnaire to deter.m.ine the perceived importance of specific job skills by 
building principals based on their related later experiences. Analysis of the 
variance was used to anaiyze the responses. 
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Researchers have considered additional factors when examining ratings 
of perceived importance. Koeninger (1989) used the independent variables of 
district size, time served, educational background, and occupation to compare 
the perceived importance of training areas for a randomly selected group of 
Texas school board members. Chi-square analysis was used for statistical 
analysis of the study. 
Descriptive factors of elementary Catholic school principals was a basis 
for examination of differences regarding perceived importance of school 
management functions and instructional leadership functions. Lemmer (1992) 
discriminated by the principals' experience, preparation, and gender. A Likert-
type scaie elicited ratings on 67 administrative activities that were grouped into 
nine general categories. 
Demographic and role factors of gender, years of experience, district 
size, type of district organization, and roles of the school board president, 
superintendent, and principal were all considered as independent variables when 
Pearch (1988) examined the perceived importance of selected job 
responsibilities of elementary school principals. Pearch sought to determine 
congruence am.ong the perceptions of importance by the different roles. The 
researcher developed the questionnaire specifically for the study. 
Roles were also variables in studies by both Stalling and Kersh. Stalling 
(1332) examiined the psrceived importance of the school counselor's role and 
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functions. Questionnaire responses from superintendents, principals, and 
counselors were compared. In addition, their perceptions of counselors' current 
performance of identified roles and functions were discussed. Kersh (1989) 
compared the responses of state directors, university program directors, and 
practitioners of gifted education on the perceived importance of teacher 
competencies and professional development components. A Likert-type scale 
was used to rate the questionnaire items. 
Examining both the perceived importance and perceived actual rating was 
done by several researchers. Burke (1991) studied the perceived importance 
and perceived actual involvement of selected board members in curriculum and 
instruction. The Spearman rank coefficient was utilized since the items 
containing the functions were ranked, rather than rated, by the respondents. 
Both perceived importance and perceived effectiveness were studied by 
Crawley (1991) from responses provided by counselor supervision on 
counseling activities. However, Crawley did not do a statistical analysis of the 
discrepancy. 
The degree of discrepancy between perceived importance and perceived 
effectiveness was investigated by Hinds (1990) on eleven characteristics of 
school practices. Ohio superintendents were the respondents. Hinds examined 
demographic factors by cross-tabulation between those variables and the 
discrepancy scale. 
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Comparisons between perceived importance and a perceived actual was 
also studied by Kesler (1989). Perceptions regarding instructional leadership 
and instructional management were the independent variables used in the 
researcher's questionnaire. The activities were grouped into four functions. 
Correlational measures examined differences in significance among the four 
functions. T-tests analyzed the significance between the four functions and the 
demographic and role factors. 
Ashby (1992) assessed the importance and perceived effectiveness of 
elementary guidance services in urban and rural schools. The researcher 
modified the National Studv of School Evaluation which contained both a 
descriptive and evaluative section. Data was analyzed using ANOVA 
techniques with Tukey post-hoc tests. 
Perceptions of self-effectiveness and perceptions of importance on 
competencies used by teachers of emotionally disturbed students were studied 
by Hall (1989). Again, a five-point Likert-type scale was used for rating. The 
questionnaire grouped teacher competency items into five areas. 
Studies of perceived importance relied largely on questionnaires involving 
Likert-type scales to survey the respondents. Items were grouped at tim.es for 
ease of comparison. Statistical analysis included correlational m.easures and 
analysis of variance for in-depth comparison of demographic and role factors. 
An anaiysis of discrepancy scale was used by somie researchers to examine the 
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difference between ratings on perceived importance and perceived actual. 
Rankings versus ratings were sometimes used for the response made. 
A review of literature regarding studies of perceived effectiveness 
showed similar methodology. As with measures of perceived importance, 
perceived effectiveness was primarily examined through the use of the survey 
questionnaire. Elenbogen (1991) used the interview and Hersey-Blanchard 
instruments to examine the effectiveness of a shared decision-making model in 
selected urban elementary schools. Ail instruments yielded descriptive data. 
Brooks (1992) also used instruments by Paul Hersey and Kenneth 
Blanchard to identify leadership steps of lead teachers. The researcher did 
develop her own survey instruments to gather demographic information and 
ratings on perceived effectiveness of the lead teachers and school. Chi-square 
statistical analysis was used to determine the acceptance of Brooks' 
hypotheses. 
A combination of standardized and personally developed assessments 
were used by Davis (1991). The purpose of his assessment was to analyze the 
relationship between the perception of teachers regarding their principal's 
effectiveness and their principal's learning style. Instruments included the 
Human Information Processing Survey, a dem.ographic data survey, and the 
Audit of Principal Effectiveness. 
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Instruments constructed solely by the researcher were used in studies by 
Holstead (1989), Howell (1990), Kelly (1988), Setterlund (1990), and Sarrick. 
Holstead (1989) randomly selected teachers and administrators from a given 
population. The questionnaire categorized items measuring the perceived 
effectiveness of a teacher evaluation instrument into four distinct categories. 
Chi-square was used to examine comparative data between the administrator 
and teacher groups and within the administrator's group,. Chi-square, 
MANOVA and ANOVA were used to do statistical analysis of data within the 
teacher's group. Howell's (1990) survey determined whether participation in 
Illinois Administrator's Academy was perceived as effective by administrators in 
providing assistance to their role with school improvement activities. The 
questionnaire contained 31 items and requested responses through a Likert-type 
scale. Mean scores were calculated for each respondent. These were 
correlated with demographic data through the use of the Spearman rank 
coefficient. Kelly (1988) also relied on a questionnaire to survey California 
school districts regarding the perceived effectiveness of emergency 
preparedness programs. 
Questionnaires sent out by Setterlund (1990) combined items related to 
demographics and items regarding the perceived effectiveness of the teacher 
evaluation process in teacher improvement. He categorized teacher 
perfor~iance roles as independent variables into the following: a) lesson 
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planning, b) classroom management, c) lesson presentation, d) student 
motivation, e) student evaluation, and f) student learning. 
Demographic and role factors were used as the basis for comparison in 
several studies of perceived effectiveness. Ola (1991) classified school districts 
by district size, location, and the district's average daily attendance. A chi-
square analysis was used to test for significant correlation. Bridges (1992) 
compared teacher perceptions of school effectiveness to the principal's vision 
and other school characteristics. Those characteristics included the years 
served by the principal in the current position, academic quality of the school, 
and the socioeconomic level of the school community. Stepwise multiple 
regression was used to analyze the relationships. 
Bartlett (1988) used age, years of experience, or college degree earned to 
discern differences in the perceptions of elementary teachers regarding the 
effectiveness of a specific clinical supervision model. Discrimination of 
responses by role factors allowed Bowen (1990) to distinguish between the 
perceived effectiveness of a staff development program for teacher, reading 
specialist, and administrator roles. 
Byron (1989) utilized a pre- and post-survey to measure teachers' 
perceptions of the effectiveness of a staff development program, in addition to 
the Teacher Evaluative Needs Identification Survey being administered, Byron 
utilized individual faculty interviews at three times throughout the year. 
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Weeks (1989) surveyed superintendents, principals, counselors, and 
vocational agriculture teachers to determine the perceived quality and perceived 
effectiveness of secondary agricultural programs in Iowa. The researcher used 
a modified stratified random sample for feasibility of paired responses. A 
questionnaire was mailed to respondents. A panel of experts first established 
the content validity of the instrument. Through structural analysis, internal 
consistency and reliability of the instrument was determined. 
Although interviews and standardized instruments were utilized to 
measure perceived effectiveness, researchers have most recently relied heavily 
on the questionnaire survey. As with measures of perceived importance, 
responses regarding perceived effectiveness are provided on a Likert-type rating 
scale. Demographic and role factors are frequently utilized by researchers to 
consider relationships between groups of respondents. 
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.Accreditstion began as an assurance of quality. Within the state of Iowa, 
quality assurance was needed to standardize state aid payments. The NCA 
assured quality in academic preparedness of students to colleges and 
univsrsitiss. Aftsr yssrs of svcluticn both sccrsditstion modsls of NCA 
the State of Iowa encourage school improvement as evidenced by student 
learner outcom.es. 
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Research on the benefits of voluntary regional accreditation suggests that 
the process results in recognition for high standards, opportunities for staff 
development, encouragement for change and assistance with improvement of 
the school program. There has been no research done specifically to 
substantiate the recognition of similar benefits to Iowa schools. The researcher 
will show the importance and effectiveness of delivery of these benefits to 
Iowa schools. 
The benefits of voluntary regional accreditation will be measured through 
perceptions of importance and effectiveness. The review of literature suggests 
that such measures of importance and effectiveness are determined through 
survey methodology in the form of a mailed questionnaire. Similar studies 
utilize items on the questionnaire which delineate aspects of a program 
previously identified through research. Frequently, a Likert-type scale is used 
for response. Demographic and role factors are used for the study of 
relationship significance determined through statistical analysis. Chapter III will 
describe the methodology employed by the researcher. 
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CHAPTER III. METHODOLOGY 
This study will be designed to provide an analysis of the importance and 
effectiveness of delivery of NCA's program functions as perceived by iowa 
educators. It will be also designed to examine relationships between these 
functions: the prediction of future NCA membership, the format selected for 
evaluation, the perceived value of NCA membership to the community and 
selected demographic/role factors. This chapter will discuss the methodology 
used to address the purposes stated above. 
The mailed questionnaire survey can be a valuable research tool in 
education (Borg and Gall 1989). This study will involve a large sample and 
utilizes survey methodology. The researcher will follow the steps suggested by 
Borg and Gall (1989) for conducting a successful questionnaire survey. The 
steps to be included in the survey and described in this chapter are: 
1  P lov /C i inonnon t  o t  t ho  c j cc0ccnn0r> l -  i o  + r i  i  r r ->o r>  +  
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2. Securing participation in the study. 
3. Procedures for collecting data. 
4. Analyzing the data. 
5. Rpnnrtinr! tho rosijItQ 
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In addition, this chapter will contain definitions of demographic and role 
measures, basic assumptions made by the researcher and the human subjects 
release. 
Development of the Assessment Instrument 
The development of the survey will begin with an extensive review of 
literature pertaining to; 
1. the purposes of accreditation (Boyd 1972; Carpenter 1969; 
Donahue 1989; Uehling 1988); 
2. the history of accreditation in Iowa (Bechtel 1985; Carlson 1993; 
Iowa Department of Education 1967); 
3. the history of accreditation by NCA (Armstrong 1993; Davis 1935; 
Geiger 1970; Shaw 1991); 
4. measures of perceived importance and effectiveness (Bowen 1988; 
DcrrGl 1 320; rlall ISGS; nolsteaci ISSS, Keslei 1938; Koeninger 1S89; Pesrch 
1987; Schnur 1989; Travers 1991; Vv'eeks 1989). 
The review of literature will provide a framework for the development of the 
survey instrument. The survey wilt be designed by the researcher to answer 
GUGStJons rsGo'dinQ the percsptions of lows scrioois luwdrc program 
functions. Separate surveys will be developed for me.mber and non-member 
schools. 
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The member survey will be developed initially. The benefits included in 
the survey will be derived from research regarding the purposes of accreditation 
and advantages of NCA membership identified in 1992 by the Commission on 
Schools and distributed to the Iowa State Committee in August of 1992 by the 
Acting Director. The researcher will contact the Regional Director of NCA for 
related information and resources. A subcommittee of the Iowa State 
Committee of the Commission on Schools suggested that additional items 
related to the following be included in the member survey: (a) the school's 
prediction of continued membership, (b) format selected for evaluation, and (c) 
the school's perception of whether their community values NCA membership. 
These measures will be operationally defined as follows: 
1. Prediction of school's future NCA membership 
Respondents will be asked to indicate YES, NO, or UNCERTAIN to their 
prediction of the school's continued NCA membership over the next five years. 
2. Perceived value of NCA by the community 
Respondents will be asked to indicate YES, NO, or UNCERTAIN to their 
perception of whether their community valued NCA membership. 
3. Formats selected for the evaluation cycle 
Options for evaluation format include TRADITIONAL, OUTCOMES, or 
ALTERNATIVE. The ALTERNATIVE format responds to a specific request from 
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a member school and requires the prior approval of NCA's Iowa State 
Committee. 
A Likert-type scale will be developed to indicate the levels of importance 
attached to the functions and the specific elements of each function with "1" 
being NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT and "5" being EXTREMELY IMPORTANT. A 
corresponding scale will be developed to rate the perceived effectiveness of 
delivery of the functions and indicators within each function. At the suggestion 
of a subcommittee of NCA's Iowa State Committee, an open-ended item will be 
included to elicit additional services perceived as needs by current NCA member 
schools. 
The researcher will include demographic and role factors related to the 
following: (a) district enrollment, (b) building enrollment, (c) role of respondent, 
(d) levei of schooling, and (e) area education agency (AEA) of residence. They 
will be operationally defined as follows: 
1. District enrollment 
District enrollment will include categories of less than 250, 250-399, 
400-599, 600-999, 1,000-2,499, 2,500-7,499, and greater than 7,500. 
2. Building enrollment 
Building enrollment categories will include less than 200, 200-499, 500-
999, 1,000-1,749, and greater than 1,750. 
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3. Role of respondent 
Surveys will be distributed to the school board president, superintendent, 
building principal, and representative teacher within each building surveyed. 
4. Level of schooling 
Schools will be selected from either ELEMENTARY, MlDDLE/junior high, 
or secondary HIGH SCHOOLS. 
5. Area Education Agency (AEA) location 
Geographical locations for AEAs will be entered for selected schools. 
AEAs within Iowa are assigned numbers 1-7 and 9-16. 
The surveys for non-members will request identical demographic 
information. A Likert-type scale will be used to indicate the levels of perceived 
importance attached to the NCA program functions and the elements of each 
function. The accompanying scale indicating effectiveness of delivery will be 
omitted from the survey sent to NCA non-member schools. The subcomm.ittee 
of the iowa State Committee requested that an item be included to determine 
the inclination of non-member schools toward future NCA membership and 
reasons for current non-membership. They will be operationally defined as 
follows: 
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1. Prediction of future application for NCA nnembership 
Non-member schools will be asked to indicate whether they predicted 
that their school would apply for membership within the next five years by 
responding YES, NO, or UNCERTAIN. 
2. Reasons for non-membership 
Reasons for possible non-accreditation with NCA will be listed on the 
non-member survey. The annual fee, cost of visitation, community not 
indicating a need, lack of knowledge regarding NCA benefits, minimal exposure 
to NCA, lack of lasting impact on school improvement, required time/work of 
faculty, and low interest by faculty were included. Responses will be given as 
YES or NO. 
The survey will be organized into three pages. The initial page will 
contain brief and clearly written items requesting demographic, role or format 
information. For encouragement of response, only five items with large print 
will be included, and the respondent will circle answers directly on the survey. 
The second page will contain the Likert-type scale for response on the nineteen 
indicators within the four NCA program functions. They will be grouped for 
ease of reading and response, items will be rewritten for inclusion on a single 
line, items on the final page will further prioritize responses on the Likert-type 
scale for member schools, predict future or continuing NCA membership, and 
examine the member school's perceptions of the co.mmunity's value of NCA 
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membership. Member schools will also be asked for an open-ended response to 
suggestions of additional services NCA might provide. Non-members will be 
asked to respond to possible reasons for non-membership. The survey will 
conclude with an expression of appreciation from NCA. 
The subcommittee from NCA's Iowa Committee of the Commission on 
Schools will critique the survey on repeated occasions prior to December 15, 
1992, for alignment. A final draft will be mailed to all members of the State 
Committee requesting informal feedback prior to the final publication on 
January 1, 1993. Concurrently, selected administrators and teachers from 
West Des Moines, North Central, Mason City, Ames, and Waterloo school 
districts will be asked to examine the surveys for readability. Their verbal and 
written expectations for revision will be considered prior to revision of the final 
draft. The final draft of the surveys, which will be distributed to Iowa schools, 
are included in Appendix A (Me.mber Survey) and Appendix B (Non-Member 
Survey). 
Securing Participation in the Studv 
NCA's Iowa State Committee of the Commission on Schools had 
rcquostsc! that all NCA msmber schools in tOws oa niuiuueo m xne survey. 
Their membership list wili provide the entire population for the survey sent to 
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The sample of Iowa schools who are currently not members of NCA will 
be taken from a systematic sampling of the geographical area education 
agencies within Iowa. The representative members to be selected from each 
area education agency will be further stratified into the following: (a) five high 
schools, (b) four middle/junior high schools, and (c) three elementary schools. 
NCA had a strong interest in high schools; therefore, a greater number will be 
included in the sample. The total number of non-member high schools within 
each AEA will be divided by five and multiples of that number will be 
systematically selected from the alphabetical listing of schools in the Iowa 
Department of Education School Directory who were not currently members of 
NCA. A similar procedure will be utilized to select the sample of middle and 
elementary schools. 
Due to sparse populations in some AEAs resulting in limited numbers of 
middle and elementary schools, combined middle/junior high schools, shared 
administration, and/or merged districts, it will not always be possible to obtain 
the desired number of schools for each stratification. The final target sample 
representing the fifteen AEAs within Iowa are provided in Table 1. 
Procedures for Collecting Data 
A mailing will be sent to each school within the population/sample on 
January 2, 1993, notifying them of an important mailing they are to receive 
WiTrn i r>  t1 \ / o pp \ / c  " f rom /  A  r*  r \ o  n r i  i / ^oc  C* pr -» r i  \  ~ r r»o  o  • I :  r - \  
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Table 1 .--Distribution of Individuals fronn Non-Member Iowa Schools Included in 
the Survey Sample 
AEA # Elementary Middle/Junior High High School 
1 6 3 4 
2 5 3 4 
3 3 5 3 
4 5 4 3 
5 6 4 3 
6 5 3 3 
7 5 4 3 
9 5 4 3 
10 4 2 1 
11 6 4 3 
12 5 4 3 
13 4 0 4 
14 6 3 4 
15 4 4 2 
16 5 1  3 
schools is included in Appendix C (Member Advance Mailing) and Appendix D 
(Non-Member Advance Mailing). The Iowa State Committee of the Commission 
on Schools had requested that the researcher include board members, 
superintendents, principals, and representative teachers as respondents for the 
population/sample. To facilitate the distribution and collection of data within a 
district, the researcher will send the mailings to the principal who will be asked 
to further distribute and collect the survey from a representative teacher within 
the building. In a district where only one building is to be surveyed, the 
principal will also be asked to distribute and coiiect surveys from the school 
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board president and superintendent. When more than one building within a 
district is to be surveyed, the principal from the first high school, alphabetically, 
in the district will be asked to distribute and collect data from the 
superintendent and school board president. Such a procedure will necessitate 
the development of four packets with distinct cover letters. The four packets 
will include the categories and numbers mailed below. 
1. Packet A (163) 
Four member surveys will be included for the school board president, 
superintendent, principal, and representative teacher. 
2. Packet B (203) 
Two member surveys wii! be included for the principal and representative 
teacher. 
3. Packet C (89) 
Four non-member surveys will be included for the school board president, 
superintendent, principal, and representative teacher. 
4. Packet D (79) 
Two non-member surveys will be included for the principal and 
representative teacher. 
Perhaps the most important single factor leading to a successful response 
rate is the cover letter used with the instrument (Borg and Gall 1989). A 
separate cover letter will be developed to accom.pany the different packets. 
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The specific cover letters may be found in the following appendices: 
1. Cover Letter for Packet A (Appendix E) 
2. Cover Letter for Packet B (Appendix F) 
3. Cover Letter for Packet C (Appendix G) 
4. Cover Letter for Packet D (Appendix H) 
The letters will be brief, written for clarity, display a monetary incentive, and be 
jointly signed by the researcher and the Iowa Director of NCA. The packets, 
including the cover letter, will be mailed January 5, 1993. 
Other methods included to increase the return rate will include (a) 
including a postage paid return envelope with each survey distributed, and (b) 
use of a follow-up postcard reminder to be mailed February 1, 1993, to all 
schools in the population/target sample. A copy of the postcard is included in 
Appendix I. 
Analysis of tne Data 
Data from returned surveys were entered by the iowa State University 
Computational Center. Data will be analyzed using the Statistical Packaoe for 
Social Sciences (SPSS) computational system. Descriptive statistics will be 
used Lo describe selected demographic and roie factors, the ratings ot 
im.portance/effectiveness of delivery on the functions, format selection. 
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perceived community value, and indications of future membership. Reliability 
will be established using the Cronbach Alpha reliability coefficient inside. 
Inferential techniques will be used to investigate the hypotheses. The 
techniques to be used include ANOVA, repeat measure, and chi-square 
goodness of fit. When statistical significance has been established through an 
analysis of variance, Scheffe post hoc procedures will be utilized to determine 
where the significant differences exists. Following chi-square analysis resulting 
in a significant critical value, the residuals will be examined. When the 
absolute value of a residual is found to be greater than two, the cell will be 
identified as a major contributor to the statistical significance of X^. Those cells 
will be identified with an asterisk (*) in expanded tables contained in Appendix 
K. 
Reoorting the Results 
The results of this study will be reported with descriptive formats in the 
next chapter. Results of this dissertation will also be shared with NCA's Iowa 
State Committee of the Commission on Schools which authorized the study and 
the participating schools which so requested. 
sssic asslifdoticps 
Certain assumptions will be made by the researcher prior to the 
construction snd distribution of ths msmbGr snd non-mGmbsr survsys in this 
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study. The initial assumption is that the respondents would complete the 
surveys independent of one another. The second assumption to be made by 
the researcher is that the results on surveys from member schools would 
proportionately represent the respondents of NCA member schools in Iowa. 
The final assumption to be made is that survey results from non-member 
schools included in the sample would be representative of the responses of all 
Iowa non-member schools rather than those most interested in future 
membership in NCA. 
Human Subjects Release 
On December 9, 1992, a letter authorizing this research was written by 
Ralph Delozier, Acting Director of the NCA's Iowa Commission on Schools of 
NCA, requesting permission for the study to be completed by Iowa State 
University. A copy of the authorization letter from NCA is included in Appendix 
I  H o  l - N  / - >  / - < •  —  ~  
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1993-1994 schoo! year. 
Iowa State University Committee on the Use of Human Subjects in 
Research reviewed this project and concluded that the rights and welfare of the 
human subjects wi!! be adequately protected, that risks will bs outweighed by 
the potential benefits and the expected value of the knowledge sought, that 
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confidentiality of individual data will be assured, and that informed consent will 
be obtained by appropriate procedures. 
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CHAPTER IV. FINDINGS 
In the previous chapter, procedures for population identification, 
inctri jmontpttr\n nrvllootir^n r\ i  r»ronprptir*n rvf tho Hjjtp fr>r pnpl\/clc pnH 
selection of statistical measures for analysis were described. In this chapter the 
researcher will report findings pertinent to the research questions. Descriptive 
statistics were used to answer the initial six research questions outlined earlier. 
The remainder of the questions outlined are posed in hypotheses which require 
inferential measures for testing. 
The initial six research questions requiring descriptive statistics are 
presented below followed by the findings. Descriptive research questions 
include the following; 
1. What are the mean levels of importance of the four NCA program 
functions to individuals from Iowa member and non-member schools? 
I I I V ^  I O O ^ \ . / l l O O  L W  I X ^ O O C i l V ^ t l  l O  M i  i C l l . ' I X ^  ^  •  l l l ^ ^ l V l ^ U \ > J O l O  
•frr\ nri Irwnj^ M  A  m o  n n  K o r  c o  h  c  p  h  H  i r ?  h »  i m  r t p  n i ^ o  t r \  p c  
• > ^ w » C 4  i « i  /  \  O w i > \ . / v . y i O  L V . /  O  O o  
an Agent for Change foiiowed cioseiy by iis importance as a Support for School 
Improvement. Of somewhat importance are NCA's functions as an Opportunity 
•fr\r r^£^\/air\r\rr^Cir\ ' f '  o o r i  o o  o  fr ir l—l!rthi O  +  o o W o KW O 
Although of lesser importance than perceptions of member schools, 
ipidividLisis frorn lows NCA ncri'msmbsr schools sss Support for School 
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Table 2.--Mean Levels of Importance of NCA's Program Function to Individuals 
from Iowa Member and Non-Member Schools 
Mean Level of importance Mean Level of Importance 
I nH / irJ I I O I C ^r/-\rY-» +r\ i i i p lo •frr\ry-x 
*.\j 1 1  I  V  I  v j  u G  l O  M W i i i  l.\J •  1  i \ . i  I  V  i o  c i O  l O  i i w i i i  
NCA Program Function Member Schools Non-Member Schools 
1. Recognition for High 
Standards 3.58 3.20 
2. Opportunity for Staff 
Development 3.73 3.23 
3. Agent for Change 4.10 3.59 
4. Support for School 
Improvement 4.02 3.66 
Note. Table Scale (1 - Not at all important, 5 - Extremely important). 
Improvement and Agent for Change as NCA's most important functions. The 
final two functions are also lower in importance for non-member school 
respondents, individuals from both member and iowa non-member schools see 
NCA's function as a Recognition for High Standards to be least important, 
expanded u'di.d utjiiiieaiiiiy uie mean ieveis of importance for ihe indicaiors of 
tne aoove tour iSiCA program functions are located in Appendix K, i abies 23 
through 25. 
2. What are the mean levels of effectiveness of the four NCA program 
functions to indiViuLialS frOiTi !0"VVG iTiGrnb^r schools? 
The response to research question two is reported in Table 3. The 
delivery of NCA's program functions to Iowa member schools is perceived to be 
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Table 3.--Mean Level of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA Program Functions 
from Iowa Member Schools 
A Prr\rirpna Ci »n/^tirvr»Q 
• % s-/1 I  «  •  \ . 4 l l W L * S ^ l l O  
1. Recognition for High Standards 
2. Opportunity for Staff Development 
3. Agent for Change 
4. Support for School Improvement 
Mean Level of Effectiveness of Delivery 
to Individuals from Iowa Member Schools 
3.00 
3.38 
3.42 
3.19 
Note. Table Scale (1 - Not at all important, 5 - Extremely important). 
most effective in its functions as an Agent for Change and, secondly, as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development. Support for School Improvement is third in 
effectiveness of delivery. Least in effectiveness of delivery, as well as 
importance, is NCA's function as Recognition for High Standards. 
3. Do individuals from Iowa NCA member schools perceive their 
membership to be of value to their communities? 
The respoi'ise i.o restJcircii quesiiun three is repuned in Tabie 4. naif of 
tne respondents trom current iovva NCA member schools perceive their 
membership to be of value to their community. Of the remaining respondents, 
42.8% were uncertain in their perception of the community's value of their 
M / ^  A  —  :  u :  —  
! I !C;i ! liJCI 
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Table 4.—The Perception of Individuals from Iowa Member Schools Regarding 
Their Community's Value of NCA Membership 
Perception of 
Community's YES NO UNCERTAIM 
Value of NCA 
Membership Freq. Valid % Freq. Valid % Freq. Valid % 
Individuals from 
Iowa Member 407 50.1 55 6.8 351 42.8 
Schools 
Notes. Total number = 813. No response = 7. 
4. What is the preferred format utilized for evaluation by Iowa member 
schools? 
Total frequency of responses indicated a high number of UNKNOWN 
responses. Principals facilitate the process and are more knowledgeable 
regarding format selection. Therefore, responses reported in Table 5 were 
further sorted by principal role. Currently, two-thirds of the principals from 
Iowa NCA member schools indicate the use of the TRADITIONAL format for 
evaluation. One-eighth indicate use of the OUTCOMES format and one-fifth the 
•JS0 of th6 A.LTERNATiVE formst. 
5. What iS the iPitGHt of iPiciiviciuals from rnGrnbGr snci non-rnGruuGr lo'\/v3 
schools rsQGrdip.Q futurs FSJCA. rnsrnbsrship^ 
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Table 5.—The Preferred Format for Evaluation Utilized by Iowa Member Schools 
as Reported by Principals 
Format 
Traditional Outcomes Alternative Unt<nov\/n 
Freq. Valid % Freq. Valid % Freq. Valid % Freq. Valid % 
All Responses 
from Iowa 513 66.5 99 12.8 107 13.9 53 6.9 
Member 
Schools 
When 
Considering 
Principal 196 66.7 35 11.9 56 18.4 7 2.3 
Responses 
Only 
Notes. Iowa member schools with invalid responses (marked none or two) = 
48. When considering only principal responses, invalid responses (marked none 
or two) = 11. 
Current Iowa member schools indicated that 76% predicted continued 
membership over the next five years. However, another 20% were uncertain. 
Only 4% predicted not belonging to NCA in five years. 
Iowa non-miember schools showed that 17% predicted they would be 
members of NCA within the next five years. The remaining 84% were equaily 
divided between respondents predicting I\iO and LJi\iCHRTAi!\i to IMCA 
mGmbsrship. ThG rGSponsGS to rosGsrch QUGStioP. fivG from lows mGmbsr 
schools are reported in Table 6. The responses to research question five from 
iowa non-member schools are reported in Table 7. 
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Table 6.—The Intent of Individuals from Iowa Member Schools Regarding Future 
NCA Membership 
Foresaw Continued Membership Frequency Valid % 
YES 618 76.0 
NO 34 4.2 
UNCERTAIN 161 19.8 
No Response 7 
Totals 820 100.0 
Table 7.—The Intent of Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools Regarding 
Future NCA Membership 
Foresaw Continued Membership Frequency Valid % 
YES 57 17.0 
NO 139 41.5 
UNCERTAIN 139 41.5 
No Response 5 
A r\ i  \JiOi^ O'-i-yj 
6. What are the reasons for non-membership in NCA among Iowa 
schools? 
The responses to research question six from iowa non-member school.^? 
are reported in Table 8. Iowa NCA non-m,ember schools are not receiving 
pressure from their communities to join NCA. Costs generated by annual fees 
and team visitations also discourage NCA membership. Lack of information 
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Table 8.—Reasons for Non-membership in NCA Among Iowa Schools 
YES NO 
Frequency Valid % Frequency Valid % 
Annual Fees 164 50.0 164 50.0 
Cost of NCA Visitation 166 50.6 162 49.4 
Community has not 
indicated a need 172 52.4 156 47.6 
Lack of knowledge 
regarding NCA benefits 153 46.6 175 53.4 
Minimal exposure to NCA 145 44.2 183 55.8 
Membership has little 
lasting impact on 
school improvement 81 24.8 246 75.2 
Too much extra time 
and work required 
by faculty 151 46.0 177 54.0 
Low interest by faculty 116 35.4 212 64.6 
Other reasons 36 11.0 292 89.0 
Note. No responses = 12. 
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regarding NCA benefits and time required by faculty are also reasons for NCA 
non-membership among Iowa schools. 
Research questions requiring inferential statistics are stated next. The 
hypothesis will be followed by a discussion of the statistical analysis and 
whether there was sufficient evidence to reject the null hypothesis. The data 
were analyzed using the Statistical Packaoe for the Social Sciences. Analysis 
of variance, analysis of variance for repeat measures, and chi-square goodness 
of fit were administered to test the appropriate hypotheses. Inferential research 
questions are stated in the hypotheses below. They are followed by a report of 
the findings. When summary tables are included, expanded tables are provided 
in Appendix K. 
Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference in the mean ievels of 
importance reported by individuals from Iowa member schools when the four 
NCA program functions are compared. 
A ro'^OO ' t"  »'V>000'"'0 +OC'"*" »-> I  I  11 
hypothesis. The repeat factor was the individual respondent. The calculated F 
value of 301.65, reported in Table 3, was significant at the .05 alpha level. 
Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected. There was a significant difference 
in the mesn levels of importance reported by individuals from Iowa .member 
schools when comparing the four NCA program functions. 
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Table 9.--Mean Levels of Innportance from Individuals Representing Iowa 
Member Schools When Compared on the NCA Program Functions 
Sum of 
Sources Squares 
Between groups 147.21 
Within groups 397.31 
Total 544.52 
.05 
Mean F Critical F 
df Squares Ratio Value 
3 49.07 300.86 .00 
2436 .10 
2439 
Note. Missing observations = 7. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 12 4 3 
3.58 Recognition 
3.72 Staff Dev. 
4.02 Support for S. I. * * 
4.10 Change Agent * * • 
To determine where the significant differences existed at the .05 level, a 
Scheffe procedure was administered. The results indicated that the mean levels 
of importance of NCA as a Recognition for High Standards were significantly 
higher than for each of the other three NCA program functions when individuals 
from Iowa member schools were compared. Differences in the mean levels of 
importance of NCA as an Opportunity for Staff Development were significantly 
higher than for NCA as an Agent for Change or Support for School 
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Improvement. In addition, mean levels of importance of NCA as an Agent for 
Change were significantly higher than for NCA as a Support for School 
Improvement. 
Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference in the mean levels of 
effectiveness of delivery reported by individuals from Iowa member schools 
when the four NCA program functions are compared. 
A repeat measure analysis of variance v\/as used to test the nu!! 
hypothesis. The repeat factor was the individual respondent. The calculated F 
value, reported in Table 10,. was significant at the .05 alpha level. Therefore, 
the null hypothesis was rejected. There was a significant difference in the 
mean levels of effectiveness of delivery reported by individuals from Iowa 
member schools when comparing the four NCA program functions. 
To determine where the significant differences existed at the .05 level, a 
Scheffe procedure was administered. The results indicated that significant 
differences existed in the mean levels of effectiveness of delivery of NCA as a 
Recognition for High Standards and each of the other three NCA program 
functions when individuals from Iowa member schools were compared. 
Significant differences also existed in the mean levels of effectiveness of 
deiivery c; \\CA as Support for Schoo! Improvement and NCA as an Agent for 
Change or an Opportunity for Staff Development. No significant difference 
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Table 10.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery from 
Individuals from Iowa Member Schools When Compared on the NCA Program 
Functions 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Squares 
F 
Ratio 
.05 
Critical 
F Value 
Between groups 87.23 3 29.08 137.35 .00 
Within groups 494.74 2337 .21 
Total 581.98 2340 
Note. Missing observations = 38. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 14 2 3 
3.00 Recognition 
3.19 Support for S.I. * 
3.38 Staff Dev. 
3.42 Change Agent * 
existed in the mean levels of effectiveness of delivery of NCA as an Agent for 
Change and as an Opportunity for Staff Development. 
Hypothesis 3: There is no significar.t diffarer.ce ir. tha rr.sar. levels of 
importance reported by individuals from Iowa non-member schools when the 
four NCA program functions are compared. 
A repeat measure analysis of variance was used to test the null 
hypothesis. The repeat measure was the individual respondent. The calculated 
F value of 114.87, reported in Table 11, was significant at the .05 alpha level. 
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Therefore, the null hypothesis was rejected. There were significant differences 
in the mean levels of importance reported by individuals from Iowa non-member 
schools when comparing the four NCA program functions. 
To determine where the significance existed at the .05 level, a Scheffe 
procedure was administered. The results indicated that there existed significant 
differences in the mean levels of importance of NCA as a Recognition for High 
Standards and each of the other three NCA program functions when individuals 
Table 11 .—Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery from 
Individuals from Iowa Member Schools When Compared on the NCA Program 
Functions 
Sum of 
Sources Squares 
Between groups 147.21 
Within groups 1387.48 
Total 1534.63 
.05 
Mean F Critical 
df Squares Ratio F Value 
3 49.07 114.87 .00 
3248 .43 
3251 
Note. Missing observations = 0. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 12 4 3 
3.58 Recognition 
3.72 Staff Dev. " 
4.02 Support for S. '. * 
4.10 Change Agent * 
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from Iowa non-member schools were compared. Significant differences also 
existed in the mean levels of importance of NCA as an Opportunity for Staff 
Development and as an Agent for Change or Support for School Improvement. 
No significant difference existed in the mean levels of importance of NCA as an 
Agent for Change and as a Support for School Improvement. 
'riypothesis 4: When only principais from iowa member schools are considered, 
the format selected for evaluation is independent of (a) district enrollment, (b) 
building enrollment, (c) AEA location, and (d) level of schooling. 
A summary of chi-square analysis results for Hypothesis 4 is presented in 
Table 12. Expanded tables relating to Hypothesis 4 are found in Appendix K, 
Table 26 through 29. 
A chi-square analysis was used to test each null hypothesis relating to 
Hypothesis 4. Hypothesis 4(b) was retained. The obtained was less than 
the critical value at the .05 alpha level. Therefore, the format selected for 
evaiuaiion by principais from iowa member scnoois was inaepenaent ot Puild'.ng 
enroiiment. 
Hypotheses 4(a), 4(c), and 4(d) were rejected. Their obtained values 
exceeded the critical value at the .05 alpha level. Therefore, the format 
selected for KvaiuaLio!) by principais from iowa member schools was dependent 
on district enrollme.nt, AEA location, and level of schooling. To determine 
v\,'hich cells were major contributors to the statistical significance of X', the 
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Table 12.--Format Selected for Evaluation by Principals from Iowa Member 
Schools When Compared to Each Variable 
Variables 
oaiouiolcu 
.05 
Critical 
X^ Value 
4(a) District Enrollment Categories 
(collapsed for analysis) 27.08 15.51 
4(b) Building Enrollment Categories 
(collapsed for analysis) 3.50 16.92 
4(c) AEA Location Categories 
(collapsed for analysis) 18.92 15.59 
4(d) Level of Schooling 13.46 9.49 
standardized residuals were examined. Extended tables relating to Hypothesis 4 
are found in Tables 26 through 29 in Appendix K. The results may be 
summarized as follows: 
Caieaorized by districts 
individuais showing a higher than expected selection of the 
TRADITIONAL format represented districts between 599 and 2,500. A less 
than expected number of the TRADITIONAL response was given by individuals 
fiOiT! disLiicLs witri enroiimenis equal to or m.ore than 2,500. The OUTCOiVlES 
form.at had a higher than expected num.ber of individuals who responded from 
districts with enrollments between 2,499 and 7,499. A iess than expected 
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number of responses for the OUTCOMES category came from districts with 
enrollments between 999 and 2,500. A higher than expected number of 
individuals from districts with enrollments greater than 2,499 selected the 
ALTERNATIVE format. A lower than expected number of individuals responded 
with the ALTERNATIVE format in districts with enrollments between 600 and 
2,499. 
There was a tendency for the largest districts among Iowa member 
schools to utilize the ALTERNATIVE form.at in place of the TRADITIONAL 
format. Medium to smaller districts were more inclined to remain with the 
TRADITIONAL format. 
Categorized bv AEA location 
Those AEAs in the southern most part of Iowa (Region IV-- AEA 13, 14, 
15, and 16) had a higher than expected frequency of principals indicating a 
TRADITIONAL or OUTCOMES format and a lower than expected frequency of 
responses to an ALTERNATIVE format. The lower central region (Region III-
AEA 6, 9, 10, and 11) of AEAs had a lower than expected frequency of 
principals selecting the TRADITIONAL format and a higher than expected 
frequency of responses to the ALTERN.ATIVE format. The north centra! region 
(Region II—AEA 5, 7, and 12) of AEAs had a higher than expected frequency of 
principals selecting the TRADITIONAL format and a lower than expected 
frequency of responses to the ALTERNATIVE format. 
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Those AEAs in the most heavily populated regions along Interstate 80 
were more inclined to select the ALTERNATIVE format in lieu of the 
TRADITIONAL format. The southern most region would utilize the OUTCOMES 
in place of the TRADITIONAL format for evaluation. 
Categorized bv level of schooling 
Middle and high school principals indicated a higher than expected 
number of responses for the TRADITIONAL format and a less than expected 
number of responses to the ALTERNATIVE format. Elementary principals' 
selections had a higher than expected response of the ALTERNATIVE format 
and a less than expected number of responses to the TRADITIONAL format. 
There was a trend for elementary principals to utilize the ALTERNATIVE 
in lieu of the TRADITIONAL format. Middle and high school principals were 
more inclined to utilize the TRADITIONAL format. 
• • 7 Iivr It I tvoi I 1. 111 ilic llicail ICVdO Lll \o/ 
importance within each of the four NCA program functions reported by 
indivldi-a's frorr^ -owa member schools, and (b; effectiveness of delivery within 
each of the four NCA program functions reported by individuals from Sowa 
member schools when respondents were categorized on their perception of the 
value of NCA membership to the community. 
A summary of the analysis of variance results for Hypothesis 5 is 
presented in Table 13. Expanded tables relating to Hypothesis 5 are found in 
Appendix K, Tables 30 to 37. 
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Table 13.—Importance and Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA Program Functions 
from iowa Members When Categorized on Their Perception of the Value of NCA 
Membership to Their Community 
Variables 
ANOVA 
F Ratio 
.05 
Critical 
F Value 
5a(1) importance as Recognition 
for High Standards 67.64 3.00 
5a(2) Importance as an Opportunity 
for Staff Development 50.60 3.00 
5a(3) Importance as an Agent 
for Change 34.21 3.00 
5a(4) Importance as a Support for 
School Improvement 28.34 3.00 
5b(1) Effectiveness of Delivery 
as a Recognition for 
High Standards 144.56 3.00 
5b(2) Effectiveness of Delivery 
as an Opportunity for 
Sidfi Deveiopmeni 70.06 3.00 
Effectiveness of Delivery 
as an Agent for Change 64.62 3.00 
5b(4) Effectiveness of Delivery 
as a Support for School 
Improvement 82.14 o  r\r\ 
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An analysis of variance was used to test each of the eight null 
hypotheses relating to Hypothesis 5. In all eight cases, the calculated value of 
Fexceeded the critical value for Fat the .05 alpha level. Therefore, there was 
a significant difference in the mean levels of (a) importance within each of the 
four NCA program functions, and (b) effectiveness of delivery within each of 
the four NCA program functions reported by individuals from Iowa member 
schools when respondents were categorized on their perception of the value of 
NCA membership to their community. 
To determine where the significant differences in means existed, a 
Scheffe post hoc test was administered following the analysis of variance for 
each hypothesis. Significant differences in the mean levels of importance and 
effectiveness of delivery within each of the four NCA program functions when 
categorized on the prediction of future NCA membership were reported 
identically. The results are summarized from all eight Scheffe post hoes as 
follows: 
1. Individuals who perceived NCA membership to be of value to 
community had a significantly higher mean on the levels of importance and 
effectiveness of delivery within each of the NCA program functions than did 
individuals who were UNCERTAIN. 
2. Those individuals predicting UNCERTAINTY of future NCA 
membership had significantly higher means on the ieveis of importance and 
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effectiveness witlnin eacin of the NCA progrann functions than did those 
individuals predicting NO for future NCA membership. 
Hypothesis 6: The perceived value of NCA membership to the community is 
independent of (a) district enrollment when considering all respondents; (b) 
buiiding enrollment when considering principal and teacher responses; (c) AEA 
location when considering ali responses; (d) level of schooling when considering 
principal and teacher responses; (e) role when considering all responses; and (f) 
prediction of future membership when considering all responses. 
A summary of chi-square analysis results for Hypothesis 6 is presented 
in Table 14. Expanded tables relating to Hypothesis 6 are found in Appendix K, 
Tables 38 to 43. 
A chi-square analysis was used to test each null hypothesis relating to 
Hypothesis 6. Hypothesis 8(c) and 6(e) were retained. In both cases, the 
obtained were less than the critical value of at the .05 alpha level. 
Therefore, the perceived value of NCA membership to the community was 
independent of the AEA location and the respondents' prediction of future NCA 
membership. Both hypotheses considered all responses. Hypotheses 6(a), 
6(b), 6(d), and 6(f) were rejected. Their calculated X^ values exceeded the 
critical value at the .05 alpha level. Therefore, the value of NCA membership to 
the community was dependent upon district enrollment and the respondents' 
prediction of future membership when considering all responses. When 
considering principal and teacher responses, the value of NCA membership to 
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Table 14.-Differences in Perception of the Value of NCA Membership to the 
Community When Categorized on Variables Tested 
Variables 
Calculated 
X^ 
.05 
Critical 
X^ Value 
6(a) District Enrollment Categories 
(collapsed for analysis-all 
responses) 18.13 15.51 
6(b) Building Enrollment Categories 
(collapsed for analysis—principal 
and teacher responses) 16.55 12.53 
6(c) AEA Location Categories 
(collapsed for analysis-all 
responses) 10.49 12.59 
6(d) Level of Schooling 
(principal and teacher responses) 12.05 9.43 
6(e) Role (all responses) 12.34 12.59 
6(f) Prediction of Future NCA 
Membership (all responses) 281 A1 9.49 
the community was aiso dependent upon building enrollment and level of 
schooling. 
To determine which cells were major contributors to the statistical 
significance of X^, the standardized residuals were examined. Extended tables 
relating to Mypothesis 4 can be found in Tables 38 through 43 in Appendix K. 
The results may be summarized as follows: 
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Examined on district enrollment 
1. Districts with enrollments of less than 600 and those with greater than 
2,500 had a significantly greater frequency of YES responses than expected. 
Districts with enrollments between 599 and 2,500 had significantly fewer YES 
responses than expected. 
2. Districts with enrollments between 999 and 2,500 had a significantly 
greater number of NO responses than expected. Districts with enrollments 
greater than 2,499 had a less than expected number of NO responses. 
3. Districts with enrollments between 599 and 2,500 had a significantly 
greater number of UNCERTAIN responses than expected. Districts with 
enrollments greater than 2,499 had a less than expected number of 
UNCERTAIN responses. 
Individuals from the largest or smallest districts in enrollment were more 
likely to perceive NCA to be valued by the communitv- Those from medium-
sized districts were more inclined not to perceive their community as valuing 
NCA membership. The largest districts were more certain of their perceptions. 
Examined on building enrollment 
1. Buildings with enrollments of less than 500 had a higher than 
expected frequency of UNCERTAIN responses and a lower than expected 
frequency of YES and NO responses. 
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2. Buildings with enrollments from 500 to 999 or greater than 1,750 
had a higher than expected frequency of NO responses and a lower than 
expected frequency of UNCERTAIN responses. 
3. Buildings with enrollments greater than 999 had a higher than 
expected frequency of YES responses and a lower than expected frequency of 
UNCERTAIN responses. 
The larger buildings were more certain in their perceptions of NCA's 
value to the community. Medium-sized buildings tended not to perceive the 
community as valuing NCA membership. The smallest were more inclined to be 
uncertain of the community's value of NCA to the school. 
Examined on level of schooling 
1. Individuals from elementary schools had a higher than expected 
frequency of YES responses and a lower than expected frequency of NO 
responses. 
2. Individuals from middle schools had a higher than expected frequency 
of NO and UNCERTAIN responses and a lower than expected frequency of YES 
responses. 
3. Individuals from high schools had a higher than expected frequency of 
YES responses and a lower than expected frequency of UNCERTAIN responses. 
Respondents from both member elementary and high schools tended to 
predict future NC.A membership. Fvliddie schcoi member respondents were 
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more inclined than expected to predict non-membership or uncertainty of NCA 
membership for the future. 
Examined on the prediction of future NCA membership 
1. Individuals indicating YES to their prediction of future NCA 
membership had a higher than expected frequency of YES responses and lower 
than expected frequency of NO and UNCERTAIN responses to their 
community's value of NCA membership. 
2. Individuals indicating NO to their prediction of future NCA 
membership had a higher than expected frequency of NO and UNCERTAIN 
responses to their community's value of NCA membership. 
3. Individuals indicating UNCERTAIN to their prediction of future NCA 
membership had a higher than expected frequency of UNCERTAIN responses 
and a lower than expected YES responses to their community's value of NCA 
membership. 
The perception of an individual regarding the community's value of NCA 
tended to be the same as their perception of future NCA membership for their 
school. 
HypCtflGSiS 1\ ThcTc iS no SiyHifiCSnt uiftcfcnCc in the n'icSr! !€:V !^S of V8; 
importance within each of the four NCA program functions reported by 
individuals from iowa member schoois, and (b) effectivs.ness of delivery within 
each of the four NCA program functions reported by individuals from Iowa 
member schools when respondents were categorized on their prediction of 
rv^ Q rv> o ••O ^  l U k V A I W  s  «  1 1  i C  I  I  I  O  I  O l  1 1  ^  •  
A summary of analysis of variance results for Hypothesis 7 is presented 
in Table 1 5. Expanded analysis of variance and Scheffe post hoc tables relatin 
to Hypothesis 7 are found in Appendix K, Tables 44 to 51. 
An analysis of variance was used to test each of the eight null 
hypotheses relating to Hypothesis 7. in the analysis of all eight hypotheses, 
the calculated value of Fexceeded the critical value for Fat the .05 alpha ievei 
Therefore, there was a significant difference in the mean levels of (a) 
importance within each of the four NCA program functions, and (b) 
effectiveness of delivery within each of the four NCA program functions 
reported by individuals from Iowa member schools when respondents were 
categorized on their prediction of future NCA membership. 
To determine where the significant differences in means existed, a 
Scheffe post hoc test was administered following the analysis of variance for 
ssch of the hypcthoSGo. SiyriifiCant differences in trie incdii itjvyis of 
importance and effectiveness of delivery within each of the four NCA program 
functions when caiegorized on the basis of their future prediction of NCA 
membership were reported identically. The results summarized from all eight 
q o h o ' f ' f o  \ a / o r o  o o  i •  
1. Means of individuals responding YES were significantly higher than 
those responding NO to their prediction of future NCA miembership. 
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Table 15.--Differences in tine Mean Levels of Importance and Effectiveness of 
Delivery of NCA Program Functions from Iowa Members When Categorized on 
Their Prediction of Future NCA Membership 
Variables Categorized 
Calculated 
F Value 
.05 
Critical 
F Value 
importance or nla as 
a Recognition for High 
Standards 77.67 3.00 
7a(2) Importance of NCA as 
an Opportunity for Staff 
Development 72.58 3.00 
7a(3) Importance of NCA as 
an Agent for Change 47.29 3.00 
7a(4) Importance of NCA as 
a Support for School 
improvement 40.41 3.00 
7b(1) Effectiveness of Delivery 
by NCA as a Recognition 
for High Standards 86.24 3.00 
7D(2) Effectiveness or Delivery 
by NCA as an Opportunity 
for Staff Development 87.03 3.00 
7b(3) Effectiveness of Delivery 
by NCA as an Agent for 
Change 79.81 3.00 
/ r-\ 1 /1 1 / \S-/ ^TT0cxiV0n0ss OT LJsiivGry 
by NCA as a Support for 
0/-» f / i ^ <3 o •* // /  1 ^ 1  K J  V  C t  !  i C t  1  I  80.62 O  r\r\ O . U U  
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2. Means of individuals responding UNCERTAIN were significantly higher 
than those responding NO to their prediction of future NCA nnembership. 
3. Means of individuals responding YES were significantly higher than 
those responding UNCERTAIN to their prediction of future NCA membership. 
As the prediction of future NCA membership becomes more positive by 
evidence from member schools, the mean levels of importance and 
effectiveness of delivery they attached to NCA program functions increased. 
Hypothesis 8: The prediction of future NCA membership by individuals from 
Iowa member schools is independent of: (a) district enrollment when 
considering all responses; (b) building enrollment when considering principal and 
teacher responses; (c) level of schooling when considering principal and teacher 
responses; and (d) role when considering all responses. 
A summary of chi-square analysis results for Hypothesis 8 is presented in 
Table 1 6. Expanded tables relating to Hypothesis 8 are found in Appendix K, 
Tables 52 to 55. 
A\ CMi-SCjuarG aMaiySiS vVa5 u5GCj tO t65t caCn nUii riypOtriSSiS iciaLHiO LO 
O .  i j y p v ^ L M C o c o O v a / /  t ,  o v o / ,  a i i u  u \ u /  v v c i c  a n  I C J C O L C U .  MICM 
calculated X' vaiues exceeded the critical value of at the .05 alpha level. 
Therefore, the prediction of future NCA membership from Iowa member schools 
.  -  ^  ^  I  (  —  ^  ^  ^  ^  —  1  ^  — I  :  - J — :  _ i i  vvao ivioi 11. uj-zwm cinw!nM«3ML oi lu luic vviic!! !! !y c2l! 
responses. V\/hen considering principal and teacher responses, the prediction of 
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Table 16.--Prediction of Future NCA Mennbership Compared with Each of the 
Following Variables 
. 0 5  
\ ^ t  I  L i O O l  
Variables Value 
8(a) District Enrollment Categories 
(collapsed for analysis-all 
responses) 39.40 15.51 
8(b) Building Enrollment Categories 
(collapsed for analysis-principal 
and teacher responses) 12.99 12.59 
8(c) Level of Schooling (principal 
and teacher responses) 203.18 9.49 
8(d) Role (all responses) 15.55 12.59 
future NCA membership for Iowa member schools was also dependent upon 
level of schooling and building enrollment. 
To determine which cells were major contributors to the statistical 
significance of X^, the standardized residuals were examined. Extended tables 
relating to Hypothesis 8 are found in Tables 53 through 55 in Appendix K. The 
results are summarized as follows: 
Examined on district enrollment 
1. Districts having an enrollment of less than 600 and those with 
enrollment greater than 2,499 had a higher than expected frequency of YES 
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responses. Districts with enrollments between 599 and 2,500 had a lower 
than expected frequency of YES responses. 
2. Districts with enrollments of less than 1,000 and those with 
enrollments between 2,499 and 7,500 had a lower than expected frequency of 
NO responses. Districts with enrollments between 999 and 2,500 had a higher 
than expected frequency of NO responses. 
3. Districts with enrollments of less than 600 and those with 
enrollments greater than 2,499 had a lower than expected UNCERTAIN 
responses. Districts with enrollme.nts between 599 and 2,500 had a higher 
than expected frequency of UNCERTAIN responses. 
The trend identified by the researcher was that iowa NCA members 
whose districts had the largest and smallest enrollments were more certain of 
their predictions and were more inclined to predict continuance of NCA 
membership than districts of enrollments between the two. 
Examined on building enrollment 
1. A higher than expected number of respondents in buildings with 
enrollments greater than 999 indicated YES to continued NCA membership, A 
lower than expected number of respondents indicated continuance of NCA 
membership in buildings with enrollments less than 1,000. 
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2. Buildings with enrollments less than 500 indicated a lower than 
expected frequency of not continuing NCA membership and a higher than 
expected frequency of UNCERTAIN on continuing NCA membership. 
3. Buildings with enrollments between 499 and 1,000 indicated a 
greater than expected frequency of NO responses and a lower than expected 
frequency of UNCERTAIN responses toward continuing NCA membership. 
There was a tendency for the Iowa NCA member schools with the largest 
enrollments to predict future NCA membership and the smallest to be uncertain. 
Buildings with medium-sized enrollments were inclined to predict future non-
membership in NCA. 
Examined on level of schooling 
1. A higher number than expected responses were indicated by 
elementary schools reporting YES responses, middle schools reporting NO and 
UNCERTAIN responses, and high schools reporting UNCERTAIN responses. 
2. A lower frequency than expected responses were indicated by high 
and middle schools on YES responses and by elementary schools on NO and 
UNCERTAIN responses. 
Individuals from NCA member elementary schools were more inclined to 
continue NCA membership and were more certain of that prediction. Middle 
school and high school NCA member respondents were less inclined to predict 
continuance of their mem.bership. 
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Examined on role 
1. Teachers have a higher than expected frequency responding YES and 
NO to the prediction of future NCA membership but a lower than expected 
response of UNCERTAIN. 
2. Principals have a higher than expected frequency responding 
UNCERTAIN and a lower than expected frequency of NO responses. 
3. Superintendents have a higher than expected frequency of 
UNCERTAIN responses and a lower than expected frequency of YES responses 
to the prediction of future NCA membership. 
There was a tendency for superintendents and principals of NCA member 
schools to lack certainty in their predictions of future membership, although 
principals had a more positive view of future membership. There was a 
tendency for teachers to become more polarized in their prediction of continued 
NCA membership. 
riypotnesis 3; i nere is no significant difference in the mean ieveis of 
importance within each of the four NCA program functions to individuals from 
Iowa member schools when categorized on the basis of: (a) district enrollment 
considering all responses; (b) building enrollment considering principal and 
teacher responses; (c) level of schooUng considering principal and teacher 
responses; and (d) role considering all responses. 
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A summary of analysis of variance results for Hypothesis 9 is presented 
in Table 17. Expanded tables relating to Hypotheses 9 are found in Appendix 
K, Tables 56 to 71. 
An analysis of variance was used to test each of the sixteen hypotheses 
relating to Hypothesis 9. In Hypotheses 9a(1), 9a(3), 9a(4), 9b(1), 9b(2), 
9b(3), 9b{4), 9c(1), and 9d(4), the calculated value of F did not exceed the 
critical value of F at the .05 alpha level. Therefore, these hypotheses were 
retained. When categorized on the basis of building enrollment, none of the 
differences in the mean levels of importance of NCA's program functions were 
significant. 
In Hypotheses 9a(2), 9c(2), 9c{3), 9c(4), 9d{1), and 9d(3) the calculated 
value of F exceeded the critical value of F at the .05 alpha level. Therefore, the 
hypotheses were rejected. When categorized on the basis of district 
enrollment, the mean levels of importance of NCA as an Opportunity for Staff 
Development were significantly different for Iowa member schools. When 
categorized on the basis of level of schooling, the mean levels of importance of 
NCA as an Opportunity for Staff Development, an Agent for Change and a 
Support for School Improvement were significantly different among Iowa 
member schools. The mean levels of importance of NCA as a Recognition for 
High Standards, an Opportunity for Staff Development, and as an Agent for 
ChdnQS w6rs siQnificsntiy diffsrsnt whsn cstSQorizsd on ths bssIs of roio 
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Table 17.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance Within Each of the 
Four NCA Program Functions to Iowa Member Schools When Categorized on 
the Listed Variables 
Mean Level of Importance of NCA's Function as a/an 
Categorical Recognition for Opportunity for Agent for Support for School 
Variables High Standards Staff Development Change Improvement 
ios !05 ^5 ^5 
Calculated Critical Calculated Critical Calculated Critical Calculated Critical 
F Value f Value f Value Value F Value Value F Value F Value 
9(a) District 
Enrollment 
Categories 
(collapsed for 
analysis-all 
responses) 1.20 2.37 2.93 2.37 .18 2.37 .58 2.37 
9(b) Building 
Enrollment 
Categories 
(collapsed for 
analysis-
principal and 
teacher 
rssponsGs) 2.23 2.SO 2.SO i .O/d .d.ovj 
9(c) Level of 
Schooling 
(principal and 
teacher 
responses) 2.79 3.00 3.14 3.00 7.42 3.00 5.23 3.00 
9(d) Role (all 
responses) 3.21 2.60 4.45 2.60 5.07 2.60 2.08 2.60 
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To determine where the significant differences in means existed, a 
Scheffe post hoc procedure was applied following each analysis of variance 
where F was significant at the .05 alpha level. The results of the Scheffe post 
hoes for Hypotheses 9a(2) and 9c(2) indicated that no two pairs were 
significantly different at the .05 alpha level. The researcher assumed the 
significant difference existed between the largest and smallest means in each 
instance. The results are summarized as follows: 
1. When categorized on the basis of district enrollment, the mean levels 
of importance of NCA as an Opportunity for Staff Development were 
significantly different between respondents from districts with enrollments of 
less than 600 and greater than 7,500. 
2. When categorized on the basis of level of schooling, the mean levels 
of importance of NCA as an Agent for Change were significantly different 
between elementary and middle school respondents. 
The results of the Scheffe post hoc procedure for Hypotheses 9c(3), 
9c(4), 9d(1) 9d(2) and 9d(3) are summarized as follows: 
1. The mean level of importance of NCA's program, functiop. as an Agent 
for Change was significantly less for individuals from middle schools than for 
respondents from elementary or high schools. 
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2. The mean ievel of importance of NCA as a Support for School 
Improvement by individuals from elementary schools was significantly less than 
mean levels reported by individuals from middle schools. 
3. The mean level of importance of NCA's program function as 
Recognition for High Standards was significantly higher for teachers than for 
superintendents. 
4. The mean levels of importance of NCA's program function as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development reported by school board presidents was 
significantly higher than the mean level reported by principals. 
5. The mean levels of importance of NCA's program function as an 
Agent for Change reported by school board presidents was significantly higher 
than that reported by principals and teachers. 
Hypothesis 10: There is no significant difference in the mean levels of 
i m n n r t a n m o  w i t h i n  n f  t h a  f n i i r  r \ r r \ o r a m  f i i n m t i n n c  t r v  l o l o  i m r t - i  
I . . w .  .  w  .  .  w . .  .  . .  .  w t  •  
iowa non-member schools when categorized on the basis of: (a) district 
enrollment when considering all responses; (b) building enrollment when 
considering principal and teacher responses; (c) level of schooling when 
considering principal and teacher responses; and (d) role when considering all 
responses. 
A summary of analysis of variance results for iHypothesis 10 is presented 
in Table 18. Expanded tables relating to Hypothesis 10 are found in Appendix 
K, Table 72 through 87. 
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Table 18.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance Within Each of the 
Four NCA Program Functions to Iowa Non-Member Schools When Categorized 
on the Listed Variables 
Mean Level I »-N /-k •»-4- ^ P-* I I  1  i ^ U i  L O I  t o o  \ J  I  i  U i  l O  C i O t  / an 
Categorical Recognition for Opportunity for Agent for Support for School 
Variables High Standards Staff Development Change Improvement 
.05 .05 .05 .05 
Calculated Critical Calculated Critical Calculated Critical Calculated Critical 
F Value f Value F Value Value r Value r Value r Value Value 
10(a) District 
Enrollment 
Pjitcannrioc 
— w  .  .  
(collapsed for 
analysis—all 
responses) 1.00 2.60 .93 2.60 2.15 2.60 2.38 2.60 
10(b) Building 
Enrollment 
Categories 
(collapsed for 
analysis-
principal and 
teacher 
responses) 2.42 3.84 .44 3.84 .34 3.84 .16 3.84 
10(c) Level of 
Schooling 
(principal and 
teacher 
responses) 1.02 3.00 .40 3.00 .77 3.00 .13 3.00 
10(d) Role (ail 
r o Q f - » Q o c ^  " 7  r\A ( V^O ^ 4 2.6( 2 .2 "  
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An analysis of variance was used to test each of the sixteen hypotheses 
relating to Hypothesis 10. In all but Hypothesis 10d(1), the calculated value of 
F did not exceed the critical value of F at the .05 alpha level. Therefore, all 
hypotheses with the exception of 10d(1) were retained. There were no 
significant differences in the mean levels of importance within each of the four 
NCA program functions reported by Iowa non-member schools when each was 
categorized on the basis of district enrollment, building enrollment, level of 
schooling, and role of respondent (with the exception of NCA's function as a 
Recognition for i-iigh Standards). Because Hypothesis 10d(1) had a calculated F 
value which exceeded the critical value at the .05 alpha level, the hypothesis 
was rejected. Therefore, the mean level of importance of NCA's function as a 
Recognition for High Standards was significantly different at the .05 alpha level 
when categorized on the basis of role. 
To determine where the significant difference existed in the mean levels 
of importance in Hypothesis 10d(1), a Scheffe post hoc was applied. Results 
indicated that the mean levels of importance on NCA's function as a 
Recognition for High Standards was significantly lower for superintendents than 
for teachers and school board presidents from Iowa non-m.ember schools. 
Hypothesis 11: There is no significant difference in the mean levels of the 
effectiveness of delivery within each of the four NCA program functions to 
i.ndividuals from member schools when categorized on the basis of; (a) district 
enroiiment when considering aii responses; (b) building enroiiment when 
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considering principal and teacher responses; (c) level of schooling when 
considering principal and teacher responses; and (d) role when considering all 
responses. 
A summary of analysis of variance results for Hypothesis 11 is presented 
in Table 19. Expanded tables relating to Hypothesis 11 are found in Appendix 
K, Tables 88 through 103. 
An analysis of variance was used to test each of the sixteen hypotheses 
relating to Hypothesis 11. In Hypotheses 11a(1), 11a(2), 11a(3), 11b(1), 
11c(1) and 11c(2), the calculated value of F did not exceed the critical value of 
Fat the .05 alpha level. Therefore, these null hypotheses were retained, 
indicating no significant differences in the mean levels compared. In 
Hypotheses 11a(4), 11 b(2), 11b(3), 11b(4), 11c(3), 11c(4), lidd), 11d(2), 
11d(3) and 11d(4), the calculated value of F exceeded the critical value of F at 
the .05 alpha level. Therefore, these hypotheses were rejected. There was a 
significant difference in the mean levels of effectiveness of delivery of NCA's 
function as a Support for School Improvement when categorized on the basis of 
district enrollment, building enrollment, level of schooling, and role for Iowa 
member schools. There was a significant difference in the mean levels of 
effectiveness of delivery of NCA's function as an Agent for Change when 
categorized on the basis of building enrollment, level of schooling, and role of 
respondent reported by Iowa member schools. When categorized on the basis 
of level of schooling and role, tnere was a significant difference in tne mean 
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Table 19.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery Within 
Each of the Four NCA Program Functions to Iowa Member Schools When 
Categorized on the Listed Variables 
Mean Level of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA's Function as a/an 
Categorical Recognition for Opportunity for Agent for Support for School 
Variables Higfi Standards Staff Development Change Improvement 
.05 .05 .05 .05 
Calculated Critical Calculated Critical Calculated Critical Calculated Critical 
F Value F Value f Value Value F Value F Value f Value f Value 
11(a) District 
IT 11 r-* +• 
w  1  •  •  W i l l i  1  1  L 
Categories 
(collapsed for 
analysis-all 
responses) 1.84 2.37 1.46 2.37 2.00 2.37 3.36 2.37 
11(b) Building 
Enrollment 
Categories 
(collapsed for 
analysis--
nrinnir^oi  ooH 
r -  •  "  •  — ' K * - *  
teacher 
responses) 1.55 2.60 1.36 2.60 4.12 2.60 5.07 2.60 
11 (c) Level of 
Schooling 
\piiiiC!pol anci 
teacher 
responses) .58 2.60 4.36 2.60 5.90 2.60 7.01 2.60 
I  1  \u /  nOiC ^ci i l  
responses) 6.72 3.00 19.97 3.00 3.21 3.00 7.25 3.00 
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levels of effectiveness of delivery of NCA's function as an Opportunity for Staff 
Development by Iowa member schools. There was a significant difference in 
the mean levels of effectiveness of delivery of NCA's function as a Recognition 
for High Standards when categorized on the role of the respondent. 
To determine where the significant differences existed in the mean levels 
of effectiveness of delivery within each of the program functions, a Scheffe 
post hoc was applied. Results indicated the following: 
Categorized on district enrollment 
1. Districts with enrollments between 999 and 2,500 had a significantly 
lower mean on the effectiveness of delivery of NCA's function as a Support for 
School Improvement districts with enrollments between 2,499 and 7,500. 
The districts with enrollments between 2,499 and 7,500 perceived NCA 
as more effective in Support for School Improvement than did other sized 
districts. 
Cateoorized on building enrollment 
1. Buildings with enrollments less than 499 had a significantly greater 
mean on the effectiveness of delivery of NCA's functions as an Agent for 
Change and Support for School Improvement than did buildings with 
enrollments between 499 and 1,000. 
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Schools with enrollments of less than 500 viewed NCA as more of an 
Agent for Change and Support for School Improvement than medium-sized 
schools. 
Categorized on level of schooling 
1. Responses from Iowa member elementary schools had a significantly 
higher mean level of effectiveness of NCA's function as an Opportunity for 
Staff Development than did responses from Iowa member high schools. 
2. Responses from Iowa member elementary schools had a significantly 
higher mean level of effectiveness of NCA's function as an Agent for Change 
than did responses from Iowa member middle and high schools. 
3. Responses from Iowa member elementary schools indicated a 
significantly greater mean level of effectiveness on NCA's function as Support 
for School Improvement than responses from Iowa member high schools. 
Elementary school responses showed a perception of greater 
effectiveness on NCA program functions with the exception of NCA as a 
Recognition for High Standards. 
Categorized on role 
1. Principals indicated a significantly greater mean level of effectiveness 
of NCA's function as a Recognition for High Standards than did teachers. 
2. Principals also indicated a significantly higher mean level of 
effectiveness of NCA as an Opportunity for Staff (Development than did 
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teachers and school board presidents. Superintendents had a significantly 
higher mean level of effectiveness of NCA as an Opportunity for Staff 
Development than did teachers. 
3. An assumption of significant difference in extreme means indicated 
that principals had a significantly higher mean level of effectiveness of NCA as 
an Agent for Change than did superintendents. 
4. Principal responses had a significantly higher mean level of 
effectiveness of NCA as a Support for School Improvement than did 
superintendent and teacher responses. 
Overall, principals perceived NCA as more effective than did teachers, 
superintendents, and school board presidents—dependent on function. 
Hypothesis 12: The prediction of future North Centra! Association membership 
by individuals from non-member schools is independent of: (a) district 
enrollment considering all responses; (b) building enrollment considering 
principal and teacher responses; (c) ieve! of schoclinc; considering principal and 
tcaCMcT responses; ano lO/ roitj cosisidering ail responses. 
A summary of chi- square analysis results for Hypothesis 1 2 is presented 
in Table 20. Expanded tables relating to Hypothesis 12 are found in Appendix 
K, Tables 104 through 107. 
A chi-sQuare anslysis was useo lu msi tjcjcn nun nypcxnesis relating to 
Hypothesis 12. Hypotheses 12(b) a.nd 12(c) were retained. In both cases the 
obtained was less than the critical value of at the .05 aipha level. 
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Table 20.—The Independence of the Prediction of Future NCA Membership by 
Individuals from Non-Member Iowa Schools on the Listed Variables 
Variables 
Calculated 
X^ 
.05 
Critical 
X^ Value 
12(a) District Enrollm.ent Categories 
(collapsed for analysis-all 
responses) 32.86 12.59 
12(b) Building Enrollment Categories 
(collapsed for analysis-
principal and teacher responses) 4.20 5.99 
12(c) Level of Schooling 
(principal and teacher responses) 6.97 9.49 
12(d) Role 
(ail responses) 26.47 12.59 
Therefore, the prediction of future NCA membership by individuals from Iowa 
non-member schools was independent of building enrollment and level of 
schooling. Both hypothesis considered principal and teacher responses. 
Hypotheses 12(a) and 12(d) were rejected. Their calculated values 
exceeded the critical value at the .05 alpha level. Therefore, the prediction cf 
future NCA mem.bership by individuals from non-memiber Iowa schools was 
dependent on district enrollment and role of the respondents. 
To determine which ceils were major contributors to the statistical 
significance of X^, the standardized residuals were examined. Extended tables 
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relating to Hypothesis 12 can be found in Appendix K, Tables 104 through 107. 
The results may be summarized as follows: 
Examined on district enrollment 
1. Districts with enrollments less than 600 had a lower than expected 
frequency of YES responses to future prediction of NCA membership. Districts 
with enrollments greater than 999 had a greater than expected frequency of 
YES responses. 
2. Districts with enrollments less than 600 had a higher than expected 
frequency of NO responses of their prediction of future NCA membership. 
Districts with enrollments larger than 999 had a less than expected frequency 
of NO responses. 
3. Districts with enrollments less than 600 had a less than expected 
frequency of UNCERTAIN responses to their prediction of future NCA 
membership. Districts with enrollments between 599 and 1,000 had a greater 
than expected frequency of UNCERTAIN responses. 
There was a tendency for non-member districts larger than 999 to predict 
future NCA membership and for smallest districts to not consider membership. 
Examined on level of schoolino 
1. High school respondents had a higher than expected frequency of 
both YES and NO responses and a lower than expected frequency of 
UNCERTAIN responses to the prediction of future NCA membership. 
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2. Elementary school respondents had a less than expected number of 
YES and NO responses and a greater than expected frequency of UNCERTAIN 
responses to the prediction of future NCA membership. 
There was a tendency for high school respondents from non-member 
schools to be more polarized in their prediction of future NCA membership than 
were elementary school respondents who showed a tendency to be more 
uncertain. 
Examined on the role of respondent 
1. Teachers had a higher than expected frequency of YES responses on 
their prediction of future NCA membership. Superintendents and principals had 
a lower than expected frequency of YES responses. 
2. Superintendents and principals had a higher than expected frequency 
of NO responses to their prediction cf future NCA m.embership. School board 
presidents and teachers had a lov/ver than expected frequency of NO responses. 
3. School board presidents and teachers had a higher than expected 
number of UNCERTAIN responses to their future prediction of NCA 
membership. Superintendents had a lower than expected frequency of 
UNCERTAIN responses. 
There was a tendency for teachers to have a higher prediction of 
continued NCA membership, for superintendents to predict non-membership, 
and for school board presidents and teachers to be uncertain. 
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Hypothesis 13: There is no significant difference in the mean levels of 
importance within each of the four NCA program functions when categorized 
on the prediction of future membership by individuals from Iowa non-member 
schooJs. 
A summary of variance analysis results for Hypothesis 13 is presented in 
Table 21. Expanded tables relating to Hypothesis 13 are found in Appendix K, 
Tables 108 through 111. 
Table 21 .-Differences in the iVlean Levels of Importance Within Each of the 
NCA Program Functions When Categorized on Their Prediction of Future 
Membership by Individuals from Non-Member Iowa Schools 
NCA Program Function Compared 
on the Basis of Prediction of 
Future NCA Membership 
Calculated 
F Value 
.05 
Critical 
F Value 
13(a) Importance of NCA's Function 
as a Recognition for High 
Standards 80.20 3.00 
13(b) Importance of NCA's Function 
as an Opportunity for Staff 
Deveiopment 6 '! .0 '! 3.00 
13(c) importance of NCA's Function 
as an Agent for Change 62.02 3.00 
13(d) Importance of NCA's Function 
as a Support for School 
!nnpro vsmen t 56.75 o nr\ O . v-zv-* 
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An analysis of variance was used to test each of the four null 
hypotheses. In all four, the calculated value of F exceeded the critical value of 
Fat the .05 alpha level. Therefore, Hypotheses 13(a), 13(b), 13(c), and 13(d) 
were rejected. There were significant differences in the mean levels of 
importance of the four NCA program functions reported by Iowa non-member 
schools and their prediction of future membership in NCA. To determine where 
the significant differences existed in the mean levels of importance in 
Hypothesis 13, a Scheffe post hoc procedure was applied. Results from all four 
NCA program functions indicated the following: 
1. individuals from Iowa non-member schools responding YES to the 
prediction of future membership had a significantly higher mean level of 
importance than did individuals responding NO and UNCERTAIN. 
2. Individuals from Iowa non-member schools who responded as 
UNCERTAIN for their prediction of future NCA membership had a significantly 
higher mean level of importance than did individuals responding NO. 
The more certain Iowa non-member school respondents were in 
predicting future NCA memibership, the more importantly they perceived the 
importance of NCA's functions to be. 
Hypothesis 14: When considering principals from !owa .member schools only, 
there is no significant difference in the mean levels of: (a) importance within 
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each of the four NCA program functions; and (b) effectiveness of delivery 
within each of the four NCA program functions when respondents were 
categorized on the basis of format. 
A sumnnary of variance analysis results for Hypothesis 14 is presented in 
Table 22. Expanded analysis of variance tables of results relating to Hypothesis 
14 are available in Appendix K, Tables 112 through 119. 
An analysis of variance was used to test the eight hypotheses related to 
Hypothesis 14. In all eight of the hypotheses, the calculated value of Fdid not 
exceed the critical value of Fat the .05 alpha level. Therefore, all eight 
hypotheses were retained. There were no significant differences in the mean 
levels of importance and effectiveness of delivery within each of NCA's four 
program functions when respondents were categorized on the basis of format. 
Summarv 
Analyses of the data in areas of mean levels of importance and 
sffsctivcncsG cf dsiivery of TxICA proyram ruiici.iuMs; comparisons reiatea to 
district enrc'lment, building enrollment, ievei of schooling, role, and AEA 
residence; and comparisons involving format, prediction of future NCA 
membership, and the vaiue of NCA membership to the community were 
presented m this choc'toi. /~\ vjiooUiiiuM 'w*! Lisese iiiiuiiigs v\*'i!! 00 conductec in 
the following chapter. 
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Table 22.—Difference in the Mean Levels of Importance and Effectiveness of 
Delivery Within Each of NCA Program Functions When Categorized on the 
Basis of Format 
IJ5 
Calculated Critical 
Variable Categorized by Format F Value F Value 
l4-a( ' ! )  Impor tance  o t  NUA's  t -unct ion 
as a Recognition for IHigh 
Standards .51 3.00 
14a(2) importance of NCA's Function 
as an Opportunity for Staff 
Development .87 3.00 
14a(3) Importance of NCA's Function 
as an Agent for Change .38 3.00 
14a(4) Importance of NCA's Function 
as a Support for School 
Improvement .74 3.00 
14b( 1) Effectiveness of Delivery of 
NCA's Function as a 
Recognition for High 
Standards .97 2.60 
'!^D(2) bttectiveness of Delivery of 
NCA's Function as an 
Opportunity for Staff 
Development 1.63 2.60 
145(3) Effectiveness of Delivery of 
NCA's Function as an 
Agent for Change .56 2.60 
I 4b(4) Effectiveness of Delivery of 
NCA's Function as a Support 
for School Improvement .96 2.60 
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CHAPTER V. SUMMARIES, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
This study GXaiTi tnGs lOvVa educators  pGrcGpt ions  rsQsrdinQ tuG (3)  
importance and effectiveness of delivery of the four NCA program functions, (b) 
perceptions of the value of NCA membership to the community, (c) prediction 
of future NCA membership by respondents, (d) format selected for evaluation 
by building level principals, and (e) relationships among the above variables and 
demographic and role factors. 
Methodoloav 
The following steps were utilized in the conduct of the study: 
1. A comprehensive review of professional literature and research in 
regional accreditation (specifically the NCA), accreditation in the state of Iowa, 
and measures of perceived importance and effectiveness of delivery was 
completed. 
2. A questionnaire delineating the benefits of the NCA accreditation 
was developed to reflect the purposes of the study, tested in a pilot situation, 
refined, and printed for use. The questionnaire was extended to include 
demographic and role-related items. 
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3. The questionnaire was mailed to all NCA member schools in Iowa 
and to a stratified random sampling of NCA non-member schools in Iowa during 
January of 1993. 
4. The responses on the return questionnaires were tabulated by the 
Iowa State University Computation Center and analyzed using the Statistical 
Procedures for Social Sciences package, utilizing descriptive and inferential 
techniques. 
5. Findings were reported from which conclusions and 
recommendations will be drawn. 
Summary 
Chapter IV of this study used two types of statistical repo-rting to convey 
the data. First, descriptive statistics were used to respond to research 
questions one through six. Secondly, in research questions seven through 
t w v  C f M  u y  -  t V  ,  I I  I  I  O I  O I  I  Lia I  O L C U I O L I O  I I  icaoul lOtUUM lU I !-^U ua I C/ dMU 
RSPS3L ms3sijr0 ANo'VA--WVSR8 uS8G to ONSIYZG tn6 rssuits. I  MG TINGINYS STG 
grouped according to the specific question this study sought to answer and are 
based on the statistical results of the hypotheses reported in Chapter IV. 
/-V •Pir0+ ^ ^ r>» • i •'v* ,-2 I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ "1 
to be answered by this study, which states: 
Research Giiesticn 1: What are the levels of irriportar.ee of the four NCA 
program functions to individuais from iowa schools? 
I l l  
There is a difference in the importance attached to each of the four NCA 
program functions between the individuals from member and non-member 
schools. Among individuals from Iowa non-member schools, the importance of 
NCA's function as a Support for School Improvement is seen to be of highest 
importance (with a mean rating of 3.66 on a 5 point scale). Following closely 
in their perception of importance is NCA's function as an Agent for Change 
(3.59). Both of the previous functions rate from SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT to 
VERY IMPORTANT. NCA's function as an Opportunity for Staff Development is 
perceived as SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT (3.29). Also perceived as SOMEWHAT 
IMPORTANT is NCA's function as a Recognition for High Standards (3.20). 
Among the indicators within the NCA program functions, individuals from 
Iowa non-member schools rated the "Opportunity to attend the annual NCA 
meeting in Chicago" as least important, preceded by the indicator, "Prospective 
teachers are attracted to NCA accredited schools," and the indicator "NCA 
Quarterly Journal provides valuable information." The indicators to which the 
highest mean level of importance were assigned by individuals from Iowa non-
member schools were "Exchange of exemplary and innovative practices among 
member schools," "The resulting school improvement plan and implementation 
provides a common focus for the school," "Encourages local support for school 
to maintain quality standards," and "Combined involvement of parents, 
S + r i / ^ O r ^  +  0  / - J  • • • / - > ' — >  • - >  y - N  » "  / - •  / x k r N i X  "  
I  to, OIIU COOV^IICIO H I  LMC OCII"OLUUy. 
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The mean levels of importance attached to all NCA program functions 
and to the specific indicators were higher for individuals from Iowa member 
schools than for individuals from Iowa non-member schools. NCA's function as 
an Agent for Change has the highest mean level of importance attached by 
individuals from Iowa member schools (4.10) and is VERY IMPORTANT. 
Following closely behind is NCA's function as a Support for School 
Improvement (4.02), and NCA's function as an Opportunity for Staff 
Development (3.73), which both tend toward VERY IMPORTANT. Finally, 
NCA's function as a Recognition for High Standards is between SOMEWHAT 
and VERY IMPORTANT (3.58). 
Those indicators within the four NCA program functions to which Iowa 
NCA member individuals attach the highest miean level of importance are "The 
combined involvement of parents, students, and teachers in the self-study" 
(4.19), "Encouragement of thoughtful innovation and change" (4.12), and "The 
resulting school improvement plan and implementation provides a common 
focus for the school" (4.12). The two indicators receiving the lowest mean 
level of importance by individuals from Iowa member schools were "NCA 
Quarterly Journal provides valuable information" (3.03) and "Prospective 
teachers are attracted to NCA accredited schools" (3.05). 
For both the member and non-member schools, the NCA Quarterlv 
Journal is perceived to not be as important as other indicators, individuals from 
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both member and non-member schools recognize that the indicator "Prospective 
teachers are attracted to NCA accredited schools" as also lower in importance. 
Another indicator of lesser importance among Iowa member and non-member 
schools was "Student applications to colleges and for financial aid are more 
highly regarded." 
Research Question 2: What are the levels of effectiveness of delivery of the 
four MCA program functions to individuals from Iowa member schools? 
Member schools perceive that NCA is most effectively delivering its 
functions as an Agent for Change (3.42). The Opportunity for Staff 
Development (3.38) provided by the NCA received the second highest mean 
level of effectiveness of delivery among individuals from Iowa member schools. 
This is largely attributed to the indicator "Combined involvement of parents, 
students, and teachers in the self-study," which is perceived as being the most 
effective indicator within all of the NCA program functions, individuals from 
lOvvo fMcmuci  SCl  iOOls  See  SuyfjOii  fOr SciiOOi t f f i f j fOvtifntinL (5 .19)  dS NCA S 
tniPG rpiGSt GTTGctiv0iy GGiiVGrGG prGyrsiTi Tijnction. hinsiiy, i^CA's Recognition 
for High Standards (3.00) was attached the lowest mean level of effectiveness 
of delivery by individuals from Iowa member schools, although the mean is still 
O V-/ ! y! LL y V ! ! /^ ! !! V! r ! NJ ! . 
Among these iovA^a member schools, NC.A's function as an Opportunity 
for Staff Development had the least discrepancy between the mean levels of 
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importance and effectiveness of delivery. The largest discrepancy between the 
mean levels of importance and effectiveness of delivery existed for NCA's 
function as a Support for School Improvement. The largest discrepancy among 
the indicators is "Assistance with implementing a school improvement plan," 
followed by "The exchange of exemplary and innovative practices among 
member schools," and thirdly, the discrepancy is shared by the indicators of 
"Encouragement of thoughtful innovation and change," and finally, "The 
resulting school improvement plan and implementation provides a common 
focus for the school." Those indicators having the least discrepancy were the 
"Opportunity to be a member of another school's visitation team," "The NCA 
Quarterlv Journal provides valuable information," and "Yearly review of 
compliance to quality standards required by NCA." 
Research Question 3: Do individuals from Iowa NCA member schools perceive 
their membership to be of value to their communities? 
Oniy haif of ihe individuais from iowa iNiCA memoer scncois consider 
NCA to be of value to their community. Forty-three percent are UNCERTAIN 
and the remaining percentage predict NCA to be of no value to their 
community. Districts with enrollments greater than 2,500 and those less than 
600 have yreater ihar! 50% perceiving NCA^ membership TO be of value to the 
community. With the exception of districts with enrollments less than 600, the 
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percentage of UNCERTAIN decreases as district enrollment increases (48.9% to 
33.7% UNCERTAIN). 
The larger the enrollment of a building, the higher the percentage of 
perceiving NCA membership to be of value to the community (from 49.2% to 
80.0% YES). The highest percentage of NO responses came from respondents 
representing buildings with enrollments from 500 to 999 (10.3% NO). 
The south-central region of AEAs has the highest percentage of YES 
responses to the perception of the community's value of NCA membership. 
UNCERTAIN responses range from 38.3% to 48.1% for AEA regions. 
Respondents from elementary schools have the greatest percentage of YES 
responses to the perception of the community's value of NCA membership. A 
high frequency of UNCERTAIN responses range from 41.1 % to 44.0%. 
Principals have the highest percentage of YES responses at 53.4% with school 
board presidents having the lowest percentage at 44.4% UNCERTAIN 
responses ranging from 38.6% to 48.5% across categories by role. 
Research Question 4: What is the preferred format utilized for evaluation by 
Iowa member schools? 
in order to secure a more accurate representation of the format currently 
+ r~\ O —. — - - — — — L i i O  i O 0 f - » v » / > i 0 0 0  y i i t : u i } ^ a i O  V V C I T : ;  O M C J i y ^ C U .  0 ! A l . y ~ ^ C V c ; ! !  U l  L ' J t J  
respondents indicated use of the TRADITIONAL format, less than 20%, the 
ALTERNATIVE format, and 12%, the OUTCOMES format. Although three-
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fourths of the middle and high school respondents selected the TRADITIONAL 
format, only 58% of elementary respondents did so. However, 31% of 
elementary respondents indicated use of the ALTERNATIVE format. Middle and 
high school individuals divided the remainder of their responses between 
OUTCOMES and ALTERNATIVE formats. The southern most region of AEAs 
reveals 75% electing the TRADITIONAL format, with 16.3%, the OUTCOMES 
format, and only 8.2%, the ALTERNATIVE format. The heavily populated 
region along Interstate 80 shows 59.3% of the respondents selected the 
TRADITIONAL format, 11.1%, the OUTCOMES format, and 29.6%, the 
ALTERNATIVE format. The north central AEA region reflects 82.1% utilizing 
the TRADITIONAL format, 10.7%, the OUTCOMES format, and 7.1%, the 
ALTERNATIVE format. The northern most region reported 69% using the 
TRADITIONAL format, 11.9%, the OUTCOMES format, and 19%, the 
ALTERNATIVE format. 
Buildings with fewer than 500 students show that approximately two-
thirds are using the TRADITIONAL format, one-eighth, the OUTCOMES format, 
and one-fifth, the ALTERNATIVE format. Buildings between 499 and 1,000 
student enrollment show 81 % utilizing the TRADITIONAL form.at, 1 2.9%, the 
OUTCOMES format, and 20%, the ALTERNATIVE format. School buildings 
between 999 and 1,750 again show 47.1% using the TRADITIONAL format, 
11.8%, the OUTCOMES format; and another 11.8%, the ALTERNATIVE 
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format. Buildings with enrollments larger than 1,750 are evenly divided 
between the utilization of the TRADITIONAL format and the ALTERNATIVE 
format. 
Districts less than 600 show 75% still utilize the TRADITIONAL format, 
5%, the OUTCOMES format, and 20%, the ALTERNATIVE format. Districts 
with enrollment between 599 and 1,000 indicated that slightly over 75% are 
utilizing the TRADITIONAL format, 17%, the OUTCOMES format, and 5%, the 
ALTERNATIVE format. Districts between 999 and 2,500 show approximately 
the same utilization of the TRADITIONAL format, but only 8.9% using the 
OUTCOMES format, and approximately 3% using the ALTERNATIVE format. 
When district size increases to between 2,499 and 7,500, the use of the 
TRADITIONAL format decreases to 57.1 %, while the use of the ALTERNATIVE 
format is 26% and OUTCOMES, 18.2%. Those in districts greater than 7,500 
show 53.3% utilizing the TRADITIONAL format, 8.9%, the OUTCOMES, and 
37.8%, the ALTERNATIVE format. 
Research Question 5: What is the intent of individuals from Iowa member and 
non-member schools regarding future NCA membership? 
Three-fourths of respondents from Iowa member schools predict future 
rPiGrnbership. Over 80% of n'lOiviciudis irom Gisxricts w!tn enroiirnents less than 
600 and greater than 2,499 indicate YES to continued NCA membership. 
Districts with enrollments between 599 and 2,500 have over two-thirds with 
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YES responses. The greatest frequency of UNCERTAIN responses represent 
districts with enrollnnents fronn 600 - 999 at 30.5% and 1,000 - 2,400 at 
22.6%. Respondents from districts with enrollments of 1,000 - 2,400 indicate 
10.2% NO responses. 
The certainty of future NCA membership increases with building 
enrollment. Those with enrollments less than 500 at 77.1%, 500 - 999 at 
76.6%, 1,000 - 1,749 at 83.3%, and for buildings with enrollments greater 
than 1,750, at 100% predicting YES responses. UNCERTAIN responses within 
the smaller three building enrollment categories range from 14.6% to 19.9%. 
Respondents from the various roles all predict a high frequency of 
continued NCA membership, with superintendents being the lowest at 68.9%, 
and teachers being the highest with 78.5%. Although the NO responses of all 
four roles are less than 7%, the UNCERTAIN responses range from 1 5.3% to 
27.6%. Individuals from elementary schools have 86.3% responding YES to 
continued membership, high school, 75.9%, and middle schools, 64%. The 
highest degree of NO responses exists among middle schools at 10.0%. Middle 
school respondents also have the highest degree of UNCERT.AIN responses at 
26.0%, followed by high school at 20.2%, and lastly, by elementary at 11.6%. 
Among Iowa non-member schools, 17% of individual respondents from 
non-member schools indicate YES for future application for NCA accreditation. 
The remainder of the respondents are equaliy divided between NO and 
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UNCERTAIN responses. Of those individuals, 77.8% were from non-member 
school districts with enrollments larger than 2,499. The districts of less than 
600 enrollment are, however, the least apt to apply for NCA membership with 
12% indicating YES, and are more apt to respond NO at 47.3% than 
UNCERTAIN at 40.5% to application for future NCA membership. Within the 
largest districts the remainder of the responses are UNCERTAIN. 
Building enrollment categories were collapsed, leaving two categories 
divided by building enrollments of 500 students. Buildings of greater than 500 
enrollment were five times as apt to indicate YES to application for future 
membership with 55.6% YES than districts that were smaller than 500 
enrollm.ent with 11.5% YES. Both categories had approximately 44% 
responding NO to application for continued membership. The remainder of the 
responses for smaller buildings of less than 500 enrollment were in their 
UNCERTAIN responses. 
High school respondents indicate 22.6% YES to future membership, with 
middle school respondents at 15.2% and elementary at 14.3%. Although, the 
remainder of the respondents are equally divided between NO and UNCERTAIN, 
the number of NO RESPONSES increases from middle (45.5%) to high school 
(51.6%) to elementary (60.0%). The number of UNCERTAIN responses is 
higher for middle schools at 39.4% than for either elementary or high schools 
at 25.8%. 
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Teachers are more inclined to predict future NCA membership than other 
role respondents. The frequency of YES responses by role increases from 13% 
of the superintendents to 24% of the teachers. NO responses are highest 
among superintendents at 68.5%, and are over 30.0% for school board 
presidents and teachers. Superintendents indicate 18.5% are UNCERTAIN; 
school board presidents, 54.3% UNCERTAIN, principals, 41.3% UNCERTAIN 
and teachers, 51 % UNCERTAIN. 
Research Question 6: What are the reasons for non-membership in iViCA among 
Iowa schools? 
Iowa non-member schools are receptive to future NCA membership. The 
primary reasons for non-membership at this time include the annual fee, the 
cost of an NCA visitation, and the community's lack of inclination for 
membership. These same respondents perceive NCA membership as having a 
lasting impact and two-thirds indicate there exists high interest currently by 
£. . . i j.. -IC30UI ly 11 I luci b. 
Research Question 7: is there a significant difference between ieveis of 
importance reported by individuals from Iowa member schools when comparing 
the four NCA program functions? 
There is a significant difference in the mean levels of importance reported 
by mdivicluo's from IOVVG comparing tne program 
functions. Post hoc analysis reveals that when comparing the four NCA 
program functions, the mean level of importance is significantly higher for 
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NCA's function as an Agent for Change tiian any of the other three program 
functions. NCA's function as a Support for School Improvement has a 
significantly higher mean level of importance than do NCA's functions as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development and as a Recognition for High Standards. 
NCA's function as an Opportunity for Staff Development has a significantly 
higher mean level of importance than its function as a Recognition for High 
Standards. 
Research Question 8: Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of 
importance reported by individuals from Iowa non-member schools when 
comparing the four IMCA program functions? 
There is a significant difference in the mean levels of importance reported 
by individuais from iowa non-member schools when comparing the four NCA 
program functions. The mean levels of importance reported was significantly 
higher for NCA's function as an Agent for Change and as a Support for School 
Improvement than for NCA's function as a Recognition for High Standards or as 
an Opportunity for Staff Development. The mean level of importance of NCA's 
function as an Opportunity for Staff Development is significantly higher than its 
function as a Recognition for High Standards. 
Research Question 9: Is there a significant difference in the mean leveis of 
effectiveiiess of deiivery reported by individuais from io'vva member sciioois 
when comparing the four MCA program functions? 
There is a significant difference in the mean leveis of effectiveness of 
delivery reported by individuals from !owa member schools when comparing the 
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four NCA program functions. Post hoc analysis revealed that when comparing 
the four NCA program functions, the mean level of effectiveness of delivery of 
NCA as an Agent for Change and as an Opportunity for Staff Development are 
significantly higher than NCA's function as a Support for School Improvement 
and as a Recognition for High Standards. The mean level of NCA as a Support 
for School Improvement is significantly higher than for its function as a 
Recognition for High Standards. 
Research Question 10: Is the format for evaluation selected by principals of 
Iowa member schools independent of the district enrollment, building 
enrollment, AEA location, and level of schooling? 
The format selected for evaluation by principals from Iowa member 
schools is dependent on district enrollment, AEA location, and level of 
schooling. However, there appears to be no relationship between the format 
selected for evaluation and building enrollment. There is a tendency for districts 
whose enrollment is over 7,500 students to utilize the .ALTERNATIVE format in 
evaluation. Districts with enrollments between 2,499 and 7,500 students had 
a higher than expected response to the utilization of the OUTCOMES format. 
Districts between 600 and 2,500 students had a higher than expected selection 
of the TRADITIONAL format. 
Those respondents from the south-central region, which is the most 
heavily populated region along Interstate 80, are more inclined to select the 
OUTCOrvlES for.mat. The southern most region of AEAs wouid utiiize the 
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ALTERNATIVE format in place of both the TRADITIONAL and OUTCOMES 
format. 
The trend for elementary principals is to utilize an ALTERNATIVE format 
in lieu of the TRADITIONAL format. High school principals are more inclined to 
utilize the TRADITIONAL format for evaluation. 
Research Question 11: Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of 
importance within each of the four MCA program functions reported by 
individuals from Iowa member schools when respondents are categorized by 
their perception of the value of NCA membership to their community? 
There is a significant difference in the mean levels of importance within 
each of the four NCA program functions reported by individuals from Iowa 
member schools when respondents are categorized by their perceptions of the 
value of NCA membership to the community. Those responding YES to their 
perception of the community's value of NCA attach a higher mean level of 
importance to each of four NCA program functions than those responding 
iJMCERTAi.^j. Those rsspc.ndir.g L!^JCERTA!N have higher mean levels ov 
irr.portance than those responding NO. 
Research Question 12: is there a significant difference in the mean levels of 
the effectiveness of delivery reported by individuals from Iowa member schools 
when respondents are categorized on their perception of the value of NCA 
membership to their community? 
There is a significant difference in the mean levels of effectiveness of 
delivery within each of the four NCA program functions reported by individuals 
from Iowa member schools when these respondents are categorized on their 
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perception of the value of NCA membership to the school. Those responding 
YES to the perception of the value of NCA membership to the community 
attach a higher mean level of importance to NCA's program functions than 
those responding UNCERTAIN. Those responding UNCERTAIN attach a 
significantly higher mean level of importance to NCA's program functions than 
those responding NO. 
Research Question 13: Is the perceived value of NCA membership to the 
community of Iowa member schools independent of district enrollment, AEA 
location, role, and the prediction of future NCA membership when considering 
all respondents and independent of building enrollment and level of schooling 
when considering only principal and teacher respondents? 
Principal and teacher respondents from Iowa member schools show that 
the perceived value of NCA membership to the community is dependent on 
building enrollment and level of schooling. The perceived value of NCA 
membership to the community is also dependent on district enrollment and the 
prediction of future NCA mem.bership when considering all responses. The 
perceived value of NCA membership to the community is independent of AEA 
location and role when considering all responses. 
The smallest and largest districts have a higher than expected level of 
YES responses; the next smallest district, a higher than expected number of 
UNCERTAIN responses; and the next to largest district, a higher than expected 
number of NO and UNCERTAIN responses. The smallest buildings have a 
LCMCidlloy LO UO W IV » I , M ICU I U I I 1-OJZC\J L^UnVJill^O/ LU ibofJWIlU VVILI! t V W , 
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and districts greater tiian 1,000, to have a higher than expected frequency of 
YES responses and to be more certain of those responses. 
When categorized by the level of schooling, both elementary and high 
school teachers had a higher than expected number of YES responses. 
Individuals from middle schools had a higher than expected frequency of NO 
responses. Elementary respondents had a lower than expected frequency of 
NO responses, middle school, of YES responses, and high school, of 
UNCERTAIN responses. 
When categorized on the prediction of future NCA membership, the more 
certain individuals were of their prediction of future NCA membership, the more 
they perceived NCA membership to be of value to their community. 
Research Question 14: Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of 
importance within each of NCA's four program functions reported by individuals 
from Iowa member schools when categorized on the respondent's prediction of 
future IMCA membership? 
l O  C l  O l ^ l l l l l O C l l i U  U I I I O I O I I O O  M l  L t l O  I I I O O l l  l O V V ^ I O  v . / *  V V I L I I I I I  
0g.^H Q-f [MQ/i'/'s four proQfsm "^urictions by individusis from lows msmlDsr schools 
when categorized on the respondents' prediction of future NCA mennbership. 
The more affirmatively the respondents predicted future NCA membership, the 
i r - *  r  r * v - >  / - \  O  J  r v - »  r > / - v  r + r - \ / - • / - »  +  /  » - >  +  +  O r J  +r\ / - \  O A  I S ^ v O l O  x . y >  i > i  X — < "  / — \  
program functions. 
RoQogrQj-i Question T 5! !s there e sisnificsnt difference in ths mesn levels of 
the effectiveness of delivery of NC.A's program fu.nction by individuais from 
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Iowa member schools when categorized on the respondents' prediction of 
future NCA membership? 
There is a significant difference in the mean levels of the effectiveness of 
rlolIx/O''*/ i O H I\/1/"I I 122 f c »*v> q »-•-* K q r o ^ I C /I +• r*> Q CJ r\4- +l->o N^oiiVOt/ L/y iii\^iVi\uu0i0 iwvvo inciMUOi ooiiwoio Vvitniti oOoii wi LMO 
four NCA program functions when categorized on the respondents' prediction 
of future NCA membership. The more affirmatively the respondents were in 
their prediction of future NCA membership, the higher were their perceptions of 
NCA's effectiveness in delivering the four program functions. 
Research Question 16: Is the prediction of future NCA membership by 
individuals from Iowa member schools independent of district enrollment, 
building enrollment, level of schooling, and role? 
When considering all responses, the prediction of future NCA 
membership from Iowa member schools was dependent upon district enrollment 
and role. When considering principal and teacher responses, the prediction of 
future NCA membership from Iowa member schools was also dependent on the 
/ - s - C  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  I  ^ - j  - J  .  .  ^  J  _  
•  »  0 \ ^  I  I  1 1 1  I  ^  O l  l O  O  I  1 1  W  1 1 1  I  l O I  I  c  .  1 1  l U J  t  V  U O  l O  I  I  W i  I  t  U I O L M O L O  
O n rr>! i mo rtroj5l"or tHpr'i O ^OO ariH !occ tKpn ^r\r\ pro rv-i^-vro r^or+pir^ /-\-f pr>ri 
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positive toward future NCA membersiiip. Superintendenis lend to be more 
uncertain than expected of future NCA membership. Principals and teachers 
h » p v / o  o  + K o r ~ >  r / ^ o  r - v / - *  r - i  o M A  r - > r * / - >  « » v - \  t - v  < - s  I  
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However, principals respond more with UNCERTAIN responses and teachers 
with more NO responses than expected. 
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Buildings with enrollnnents greater than 999 have a higher than expected 
number of YES responses to the prediction of future NCA membership, while 
those with less students have a higher number of NO responses than expected. 
Only buildings with enrollments from 500 - 999 have a higher than expected 
number of NO responses and a lower number of UNCERTAIN responses. 
Buildings with less than 500 enrollment have more UNCERTAIN and less NO 
responses than expected. Elementary respondents have a higher than expected 
number of NO responses in contrast to middle and high schools. Middle school 
respondents have a higher than expected number of NO and UNCERTAIN 
responses in contrast to elementary school respondents. High school 
respondents have a higher than expected number of UNCERTAIN responses. 
Research Question 17: !s there a significant difference in the mean levels of 
importance within each of the four NCA program functions reported by 
individuals from iowa member schools when categorized on district enrollment, 
building enrollment, level of schooling, and role? 
~ru /-X ^ ^  ^  ^-c : ^s. £.. .^ ^ ^\ ^ r> . I I i\^ II lool I lovoiov-ft titi^wiiaiio^ui o lUiioLiwii aC5 a i^a^uyi n LIUI i i Uf 
High Standards were greater for teachers than for superintendents. The mean 
levels of importance of NCA's function as an Opportunity for Staff Development 
were significantly higher for (a) districts with enrollments greater than 7,500 
a.nd less than 600 than for other sized districts, sr:d, (b) school board presidents 
than for teachers. The mean levels of importance of NCA's function as an 
Agent for Change were significantly higher for (a) elementary and high school 
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respondents than for middle school respondents, and, (b) school board 
presidents than for principals and teachers. The mean levels of importance of 
NCA's program function as a Support for School Improvement by individuals 
from high schools were significantly higher than for elementary schools. 
Research Question 18: Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of 
importance within each of the four NCA program functions reported by 
individuals from Iowa non-member schools when categorized by district 
enrollment, building enrollment, level of schooiing, and role. 
The mean levels of importance of NCA's function as a Recognition for 
High Standards were significantly higher for teachers and school board 
presidents than for superintendents from Iowa non-member schools. There 
were no other significant differences in the mean levels of importance within 
each of the four NCA program functions reported by individuals from Iowa non-
member schools when categorized by district enrollment, building enrollment, 
level of schooling, and role. 
Research Quesiion 19: is there a significani difference in the mean ieveis of 
the effectiveness of delivery of the four NCA program functions by individuals 
from iowa member schools when categorized on the basis of district 
enrollment, building enrollment, level of schooling, and role? 
There is a significant difference between the mean levels of effectiveness 
of delivery of NCA's functions as a Support for School Improvement when 
categorized on the basis of district enrollment and role; as an Agent for Change 
when categorized on building enrollment, level of schooling, and role; as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development when categorized by level of schooling and 
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role among Iowa member schools; and as a Recognition for High Standards 
when categorized on role. 
Specifically, the mean levels of effectiveness of NCA's function as a 
Support for School Improvement were significantly greater for: 
(a) districts of enrollments between 2,499 and 7,000 than for districts 
with enrollments between 999 and 2,500. 
(b) buildings with enrollments less than 500 than for buildings with 
enrollments between 499 and 1,000. 
(c) respondents from elementary schools than respondents from high 
schools. 
(d) principals than for superintendents and teachers. 
Secondly, as an Opportunity for Staff Development, the mean levels of 
effectiveness of delivery were greater for: 
(a) elementary school respondents than respondents from high schools. 
(b) principals than for teachers and school board presidents. 
(c) superintendents than for teachers. 
Thirdly, the mean levels of effectiveness of NCA's function as an Agent 
for Change were significantly greater for: 
(a) buildings with enrollments iess than 500 than buildings with 
enrollments between 499 and 1,000. 
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(b) elementary school respondents than middle and high school 
respondents. 
(c) principals than superintendents. 
Finally, as a Recognition for High Standards, the mean levels of 
effectiveness of delivery were greater for principals than for teachers. 
Research Question 20: Is the prediction of future IMCA membership by 
individuals from !owa non-member schools independent of district enrollment, 
building enrollment, level of schooling, and role? 
The prediction of future NCA membership by individuals from Iowa non-
member schools is independent of building enrollment and level of schooling. 
However, the prediction is dependent on district enrollment and role of 
respondent. 
Districts of over 599 enrollment were more certain in their responses 
than expected. Districts with enrollment over 1,000 had a tendency to respond 
YES and those with enrollment less than 1,000, with a NO response. There is 
a tendency for superintendents and principals to not predict future NCA 
membership, teachers to predict or be uncertain of membership, and school 
board presidents to be uncertain of future NCA membership. 
Research Question 21: Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of 
importance within each of the fcjr r^CA prcgrarr; f-jnctlcns v.'hGr: rsspcndsnts 
are categorized on their prediction of future membership by individuals from 
iovi/a non-member schools? 
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There is a significant difference between the mean levels of importance 
of the four NCA program functions when respondents are categorized on their 
prediction of future membership by individuals from Iowa non-member schools. 
The more positive respondents from Iowa non-member schools are in their 
prediction of future NCA membership, the higher the mean levels of importance 
they attach to each of NCA's four program functions. 
Research Question 22: Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of 
importance within each of the four NCA program functions reported by 
principals when responses are categorized on the basis of format? 
There is no significant difference between the mean levels of importance 
of the four NCA program functions when principal responses are categorized on 
the basis of form.at. 
Research Question 23; Is there a significant difference in the mean levels of 
the effectiveness of delivery within each of the four NCA program functions 
reported by principals when they are categorized on the basis of format? 
There is no significant difference in the mean levels of effectiveness of 
delivery within each of NCA's four program functions when principal responses 
are categorized on the basis of format. 
Conclusions 
"Thp r»f NCA'c rroHiKilitx/ nooHc tn ho It Ic r\r\ 
w  w w  . . w  
credible as a recognition for high standards among Iowa member schools. If it 
is to become credible as a service-oriented institution, it must deliver, at an 
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expected level, what member schools consider to be most important--a catalyst 
for change and ongoing support for school improvement. Currently, 
perceptions of member schools suggest that NCA's effectiveness diminishes 
following the NCA team's visitation. In general, principals, elementary school 
respondents, and respondents from buildings with the smallest enrollment see 
NCA as more effective in the delivery of NCA's program functions than other 
respondents. 
The compliance to rigid steps in the format selected for evaluation are 
not appropriate for larger, urban high schools. The choice of an alternative 
format is an indication of the unique approach needed by these schools. The 
format selected has little to do with how important or effectively delivered they 
consider NCA's program functions. It is, however, a reflection of where the 
school is located. 
Future membership of current Iowa NCA member schools is in Question. 
Currently, only three-fourths of these member schools predict future 
membership, with the remainder being primarily UNCERTAIN. The prediction of 
membership is a reflection of the respondents' perception of the importance and 
effectiveness of delivery of each of the program functions and their perceptions 
of the community's value of NCA membership. Considering !owa non-member 
schools, one-fifth predict future NCA membership, while the remainder are 
equally divided between a response of UNCERTAIN or NO. Superintendents 
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and/or principals who represent the largest districts among Iowa NCA non-
member schools are more inclined to predict future NCA membership, 
NCA's function as an Opportunity for Staff Development is being 
delivered at the level expected by Iowa member schools, but is not considered 
to be of primary importance. Respondents from districts and buildings of 
various enrollments, levels of schooling, and roles are different in how 
important they see NCA's functions. In Iowa non-member schools, there is 
general agreement. However, the more affirmatively Iowa member schools 
perceive the value of NCA membership to the community, the more important 
and effectively delivered to them are NCA's program functions. Individuals who 
represent larger districts and buildings, elementary and/or high schools, or are 
teachers see NCA membership as valued by their community. 
Recommendations 
1. Ti ie iuwa Staie Com.miiiee of tne Commission on Schools must 
GeciGe vvMctner it wiii Oirect its delivery 01 services toward meeting the needs 
considered to be most important by categories of its member schools or to 
remain pure in the disbursement of materials and services across categories. 
2. Because twenty perceiiL 01 iuwa member schools are Ui\iC£RTAii\i 
and only three-fourths CERT.A'.N of future NCA membership, the Iowa NCA 
must more effectively deliver those benefits currently not perceived as 
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effectively delivered by its members or it must assist member schools in 
recognizing the importance of the benefits of NCA. 
3. The complexities of larger districts and large high school buildings 
are best suited for the individualized approach to school improvement available 
through the utilization of the ALTERNATIVE format. 
4. Because the OUTCOMES or ALTERNATIVE formats are being utilized 
by one-fourth of NCA member schools, the Iowa State Committee of the 
Commission on Schools should provide the resources and training to support 
this initiative. 
5. Public relation initiatives from the Iowa State Committee of the 
Commission on Schools to Iowa member schools must be uniquely designed 
and delivered to different audiences based on district enrollment, building 
enrollment, and level of schooling. 
6. The Iowa State Committee of the Commission on Schools should 
carefully examine the demographic and role factors for different perceptions of 
NCA effectiveness and develop delivery improvement plans based on that data. 
7. Because Iowa non-member schools recognize NCA's function as a 
Support for School Improvement to be of highest importance, the Iowa State 
Committee of the Commission on Schools should promote this function of NCA 
as a recruiting tool when approaching those schools who were among the one-
sixth considering future TxiCA membership. 
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8. Because formats of Iowa NCA member schools reflect categories of 
district enrollment, AEA location, and level of schooling, the researcher 
suggests that recommendations should be made to individual schools to utilize 
formats which are based on those variables and that the Iowa State Committee 
of the Commission on Schools should form networks of support based on those 
variables. 
9. Because Iowa non-member schools see financial concerns as a 
primary reason for non-membership and because they consider NCA's functions 
as a Support for School Improvement and as an Agent for Change to be of 
highest importance, NCA needs to provide a comparison of costs and/or 
services performed by other agencies to these schoois. 
10. Recruitment materials to Iowa non-member schools need to 
emphasize the importance of the NCA program functions and should be directed 
toward districts with enrollment greater than 1,000 and/or to school board 
presidents and teachers. 
11. When providing the needed assistance to its member schools, the 
Iowa State Committee of the Commission on Schools should consider the 
combined indicators within the program functions which suggest that member 
schools value input and involvement from the entire community in planning for 
and implementing change. 
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Recomnnendations for Further Study 
The conclusions drawn earlier and the recomnnendations which followed 
have lead the researcher to consider additional questions for further study. The 
research questions are as follows: 
1. Is the NCA accreditation process the most cost effective vehicle for 
bringing about change resulting in school improvement for Iowa schools? 
2. Does the Iowa State Committee of the Commission on Schools have 
sufficient resources to support the members' movement toward the use of the 
ALTERNATIVE format for evaluation? 
3. Are there more valid ways to study the effectiveness of NCA to 
Iowa member schools such as action research or case studies which could 
extend and add quality to the study? 
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Iowa NCA Effectiveness Survey 
Please circie the appropriate letter for each question. 
1. Position 
a School Board President 
b. Superintendent 
c. Building Principal 
d. Teacher 
f 2. Student  enrolfment within distr ict  
a < 250 
b. 250-392 
c. 400-599 
d. 600-999 
e. 1 0 00-2499 
f. 2500-7499 
g. > 7500 
js! ^roHment within your building (for principals and 
iteachers only to respond) 
a. < 200 
b. 200 - 500 
c. 501 - 1000 
a 1001 -
e. > 1750 
4.  Would vou desire a  summarv of this  s tudy's  f indings? 
a. yes 
b. no 
t  5 .  Which evaluation format is  your school currently using? { 
!  ^ ^ ^ ^  _ j  
a Traditional 
b. Outcomes 
c. Alternative 
6, The follov/lng statements describe the services/benefits currently available to North 
Central Asaoclntion member schools In Iowa, To the left of the statement circle the number 
Indlcallncj how Important you think It Is for NCA to deliver this service/benefit and to the 
right, tho number indicating how sflectivoly you think NCA Is currently delivering this 
sorvice/benof 
How Important  Is  I t  for  NCA to  
de l iver  th is  j iorv lce /benof l t?  
To  wi ta t  oxtont  Is  th is  sov lce /  
l )cncf l l  current ly  I jo lny  
de l lvored by  NCA'  
a S 
<z> 
kO C <D 
•i- o i:-
p w 
2 3 •1 5 n) Accrodilnlioii is iiccoinpniilud by piil)lic rocoyiiilloM ns a qijiilily school. 2 3 •T !) 
2 3 •1 I) 1)) EncoiiriitjBS Ux ill siip[)ort lor SC;IK)OI IO inaliilaiii (|iiiility slaiiilards. 2 3 '1 ii 
2 3 •( 5 c) Piovklos rnlioru'ilo for rosislijiy oxlor/tal prossiirc yroiips. 2 3 •1 !) 
2 3 •1 S tl) Yearly review of coinpllanco to (niality slaiulards ro((iiired l)y NCA. 2 3 '1 1") 
2 3 •1 5 o) Pros()eclivo luacliers nro allracled lo NCA accrodiled schools. 2 3 •1 ;> 
2 3 •1 S 1 ) SliKlunt appliciilions lo oolluijus and for liiianclal aid are rnoro hiyhly roijardcil. 2 3 •t IJ 
2 3 •t FI (j) Tho NCA Qiraitoily Journal provides valuable iiifotmalioii. 2 3 -t 5 
2 3 't S h ) Tho opporliinlly to allotui Iho aniiiral NCA iriooliruj in Cliii;a(jo. 2 3 -t 
2 3 •1 F) i ) Cornl)ine(l involvernoiit ol parenls, sliidonis, and loachots in Ihn sell-study. 2 3 •1 !") 
2 3 !i j ) Assistance and direction (rnin NCA with Iho sell-sluily. 2 3 4 FI 
2 3 •1 S k ) Opportunity foi inexpensivo reviow by follow educators. 2 3 •t fj 
2 3 •1 T) 1 ) Opportunity lo ho a rneinhur of another school's visitation toam. 2 ,'i <t 
2 3 •1 5 I l l )  Exchanrje of eiiernplaiy and iiinovalive practices ainoiKj iiieinboi schools. 2 3 •1 J" 
2 3 '1 5 n ) Kno'.vledijo ac({Ulrod from Oulcniiies Accreditation and/or fivaliialion Workshops. 2 3 •t (• 
2 3 •1 r> o) NCA visit serves as a vohicle for clianije. 2 3 '1 5 
2 3 •) 5 p ) Encoiirnyoiiieril of ItioiiyliKiil liiiiovalioii and chaiirje. 2 3 •t 5 
2 3 •1 r> (|) Assistance Willi iniploiiionlinij a SCII(K>I iiiiproveiiiont plan lollov;incj Iho NCA visit. 2 3 •1 r> 
2 3 <1 f) r ) Tho resullinij school iinproveiiient plan and iiiipleinoiitalion provides a coiniiioii 2 3 •1 5 
t(x:us lor Iho school. 
2 3 •) r. s) Provides for o<lornal, oiujoincj iiionitoriruj of school iinproveinent process. 2 3 '1 5 
Code 
CO 
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7. Of the services/benefits you ranked as important, which 
five vvculd ycu as the most important? 
(Indicate letter of 
service/benefit listed on previous page) 
Most important 
2nd in importance 
3rd in importance 
4th in importance 
Last in importance 
8. Based on your previous responses do you foresee 
continued NCA membership of your school over the next five 
years?'. 'V :• ; v- ' ' • . '• -V ''' ' 
a yes 
b. no 
c. uncertain 
9. Does your community vaiue your 
in NCA? 
school's membership j 
a. yes 
b. no 
c. uncertain 
1 for its member schools? 
i .... 
should MCA provide ^ 
i 
! NCA Says ! 
1 ^ 
Code: 
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Iowa NCA Effectiveness Survey 
Please circle the appropriate letter for each question. 
1. Position 
a School Board President 
b. Superintendent 
c. Building Principal 
d. Teacher 
2. Student enrollment withm district 
a < 250 
b. 250-399 
C. 400-599 
d. 600-999 
e. 1000-2499 
f. 2500-7499 
g. > 7500 
3. Enrollment within your building (For principals and 
iteachers orJvV 
* «• ^ 
a <200 
b. 200 - 499 
c. 500 - 999 
d. 1000 - 1749 
e. >1750 
VrGiiiCi yOij e aliifi'Ttiry of t!l;5 SliiCjy S sjntjsngsf 
a. Yes 
b. ND 
Code: 
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5. The following statements describe services/benefits 
currently available to North Centra! member schools in Iowa. 
Piease circle the number which indicates how important you 
think each one would be to your schooL 
C (T: 
 ^ O' — Q 
^ •S' 
^ ^ .o 
o iS" 69 
v. 
o' 
2 3 4 5 a) 
2 3 4 5 b) 
2 3 4 = \ 
-1 
2 3 4 5 D) 
2 3 4 5 e) 
2 3 4 5 {) 
2 3 4 5 S) 
2 3 4 5 H) 
2 3 4 5 I ) 
i ^ 
2 
! 2 
i 2 
2 
I I 5 4 
4 
4 
I 4 
3 |4 
1 3 I 4 
3 
5 
5 
_ I s 
k) 
I ) 
Accreditation is accompanied by public recognition as a quality school. 
Encourages local support for school to maintain quality standards. 
Prcv!c6s rstionsis fcr rssistiriQ 8xt0rns! pr0ssur0 croups. 
Yearly review of compliance to quality standards required by NCA. 
Prospective teachers are attracted to NCA accredited schools. 
Student applications to colleges and for financial aid are more highly 
regarded. 
The NCA Quarterly Journal provides valuable informaticn. 
The opportunity to attend the annual NCA meeting in Chicago. 
Combined involvement to parents, students, and teachers in the 
self-study. 
Assistance ana airection from NCA wiin me seii-siudy. 
Opportunity for inexpensive review by fellow educators. 
Opportunity to be a member of another school's visitation team. 
m ) Exchange of exemplary and innovative practices among memjber schools, 
n ) Knowledge from Outcomes Accreditation and/or Evaluation Workshops, 
o) NCA visit serves as a vehicle fcr change. 
It II iw V aiioi • 
q) Assistance with implementing a school improvement plan following the 
NCA visit. 
r ) The resulting schcoi improvemeni plan and implementation provides a 
common focus for the school. 
s) Provides for external, ongoing m.onitoring of school improvement 
'^rccsss 
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6. Based on your response to the previous questions, do you 
foresee your schbors application for NCA accreditation 
[within the next five years? 
a. yes 
b. no 
c. uncertain 
7. I^Jon-member schools in other states have Identified the 
following reasons for not seeking NCA accreditation. 
Circle the numbers of any which might be reasons for your 
school's non-accreditation with NCA. 
1. Annual Fee 
2. Cost of NCA team visitation 
3. Community has not indicated a need 
4. Lack of knowledge regarding NCA benefits 
5. Minimal exposure to NCA 
6. Membersiiip has little lasting impact on school improvement 
7. Too much extra time and work required of faculty 
3. Low interest by facult/ 
9. Other 
I 
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NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS 
COMMISSION ON SCHOOLS 
tM NCA StatB CommrGM (14) 
LWiCatfr. Acsng Cir^cCf Uiw«rf rty of iCwt/HCA 
^ Undcuia Ctir N Ujwa Crty lA 52242-ta2fl 
FAX ai9/336-4»6 
Deccrttoar 9, 1592 
Pincicai 
Zmyt?ong dulMj* 
'^fiSan S*09f, T»ac.*«r C«car Fab Scnoct 
oatssrown. Krrcctl Nom .Vfjdcflt Scnod 
WMt Uncn 
^>9f^Cartfiorr 
C7i^. Sgrvou cr 9cr>oo< Acnrrtfle-sScn ar^s Ass'^etsncfl. C«ctr*rrt of Idua^ 
Ocsra Q-f ' Says«t Ccrrrmurfty Scfwci Cisalc! Oti f^r.at 
sJcyot JMs. P'lnccai Mcjon C?ty I Hgft Ocftooi 
h«K4n M<d)« ScfKci 
Tory Prcf««C.* ?cwt SM untv®f*ty 
Su5trWttr>c5®ct Sort l_ik* Ccrrmwyty Seroc* 0««tr<5r 
Prscsor. Soo«rrf«rvii>r« Ccwrur^/ Scrcoi Di«Cict 
Jov^  S*:ft%ourf, Pmaoa ZiSTJliKStn Osnsr^ yS:^  ^
VjWDn 
KsnmCi °nf>cp«I P?i3S« K<ft Sc*)oei 
CwUrRsptos 
/W» Vao^ScO PtnopaJ 
Jo»--*n C?»«c Sevc' 
Ccs .vssJr:^ 
CmutiKSM iZ) 
£jrjc9 vtfWflX Assx. .>'*?^c«aor 
zi 25i:c*bcn 
Onry 
Den kSisr. Prr»op«; 
WiTJtr. Scwc* 
^"tuQus 
C/ya QBCnoo. d:)hw^ ;uruor 3chobt 
wmi Sm Mc(r«« 
VV»> pnsxrsal 
-w* **>.— A'!r' 
jvwf MMsn. TMcnor 0»™nary ScJtMl CouncS ikifis 
Joyc« Juda*, Principal 
Xasca City Klyh School 
1700 4th St: S2 
Kaaon City lA 5C401 
Dear Joyc»; 
The Icwa Sttta Cc^ cnitte# not on Jur.e 10, 19S2 
ra<^ uaE':i,n7 that wo aurvay Iowa schcois befcrs vs 
!iov«iop t?.» laiMslcn, gcaiB and Btrategiea for 1992-93. 
The air.ut»s reflect th*t instrur'.ar." b« ciev«lop«d a:^  
distributed to soltctad taach«rs, principals, 
8up«rir.i:»nd*:it» and acars of Educiticn. cesbers in leva. 
Ismediatoly following tho rna^ tiny, the respcnsiiility 
fcr iioY«ii.-j;lng t~e instrasQr.t was giver, to Dr. Tony 
Ufttusil, ?rofec5er, Iowa Ststs U.iiversity. E« was also 
rs<^ jest8d to use graduata et'udents &s needed. He was 
to wurx diroctly Wit,1 the Iowa NCA State Office and 
raoort th« r«sulti to th« 3t*t« Committee wh«n 
coaplated. 
Sincerely, , 
^J—J 
^ n 
Ralph a. Selosi«r, 5tat« Director 
R.RD:kdr 
Co«nmiMi6n Ctuirp*«Yori 
fScTMV Jraox-j' 
^ f'^cuc in»5VC3on 2ss? Csgftst. '.'.Ti P^6C* NiO W506 
, Ap5ni. i.7. 1«.1. JW^aiOTT HOrXL, CHWAOC, .'U.-'NOW 
£x»e;Avtt 
KtmKti F. 
A.'iKTJ Si3t9 ijtvrrzty 
AZ 36297-30' • Tw.k''9« (ooz) I 
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NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS 
COMMISSION ON SCHOOLS 
Iowa NCA Slat» Committ®# (14) 
naiori u9iozier. Actjng State Oirectcr 
UnrversiTy of lowa/'NCA 
438 Lrw^Guist Ctr N Icwa Ciry lA 522^2-1 S29 319/335-5375 FAX 319/335-5365 January 2, 1993 
D&nr.;s Aisenson. Pnncpai 
Noii Armstrong ciomentary Scr.oct 
E'CnCge 
'/Mia.n Saccr Teacner 
Cecar FaJis .Hign ScTiOOi 
312KC Srcwn. Pnncoai 
Noa"i Fayette Micdc Scnoci 
West Union 
Dmgnt Oar.scn 
C^ief, Bureau of Sc.'^od 
Acrrmistra'jcn anc Accre^i'tatian. 
Oesarr.-nen: cf Ecucaticn 
Soaro 0' Ecucatjon 
SayCei Ccfr.mumty Scroci uistnct 
Des Moines 
Jcyc3 v'atfas. ?nrc:oal 
Mason City Hign Sc^iool 
Froc Manarry. P'lncicai 
Hanan Micsie Scncci 
Tony NerjSil. Professor 
icwa State Universir/ 
HarciC Cverrrarn, Suoenntenoen: 
Scmt LaKe Ccmrrunity School 2is;nct 
CaiQ ~'cc:zr. Sjcenr.tencent 
Carcii Corrrruniry Scnoci Distnct 
Joan S^ir.socr/. Principal 
-asLljr.ccin Eienenrar/ Scncci 
Keoneif'. S'eme. Pnncica! 
Prame Hign Scnoc! 
Cecar rlasics 
O'^o '/jnGoT. P''nc;oa! 
Jo.-car. C.'cc-i 
C'JC'Cf VarC'^th. -SGOC P'O^^-^.S-rr 
Orane Univers;ry 
Scnoci sf Ec-jcanon 
Ces Momes 
Ocn \fillifr. P-nccai 
Wanier! Hign Scnoci 
Cf^r:s CocnsJd. Teacner 
St:twei! Junior Hign Scr.oci 
West Des Vomes 
Vmce Scjvo. PnncTcai 
Des Memos Scutn Aiternatrvo Scncci 
jaro! '//:!ccr. Tcacncr 
Lai<e-/iow Elementary Scnoci 
Counci! Bluffs 
Dear Principal: 
Within five days, you w'!l be receiving an important mailing 
from ihe iowa Nom Cenirai Association. Your promptness in 
reading it carefully and responding as requested will be 
appreciated. 
Thank you in advance for your attention to the mailing. 
Sincerely, 
ricnuTi i~\. uciOi-ici 
Iowa NCA Acting Director 
t-v, U I, ,H-<r yj\jy v-S . .. o ULcS 
Iowa NCA State Committee Member 
f^orsid Stas^roy cuCv# Oirwcior DeoAT.mert cf Putinc Ins'.ruOcn Slate CaO'tci. i trn F>oo<- Arjcna Siate Uniwers;?^ SismarcK ND 55505 Temoe AZ 85237-30:^ 
-0^-22^-2206 NINETV-EIGHTH ANNUAL MEET:NC. APRIL 4-7. tCCC. iCAKSXTT KCT2L, C:^;CACO. ILU.NCiS To.i-Frw ,600) 52S-95i7 
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NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATiON OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS 
COMMISSION ON SCHOOLS 
Iowa NCA State (14) 
n3ic!i Oeic^ier. Acting SJatc Circctcr 
Univemr/ of icwauNCA 
>io8 Lncquist 0'^ N 
:cwa c.ry lA 522'i2-':529 
aiS-tnS-SGTS 
FAX 3lS/335-53e6 
Cer.r.is Aiaerrscn. Pnncioai 
Ne;l Armstrong Elementary Sc"oci 
Eicrcge 
tViiharn 3acer. Teacner 
Cecar 'aiis Hign Scnooi 
dlaxe Srown. Pr;nc:5ai 
Ncnn rayene Miccie Scncd 
West Union 
Cwigrt Cjr:scr 
C^iiet, Bureau of Scnooi 
Acrr^imstraticn anfl Accrec;lation. 
Department of Ecucation 
S-^m HoDsan 
3carc of Ecucat:cn 
Saycei Ccmrnunir/ Scnoci Cistnct 
Oes Moines 
Joyce JuCc 
Mason C.ty Hign Scnooi 
Free Varjrry. ?';nc:pal 
Harlan Micde Scnooi 
, any f 
Iowa State University 
Harotc Overrrar.n. Sucenntencent 
3o:rit L3«.e Community Scncol Distnc: 
C2ie ^'cc^or. Susenntencert 
Carre.1 Ccm.rrunir/ Scncci Cis:r:c: 
^ojr. Sairs-cun. P-.ncioai 
EasiL-nccm Elementary Scnoci 
Vinton 
Kennetrt S:e>r.e. °rinc:oal 
P'aine Hign Scnooi 
C^car Pacics 
Oes VanGars. P-mcoai 
^zrczr C'cc- r'c—c'l"/ Sc":'?' 
Advisory Committeo (5) 
c->r..c^ \'.cr.cc:r:. Acscc. ®ro'csscr 
Cra^e Ur".;vers.rv 
Scncci -• Ec'jcafc^ Ces Vcinos 
Ocn ••//..•f?', ^'ircioa; 
'.Vamert ^igr Scncd 
Ctj 
Cnnj Czcn^'^i. .eacn^r 
StiiweH ^untcf -iign Scnoci 
West Ces Moir^eo 
'jmco Scjvc. • — 
Ces ^.lomes Soutn Alternative Scroct 
leacner 
Laxeview =>menf2ry Scncci 
Cocnci Siufs 
Date: January 6, 19S3 
To: 
From: Iowa North Central Association (NCA) 
Re: NCA Survey of Effectiveness 
The Iowa Commission is com.mitted to continuing the improvement 
of services available to schools through the North Central 
Association. As NCA assumes a stronger leadership role in support cf 
school improvement efforts, it is important for us to stay in touch 
with each member school. We would like to ascertain your 
perception of current NCA services/ benefits. This is an 
opportunity for you to provide input for the future direction of 
the Iowa NCA. 
Please take a few moments to complete one of the enclosed surveys. 
Distribute the three additional surveys to the following: 
School Eoard President 
Superintendent 
• Teacher ir. ycur building most representative of the 
teacher association 
After collecting all four com.pleted surveys, please return them in the 
enciosea envelope prior to February i. 1993. A code number 
will be utilized for collection purposes. Only group data will be 
reported, ensuring individual confidentiality in reporting. 
Thanks for heiping us to better serve lov^a schools. 
Have a cup of coffee on 
L\ 
this 5 minute survey. 
Ccmmisston Cftatrpcrson 
Executive Director f^ona'iCi Srjsrrev 
C-Jcarrmenr of ='j2iic :ns:.",^c:icn = Gcse 
Siaie Cacitci *'tn .-•cci' 3*a:e 
Bicmarcn ND 5o5C5 Te-Tice AZ 3S::37.2C*' 
TA. 22^-2296 NINETV-EIGHTH ANNUAL MEETING. APRIL ^7. 1993. MARRIOTT HOTEL CHICAGO. ILLINOIS Tcil.='e«» 'POO* r25-?5'" 
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NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS 
COMMISSION ON SCHOOLS 
Iowa NCA State Committa* (14) 
na.'prt 03loz:or. Acting Siato Direct; 
University of lowa/NCA 
•i38 LindQuist Ctr N 
Iowa C»ty lA 52242-1529 
319/335-5375 
FAX 319/335-5386 
Cennis AOerscn. I 
Neii Armstrcng £!emontary Scnool 
Eicnfige 
7/iiiiarn Sacer. Teacner 
Cecar ratis HIgn School 
Nortr: Fayette Wicole Scnocl 
West Unton 
Dmgnt Canscn 
C^iief. Bureau cf ScMoci 
Acministraticn anfl Accrecitaiicn. 
Deparjnent oJ Education 
SAm HcD^on 
Boarc Of scucaucn 
SayCel Comrnumty Sc^cci wistnct 
Des Moines 
Joycff w 
Mason C'ty Hign Scnool 
Free Manjny. Princ:Dal 
Hanar. Miflcie Scnoci 
Tcny Nefjs:!. Professor 
icwa S;ate University 
Harcid Cvermann. Susenntencen: 
SO'nr Laxe Communir/ Scr.ooi Cistnct 
Dale Proc:cr. Suceri.-.tercen: 
Carrcil Comrrunin/ Scncci ;^i5:nc: 
wcan Samscar/. Pnr.c-oai 
=arr-1jnccin Eiementary Scnocl 
Virion 
Kenneth : 
®rajne Hign Scnoci 
Cecar RaciCs 
Oeo VanCoiv. ?nnc:cai 
jc.-iar. C'cc-: Scnoc! 
Date; January 4, 1993 
To: Building Principals 
From: Iowa North Central Association (NCA) 
Re: NCA Sup/ey of Effectiveness 
The Iowa Commission is committed to continuing the Improvement 
of services available to schools through the North Central 
Association. As NCA assumes a stronger leadership role in support of 
school ;~prcvsrr,£r,t efforts, it is important for LIS tc stay in touch 
with each member school. We would like to ascertain your 
perception of current NCA services/ benefits. This is an 
opportunity for you to provide input for the future direction cf 
the Iowa NCA. 
Please take a few moments to complete the survey. Distribute the 
additional survey to a faculty member in your building who is most 
representative of the teacher association. 
After collecting all surveys, please return them in the enclosed 
envelope prior to February 1, 1993. A code number will be 
utilized for collection purposes. Only group data will be reported, 
ensuring individual confidentiality in reporting. 
(5) 
E-jnicc f/cnco:h. Assoc. Prc'csscr 
Draxc Ur.ivefsiry 
Scnooi o; =cuca:;on 
Don MiHer P-inc:oai 
'.vawer: H;gn Scnoci 
DuSucje 
C.'^ns Opens'!!. Teacner 
Stifweii Junicr Hign Scnoc! 
v/est Oes Womes 
Vinc& Scavo. Pnnc^sai 
Oes Mcines South Artematvo Scnod 
janet Wiiscn. leacner 
Laxeview Elementary Scnooi 
Counoi Bluffs 
Have a cup of coffee on 
NCA, while you complete 
this 5 minute survey. 
Commiaaion Cnnirp^rton 
nonaic Sl:,=:n,y Dlrodor 
Decartment cl PuDnc lns:njc:;cn <&nne;n r Gae 
State Cao'to'. i i:n f iocf Anjma Siate Jnivorc.r,' 
Sismarcs^ ND 555C5 T«moe AZ 3525"-3C'' 
70T22-i-2296 NINETY.EIGHTH ANNUAL MEETING. APRIL 4-7. 1993. MAB9I0TT HOTEL. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS -ecc) 525-9S" 
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NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS 
COMMISSION ON SCHOOLS 
Iowa NCA State Committee (K) 
naicn Osiozier. Acting State Direc!; 
University Of lowa'NCA 
ACS LncQUis: Ctr N 
Iowa Cir/ lA 52242--529 
319/335-5375 
FAX 319035-5386 
Dennis Alienson. Pnnctcai 
Neil Armstrong Siementar^/ Scnoci 
z-cr.c^e 
CeC2r '2i\z Hign Scncci 
Slaxe arcwn. Princ;oai 
Ncrn Fayene Wiccie Scnoci 
West Union 
Cwign Canscn 
C^ief. Bureau of Scnool 
Acmmst'ation and Accreditation. 
Decaftment of S 
S^m h-cDron 
Boaro CI Bcucation 
Sayce! Connunity Scnooi Oistr:ct 
Ces Mc:ne5 
Joyce JuCas. Pnncioai 
Vason Cir/ Hign Sc"cci 
f^rec \^3r3rr/. ?r;nc:oai 
Hanan .Miccle Scnooi 
7cny .\e(L'S:l. Prcfesscr 
icwa State University 
Harcia Overmann. Sucenntencent 
Soir't Laxe Ccmmunity Scnooi Oistnc: 
="ccrcr. Sjce'tnre-cent 
Ca"Cii CcrT-.mur^;tv Scncci 3istr;ot 
vCan S^trscLT/. ?nnc:oai 
Eas-Lnccm Eiementar/ Scr.cci 
Vinton 
Kor.re:^ S'cmo. Pnncxal 
Praine Hign Scnooi 
Cecar =iaoics 
'.vec: Oes Memos 
Aoviaory Committee (5) 
zjr.c^ V.er.ceT.. AsGCC =-sfesscr Dmhc? jniversir,-
Scncc; z- Education 
Ocn V:iler. ?':rc:Cal 
v/aniert Hign Scnooi 
C^ns Cocnsxi. Teacner 
Slilwe^! v'jnic H;gn Scncci 
•/.'est Des .Vcmes 
Virce Scavc. P'ir:c;cai 
D-is Mcines Scutn Alternative Scncd 
Jane! VJnccn. Teacner 
LaKe.iew Hien-.or.tar/ Scncd 
Co<jnc:i Biuffs 
Date: 
To: 
From: iov/a North Central Association (NCA) State Committee 
Re: Effectiveness Sun;ey 
The North Central Association has recently assumed a leadership 
role in support of school im,provemer.t efforts across the state of 
Iowa. Through this transition it is important for us to discern the 
needs of Iowa schools v;hc are not currently members of NCA. This 
is an opportunity for you to provide input for the future direction 
of NCA. Your response may lead to the development of an 
organization to assist you and your school. 
Will you please assist us by completing this sup/ey? Plesse 
distribute the additional surveys to the following: 
• School Board President 
• Superintendent 
• Principal 
• Facuiiy memoer who is inusi icuiebciiiciiivt; teacher 
association member in your buiiding 
After collecting all four sur/eys. please return them in the 
enc losed  enve lope  p r io r  to  February  1 ,  1SS3. 
Thanks for helping us to better serve lov;a schools. 
Have a cup of coffee on 
A -v'OT/ r^/^yyir^lofo 
this 5 minute survey. 
Commission Chairperson 
^cna^cr S.'as.rey Executive Director 
uesar.-nent of Puonc instruction Ker.re'.r. F Gc5<? 
State C---tC!. t .-:CC* Arizona Slcile Uni-veri.tv 
SiS.T.drc-^ NC 53505 Temoe A^ 8523~-3C' * 
rc* 22--2295 NlNETf.ciGHTH ANNUAL MEcTlNG. APRIL 4-7, 1993. MARRICTT HOTEL. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS Tc.i-=-ee .8C0) 5: = -55--
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NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS 
COMMISSION ON SCHOOLS 
Iowa NCA Stata (14) 
Rjisn Deiozier. Act3r>Q State Director 
University of [owai'NCA 
>138 Llnfiquist Ctr N 
iowa ory lA 522^2-1529 
319/035-5375 
FAX 319/335-5386 
Denms AJbertScn. Pnnaoai 
Netl Armatrcng Elementary Sc^oci 
EiCnCge 
Y/lliian SaCer. Teacnor 
Cecar rails H.ign Scnool 
Slake Brown. Prnccal 
Norji Fayette Miccie Scr.oci 
West Union 
Owrgm Carlson 
Cr^ie'. Bureau ct Sc^cci 
Acrr.inistration ans AccreCitat.on. 
Deoartment ECucation 
Sam Hooson 
Bcarc of Esucaiion 
SaySOl Cornmunity Sc^cci Drstrrct 
Oes Momes 
Jcyc9 Judas. PrmoDai 
Vason City Hign Scf^oci 
^rec' Manary. Pnncisal 
Harian Micde Sc.ioci 
Tony Netusil. Professor 
!cwa Slate University 
Harold Overmsnr. Scsenntendont 
Som: Lake Con^rrunity Scr.cd CiStnct 
ra/i? P'ocrcr Siscenniercer.: 
Carroii Conrr.unir/ Scr.oci Oistnc: 
Joan Samsour/. Pnnc:oai 
Eas'-'ljncoin 5:enen:ar/ Scr.oci 
^/inton 
Xecnef.'? Steire. PnncpaJ 
3-aino Higri School 
Ceciar Rao'fis 
OeO l/jnGorp. Pnncca! 
Jcrcan Cre9< E'ornentary Scnoci 
Advisory CofnmItt»« (5) 
Ejnjcff M9r)dein. Assoc. Prcfesoor 
Dra.^.e Unrv?f;rty 
Scr.ool of Educawn 
Cas Woinos 
Don Wi<7er. Pnncoa] 
WaWert High Scnoci 
C-'^ns Cpcnski. Tei 
StiNveil Juntcr High Scnccl 
West Ces Wcines 
Vlr>C9 Scavo. Pinc:cai 
Des Moires Sc'jth A::i;'n3r:v»> Sc";oci 
Jano: Wilscr). Taacnsr 
La^oviow £:em<}r,:ary School 
Counc:I BJcfts 
Date: January 4, 1993 
To; 
From; Iowa North Central Association (NCA) State Committee 
Re; Effectiveness Sijr\'ey 
Tiie North Central Association has recently assumed a leadership role 
in support of school improvement efforts across the state of Iowa. 
Through this transition it is important for us to discern the needs of 
Iowa schools who are not currently members of NCA. This is an 
opportunity for you to provide input for the future direction of NCA. 
Your response may lead to the development of an organization to 
assist you and your school. 
Will you please assist us by completing this sur/ey? Please 
distribute the additional survey to a facul^/ member in your buiiding 
who is most representative cf the teacher association. 
After collecting all four surveys, please return them in the enclosed 
envelope prior to February 1, 1993. A code number will be utilized 
for collection purposes. Only group data will be reported, 
ensuring individual confidentiality in reporting. 
Thanks for hpioinn Itc: rn t^prror cc^nyo !r>wp 
Have a cup of coffee on 
NCA wh'ifs you complete 
this 5 minute survey. 
Commlsalon ( 
£a»C'jtiv® Director 
Ponafd Stastroy 
Ccparrmen: z' P-Siic .'n:!rjct:cn Kcrra::". F 3cic 
S*2*e -'oc' 'i-rcc S:;-" r--
Sismarc* NO 53505 AZ 35:2'-3C: • 
701,-224-2^6 NJNETY-EIGHTH ANNUAL MEETING. APRIL 4-7. 1K3. MAPRIOTT HOTEL. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS Tcit-Pro© S25-?5:r 
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fk 
^ NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION 
Recognizing the nnany responsibilities you have, this comes as a 
gentle reminder of the Iowa NCA Effectiveness Survey you 
received earlier this month. If you have not already, we ask your 
assistance in completing the survey and returning it promptly. 
Your input is vital in deciding future services for you and other 
schools. 
If you have misplaced your packet, please contact 
(319) 335-5375. 
\ / 
Thanks from NCA! 
Univ«raay oi lewi/NCA 
433 Undquie Or N 
'o«»a cay 'A S22-!2-?S2S 
Joyce H. Judas 
Mason City High Schcc! 
1700 -Ith St SE 
Mason City Iowa 50401 
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isc^  NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS 
COMMISSION ON SCHOOLS 
Iowa NCA State CommittM (14) 
Ra'Dh Dcio^ier. Acting Stale Drrector UnivprS'lv 0^ lOwa/NCA 
438 LmdQuiSl Ctf N 
Iowa City iA 52242-1529 
FAX 31S'335-5386 
Decsmbar 9, 1392 
Dennis Albcrtson. Pnncipal 
Neii Armstrong ctemer^lary School 
EtdrKJgo 
Wiilism Saaer. Teacher 
Cedar Falls High School 
S/a'te Brown. Pnncipa' 
North Fayette Middle School 
West Union 
Dwtgh! Carlson 
Chief. Bureau of School 
Administration and Accreditation. 
Depenmen! ol Education 
Sam Hobson 
Board of Education 
Saydei Community Scf>ooI District 
Des Moines 
Joyce Judas. Prif>dpa! 
Mason City High School 
Fred Maharry. Principal 
Harlan Mtddlo School 
Tony Nefustf. Professor 
Iowa State University 
Harofd Ovorrrann. Superintendent 
Spjfit Lake Community School District 
Dah Proctor, Superintar^nt 
Carroll Community School District 
Joan Samstxjry. Principal 
vinron 
Kennefh Steine. Prir)CfpaI 
Prair>0 High School 
Cod^' 
Deb VanCorp Princtpa! 
Jordan Creek Elementary School 
West Des Moines 
Joyca Judas, Principal 
Ma son City Klyh school 
1700 4th St SE 
naaoii City. SA 50401 
Dear Joyest 
The Iowa St*t« C6rcniitte« met on Juns 10, 1992 
rsquastir.^ that w® survey Iowa school# onzova we 
dovslop ch* uiasion, goaxf and strategies for 1992-93. 
The minutss reflset that «.n instrument be developed and 
distributed to sal«ct«d taachera, principals, 
aup«riat«nU«iits and aoara of Education Dftinbers isi Iowa, 
Imediately following th« nseting/ the roBponsibility 
for d«v«lyj3ing the instrument was given to Dr. Tony 
•rietuBii.. ?rr>f??5cr; Stztz « wda da© 
rai;;ue8t8d to use graduate students as r.aeded. He was 
to worX directly wit^. the Iowa KCA st&ts Office and 
report the resalta to the St«t« cojsaittee whsn 
coaplsted. 
Advisory Commltt9e (5) 
Eunice Mendeth. Assoc. Professor 
Drake University 
School 0^ Educatfon 
Des Mo<ncs 
Wahlert High School 
DuOuqua 
Chns Opcnsk;. Teschcr Stiiwe" Junior n»gh School West Des Momes 
Vince Scavo. Principal Des Wsmcs Sout."-. Anarnatr^© School 
Jan<>f Wf/so'> Teacht^ Lakevie-jv Elementary School Council Bluffs 
Sincerely, 
H. Sslosier, ^ate Director 
RSSikd? 
Commission Chsirporson 
^cr^vr Stasfyev Ot-yartfiietil of PU^Ik In^j'ruCliOn 
C a p i t c l  ' ? l c c r  
r.\r- fvoV.:, 
7(^1 ;•?.! ??Of- NINETY EIGHTH AN^'JAL MEETING. APRIL 4-7, 10C3. WAf^RlCTT «OTEL. CHICAGO. iLLlNOiS 
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Table 23.--Mean Levels of Importance Within Each of NCA Program Functions 
to Individuals from Non-Member Schools 
Mean Level of Importance to individuals 
from Iowa Non-Member Schools 
Indicator of 
Program Function Program Function Indicator Program Function 
1. Accreditation is 
accompanied by public 
recognition as a quality 
school. 3.43 
2. Encourages local 
support for school to 
Recognition maintain quality 
standards. 3.65 
for 3. Provides rationale for 
resisting external pressure 
High groups. 3.06 
4. Yearly review of com­
Standards pliance to quality 
standards required 
by NCA. 3.25 
5. Prospective teachers 
are attracted to NCA 
accredited schools. 2.79 
6. Student aoDlications to 
colleges ana for financial 
aid are more highly 
regarded. 3.03 
Ct-p-c-c 
w LO I I 
7. The NCA Quarterly 
Journal provides valuable 
Opportunity information. 
8. The opportunity to 
moptinn in Phiosnn 
.. . w. 
3. CornbiPiGu involvGrnsnt 
of parents, students, and 
Development teachers in the self-study. 
2.82 
2.21 
3.63 
(table continues) 
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Mean Level oT importance to maiviauais 
from Iowa Non-Member Schools 
Indicator of 
ProGTsm Function Pf^Grsrn Function D rr o r-r-< C r i m 
10. Assistance and 
direction from NCA with 
Opportunity the self-study. 
11. Opportunity for in­
3.48 
for expensive review by 
fellow educators. 3.50 
Staff 1 2. Opportunity to be a 
for member of another 
Development school's visitation team. 
13. Exchange of 
3.24 3.29 
(continued) exemplary and innovative 
practices among member 
schools. 3.88 
14. Knowledge acquired 
from Outcomes 
Accreditation and/or 
Evaluation workshops. 3.51 
Agent 1 b. NUA visit serves as 
a vehicle for change. 3.49 
for 16. Encouragement of 
thoughtful innovation and 
3.59 
Change change. 3.71 
1 /. Assistance witn 
impiementing a scnooi 
Support improvement plan 
following the NCA visit. 3.67 
for 18. The resulting school 
improvement plan and 
School implementation provides 
a common focus for 
•5 P.P. w • w w 
I mr»rr\\/omor^t 
1 IY. I^rovices TOR external 
ongoing rnonitoring of 
o ' f r-«o \ / o O 
3.75 
process. 3.55 
Note. Tabie Scaie (1 - Not at aii important, 5 - Extremely important) 
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Table 24.--Mean Levels of Importance Within Each of NCA Program Functions 
to Individuals from Iowa Member Schools 
Mean Level of Importance to Individuals 
from Iowa Member Schools 
• p»clic3^or Qf 
Program Function Program Function Indicator Program Function 
1. Accreditation is 
accompanied by public 
recognition as a quality 
school. -3 OQ O. ^  w/ 
2. Encourages local 
support for school to 
maintain quality 
standards. 4.09 
Recognition 3. Provides rationale for 
resisting external pressure 
for groups. 3.43 
4. Yearly review of com­ 3.58 
High pliance to quality 
standards required 
Standards by NCA. 3.63 
5. Prospective teachers 
are attracted to NCA 
accredited schools. 3.05 
6. Student applications to 
i 
oi iu i\^i iiiiojioiai 
aid are more highly 
ro ri p rr\ or^ 1 ^ Ci 1 N.,i V* . 3.25 
Opportunity 7. The NCA Quarterlv 
Journal orovides valuable 
for information. 3.03 
8. The opportunity to 
LO 1 1 O L L t ^ t i u  I  t i e  a s n t u a t  
meeting in Chicago. 3.80 
Development 9. Combined involvement 
of parents, students, and 
teachers in the self-study. 4.19 
\ C O k - / l C  V > / 1  1  L I  »  J  U C O  /  
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Mean Level or importance to individuals 
from Iowa Member Schools 
Indicator of 
Program Function Program. Function Indicator Program Function 
lU. Assistance and 
direction from NCA with 3.73 
Opportunity the self-study. 
11. Opportunity for in­
3.93 
for expensive review by 
fellow educators. 4.05 
Staff 12. Opportunity to be a 
member of another 
Development school's visitation team. 
13. Exchange of 
3.87 
(continued) exemplary and innovative 
practices among member 
schools. 4.08 
14. Knowledge acquired 
from Outcomes 
Accreditation and/or 
Evaluation workshops. 3.77 
Agent 1 b. NUA visit serves as 
a vehicle for change. 4.08 
for 16. Encouragement of 
thoughtful innovation and 
4.10 
Change change. 4.12 
i /. Assistance witn 
implementing a school 
Support improvement plan 
following the NCA visit. 3.95 
for 18. The resulting school 
improvement plan and 
School implementation provides 
a common focus for 
4.02 
Improvement 
1 /f/-t OC 1 w/. 1 l«^VIV^CO IWI O/MOlilQl 
ongoing monitoring of 
school imiprevemiGnt 
4.12 
process. 3.98 
Note, labie Scaie (1 - i\iot at aii important, 5 - Extremeiy important). 
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Table 25.—Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery to Individuals from Iowa 
Member Schools. 
Mean Level OT tnectiveness or ueiivery 
lO I I  ivj IV lu uoiS 11 Ui lovva Meiliber Schools 
Indicator of 
Program Function Program Function indicator Program Function 
1. Accreditation is 
accompanied by public 
recognition as a quality 
school. 3.22 
2. Encourages local 
support for school to 
Recognition maintain quality 
standards. 3.26 
for 3. Provides rationale for 
resisting externa! pressure 
High groups. 2.80 
4. Yearly review of com- 3.00 
Standards pliance to quality 
standards required 
by NCA. 3.37 
5. Prospective teachers 
are attracted to NCA 
accredited schools. 2.57 
6. Student applications to 
colleges and for financial 
aid are more highly 
regarded. 2.77 
Opportunity 
for 
Staff 
Development 
7. The NCA Quarterly 
Journal provides valuable 
information. 2.91 
8. The opportunity to 
attend the annual NCA 
meeting in Chicago. 3.03 
3. Combined involvement 
r-\O**0»^ + C 0 + + 0 \j I o t v ^ o v ^ i i L O r  a i i u  
teachers in the self-study. 3.74 
(table continues) 
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Mean Level oT tnectiveness or ueiivery 
to individuals from Iowa Member Schools 
Indicator of 
PrAnrprp Prr\rirprr> Ci 1 H 5 O ^ f • 1 ivj i\>C« cw • D r r\ ry r C i • o »/-> r-> 
10. Assistance and 
Opportunity direction from MCA with 
the self-study. 3.49 
o o o o.oo 
for 11. Opportunity for in­
expensive review by 
Staff fellow educators. 
12. Opportunity to be a 
3.70 
Development member of another 
school's visitation team. 3.78 
(continued) 13. Exchange of 
exemplary and innovative 
practices among member 
schools. 
14. Knowledge acquired 
from Outcomes 
Accreditation and/or 
Evaluation workshops. 
3.21 
3.13 
Agent lb. INJUA visit serves as 
a vehicle for change. 3.46 
for 16. Encouragement of 
thoughtful innovation and 
3.42 
Change change. 3.39 
1 /. Assistance witn 
implementing a school 
Support improvement plan 
following the NCA visit. 3.00 
for 18. The resulting school 
improvement plan and 
School implementation provides 
a common focus for 
3.19 
Improvement tt OOi • 3.32 
1^. "roviGGS Tor cXTGrnsi 
ongoing monitoring of 
school irnprovsmGnt 
process. 3.25 
Note. I able Scaie (1 - Not at ail important, b - txtremely important). 
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Table 26.--Format Selected by Principals from Iowa Member Schools When 
Categorized on the Basis of District Enrollment 
Format 
District 
Enrollment Traditional Outcomes Alternative 
< 600 16 1 4 Observed 
14.3 2.6 4.1 Expected 
1.7 -1.6 -.1 Residual 
600 - 999 * 33 7 * 2 Observed 
28.6 5.1 8.2 Expected 
4.4 1.9 -6.2 Residual 
1000 - 2499 * 79 • 9 * 13 Observed 
68.9 12.4 19.8 Expected 
10.1 -3.4 -6.8 Residual 
2500 - 7499 * 43 - 14 * 20 Observed 
52.5 9.4 15.1 Expected 
-9.5 4.6 4.9 Residual 
> 7500 •24 4 * 17 Observed 
30.7 5.5 8.8 Expected 
-6.7 -1.5 8.2 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations = 1. = 27.08. Critical value of at the .05 
aipha level was 15.51. 
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Table 27.—Format Selected by Principals from Iowa Member Schools When 
Categorized on the Basis of Building Enrollment 
C /~\ r-fv-* O +• 
• I 1 I iCi L 
Building 
Enrollment Traditional Outcomes Alternative 
<500 121 22 36 Observed 
122.2 21.8 34.9 Expected 
-1.2 .2 1.1 Residuai 
500 - 999 57 9 14 Observed 
54.6 9.8 15.6 Expected 
2.4 -.8 -1.6 Residual 
1000 - 1749 16 4 14 Observed 
16.4 2.9 15.6 Expected 
-.4 1.1 -1.6 Residual 
>1750 2 0 2 Observed 
2.7 .5 .8 Expected 
-.7 -.5 1.2 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations = 0. = 3.50. Critical value of at the .05 
alpha level was "16.92. 
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Table 28.--Format Selected by Principals from Iowa Member Schools When 
Categorized on the Basis of AEA Location 
Format 
AEA 
Location Traditional Outcomes Alternative 
AEA 29 5 8 Observed 
1, 2, 3, 4 28.6 5.1 8.3 Expected 
.4 -.1 -.3 Residual 
AEA *46 6 * 4 Observed 
5, 1 ,  12 38.1 6.8 11.1 Expected 
7.9 -.8 -7.1 Rssidus! 
AEA *80 15 * 40 Observed 
6, 9, 10, 11 91.9 16.3 26.8 Expected 
-11.9 -1.3 13.2 Residual 
AEA *37 * 8 * 4 Observed 
13, 14, 15, 16 33.4 5.9 9.7 Expected 
3.6 2.1 -5.7 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations = 5. = 18.92. Critical value of at the .05 
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Table 29.-Format Selected by Principals from Iowa Member Schools When 
Categorized on the Basis of Level of Schooling 
Format 
Level of 
Schooling Traditional Outcomes Alternative 
Elementary ^ 52 10 * 28 Observed 
62.1 11.0 16.9 Expected 
-10.1 -1.0 11.1 Residual 
Middle ^ 36 6 * 7 Observed 
33.8 6.0 9.2 Expected 
2.2 Q -2.2 .Residual 
High *103 18 * 17 Observed 
95.2 16.9 25.9 Expected 
7.8 1.1 -8.9 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations =10. = 13.46. Critical value of at the 
.05 alpha levei was 9.49. 
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Table 30.-Differences in tine Mean Levels of importance of NCA as a 
Recognition for High Standards When Categorized on Their Perception of the 
Community's Value of NCA Membership 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Ca 
Mean 
Squares 
1 1 11 p + o W 
F 
Value 
Critical 
F Value 
Between 45.94 2 2231 
Within 273.74 806 .34 67.64 3.00 
Totals 313.68 808 
Note. Missing observations =13. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
2.36 NO 
3.43 UNCERTAIN * 
3.79 YES * * 
Note. * = Pairs .significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 31 .--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development by Individuals from Iowa Member Schools 
When Categorized on Their Perception of the Value of NCA to Their Community 
r^. picuisted .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between 28.59 2 14.29 
Within 228.00 808 .28 50.66 3.00 
T otals 256.53 810 
Note. Missing observations = 11. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
3.22 NO 
3.62 UNCERTAIN * 
3.89 YES * 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 32.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA's Function as 
an Agent for Change When Categorized on the Respondents' Perception of 
the Value of NCA Mennbership to Their Comnnunity 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between 33.05 2 16.52 
Within 389.74 807 .48 34.21 3.00 
Totals 422.73 809 
Note. Missing observations = 12. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
3.50 NO 
4.01 UNCERTAIN * 
4.26 YES * * 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 33.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA's Function as a 
Support for School Improvement When Categorized on the Respondents' 
Perception of the Value of NCA Membership to Their Community 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Ca 
Mean 
Squares 
Iculated 
F 
Value 
nc; 
Critical 
F Value 
Between 24.82 2 12.41 
Within 353.34 807 .44 28.34 3.00 
Totals 378.16 803 
Note. Missing observations = 11. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
3.44 NO 
3.98 UNCERTAIN * 
4.14 YES * * 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level 
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Table 34.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery as a 
Recognition for High Standards When Categorized on the Respondents' 
Perception of the Value of NCA Membership to their Community 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Ratio F Value 
Between 96.39 2 48.16 
Within 261.71 785 .33 144.56 3.00 
T r\•^o 1Q 1  w  l O  i o  358.11 787 
Note. Missing observations = 33. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
2.13 NO 
2.78 UNCERTAIN * 
3.31 YES * * 
- j ; X X  i .  - i  i>JULc;. —-railis Ciiui m loai i LI v uiiicitJin. d i. (.tie .KJO itivtii. 
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Table 35.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development When Categorized on the Respondent's 
Perception of the Value of NCA Membership to the Community 
Calculated r\ r-.uo 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between 52.14 2 26.07 
Within 291.74 784 .2,1 70.06 3.00 
Totals 343.88 786 
Note. Missing observations = 34. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
2.66 NO 
3.25 UNCERTAIN * 
3.59 YES * 
iMntcs * =: Pairc cinnifir^anti\/ Hiftororii- at iho io\/ol 
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Table 36.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an Agent 
for Change When Categorized on the Respondents' Perception of the Value of 
NCA Membership to Their Community 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between 87.20 2 43.60 
Within 526.91 781 .67 64.62 3.00 
Totals 614.11 783 
Note. Missing observations = 37. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
2.54 NO 
3.23 UNCERTAIN * 
3.70 YES * * 
Note, * = Pairs sionificanth' different at the .05 level. 
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Table 37.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a Support 
for School Improvement When Categorized on the Respondents' Perception of 
the Value of NCA Membership to the Community 
Caicuiated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between 99.39 2 49.69 
Within 470.71 778 .61 82.14 3.00 
Totals 570.10 780 
Note. Missing observations = 40. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
2.16 NO 
3.02 UNCERTAIN * 
3.47 YES * * 
— Doi»*r» O ir-\  i I* /  i - fr-\  + ^4- - i -C ' ^  ' 
—  •  C i l i O  O  i  ^  I >  I  I  I  v . ^ 0 1  I  L I  y  C J M l O i O t i l .  O L  L I  l O  .  O  t O V O I .  
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Table 38.--Differences in the Respondents' Perceptions of the Value of NCA 
Membership to the Community When Categorized on the Basis of District 
Enrollment 
District Enroliment 
value of NUA 
Membership to 
the Community < 600 600-999 1000-2499 2500-7499 >7500 
Yes * 40 * 63 * 137 * 106 * 56 Observed 
37 70.5 156.5 93.5 44.5 Expsctsd 
3.0 -7.5 -19.5 12.5 1 1.5 Residual 
No 4 o * 28 * 10 ^ 3 Observed 
5.0 9.5 21.0 1  9 . 6  6.0 
-1.0 -.5 7.0 -2.6 -3.0 Residual 
Uncertain * 30 * 69 * 148 ^ 71 * 30 Observed 
32.0 61.0 135.5 80.9 38.5 Expected 
-2.0 8.0 12.5 -9.9 -8.5 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations = 16. = 18.13. Critical value of at the 
.05 alpha level was 15.51. 
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Table 39.--Differences in the Respondents' Perceptions of the Value of NCA 
Membership to the Community When Categorized on the Basis of Building 
Enrollment 
Building Enrollment 
value or IMUA 
Membership to 
the Community <500 500-999 1000-1749 >1750 
Yes * 185 80 ^ 30 * 8 Observed 
193.4 79.7 24.7 5.1 Expected 
-8.4 .3 5.3 2.9 Residual 
No * 21 * 16 2 0 Observed 
O/l o 
^ —r • w 
MO 
I S/ . 
O O ^ -7 . / C L C U  
-3.9 5.7 -1.2 -.7 Residual 
Uncertain ^ 170 * 59 * 16 * 2 Observed 
157.7 65.0 20.1 4.2 Expected 
12.3 -6.0 -4.1 -2.2 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations (including school board presidents and 
superintendents) = 231. = 16.55. Critical value of at the .05 alpha 
level = 12.59. 
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Table 40.--Differences in tine Respondents' Perceptions of the Value of NCA 
Membership to the Community When Categorized on the Basis of AEA Location 
Area Education Agency Location 
value of NCA 
Membership to AEA AEA AEA AEA 
the Community 1,2,3,4 5,7,12 6,9,10,11 13,14,15, 16 
Yes 58 76 196 70 Observed 
66.7 78.7 175.4 79.2 Expected 
-8.7 -2.7 20.6 -9.2 Doc iri 1 1 p 1 
No 12 11 20 12 Observed 
9.2 10.8 24.1 10.9 Expected 
2.8 .2 A i ~r. 1 1 1 i . 1 R 0 s I d u o! 
Uncertain 63 70 134 76 Observed 
57.2 67.5 150.4 67.9 Expected 
5.8 2.5 -16.4 8.1 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations = 22. = 10.49. Critical value of at the 
.05 alpha level = 12.59. 
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Table 41 .--Differences in the Respondents' Perceptions of the Value of NCA 
Membership to the Community When Categorized on Their Level of Schooling 
Value of NCA Level of Schooling 
Membership to 
the Community Elementary Middle High 
YES 103 * 42 * 148 Observed 
97.3 51.2 144.5 Expected 
5.7 -9.2 3.5 Residua! 
NO 7 ^ 14 18 Observed 
13.0 6.8 19.2 Expected 
-6.0 7.2 -1.2 Rqc irl 1 1Q 1 
UNCERTAIN 80 ^ 44 * 116 Observed 
79.7 42.0 118.3 Expected 
.3 2.0 -2.3 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations = 24. = 12.05. Critical value of at the 
.05 alpha level = 9.49. 
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Table 42.—Differences in the Respondents' Perceptions of the Value of NCA 
Membership to the Community When Categorized on Their Role 
Role of Respondent 
Value ot i \ jUA 
Membership to School Board 
the Community President Superintendent Principal Teacher 
Yes 44 58 157 148 Observed 
49.6 61.1 152.2 144.2 Expected 
-5.6 -3.1 4.8 3.8 Residual 
No 7 9 14 25 Observed 
6.7 8.3 20.6 19.5 Expected 
.3 .7 -6.6 5.5 Resid ua! 
Uncertain 48 55 133 115 Observed 
42.7 52.7 131.2 124.3 Expected 
5.3 2.3 1.8 -9.3 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations = 7. = 12.34. Critical value of at the .05 
alpha level = 12.59. 
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Table 43.--Differences in tine Respondents' Perceptions of the Value of NCA 
Membership to the Community When Categorized on Their Prediction of Future 
NCA Membership 
Value of NCA Prediction of Future NCA Membership 
Membership to 
the Community YES NO UNCERTAIN 
YES ^ 388 0 ^ 19 Observed 
309.4 17.0 80.6 Expected 
78.6 -17.0 -61.6 Residual 
NO * 14 * 19 * 22 Observed 
41.8 2.3 10.9 Expected 
-27.8 16.7 11.1 Residual 
UNCERTAIN * 216 15 * 120 Observed 
266.8 14.7 69.5 Expected 
-50.8 .3 50.5 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations = 7. = 281.47. Critical value of at the 
.05 alpha level = 9.49. 
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Table 44.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a 
Recognition for High Standards When Categorized on the Basis of the 
Respondents' Prediction of Future NCA Membership 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Squares 
Calculated 
F 
Value 
.05 
Critical 
F Value 
Between 51.66 2 25.83 
Within 268.03 806 .33 77.67 3.00 
Totals 319.68 808 
Note. Missing observations =12. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
2.74 NO 
3.25 UNCERTAIN * 
3.71 YES * * 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 45.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development When Categorized on the Respondents' 
Prediction of Future NCA Membership 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Squares 
Calculated 
F 
Value 
f— 
.uo 
Critical 
F Value 
Between 39.08 2 19.54 
Within 217.51 808 .27 72.35 3.00 
Totals 256.53 810 
Note. Missing observations =10. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
2.95 NO 
3.46 UNCERTAIN * 
3.84 YES * * 
Njnt0_ * =P3irs si^plficsnt!^' different st the .Ot; level. 
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Table 46.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an Agent 
for Change When Categorized on the Respondents' Prediction of Future NCA 
Membership 
w a i o u i a  L c u  .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between 44.35 2 22.18 
Within 378.44 807 .47 47.29 3.00 
Totals 422.79 803 
Note. Missing observations = 11. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
4.23 NO 
3.41 UNCERTAIN * 
3.76 YES * * 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 47.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Innportance of NCA as a Support 
for School Improvement When Categorized on the Respondents' Prediction of 
Future NCA Membership 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between 34.42 2 17.21 
Within 343.74 807 .43 40.41 3.00 
Totals 378.16 803 
Note. Missing observations =11. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
3.3 NO 
3.76 UNCERTAIN 
4.13 YES 
Note. * = Pairs si'^nificanti^' different st the .05 level. 
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Table 48.—Differences in tiie Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA 
as a Recognition for High Standards When Categorized on the Respondents' 
Prediction of Future NCA Membership 
Calculated r\ rr .\JO 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between 62.47 2 31.24 
Within 281.41 785 .36 86.24 3.00 
Totals 343.88 787 
Note. Missing observations = 33. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
2.10 NO 
2.60 UNCERTAIN * 
3.15 YES * * 
Note. * = Pairs si'^nifica.nt!^' different at the .05 ievei. 
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Table 49.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA 
as an Opportunity for Staff Development When Categorized on the 
Respondents' Prediction of Future NCA Mennbership 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Squares 
Calculated 
F 
Value 
.05 
Critical 
F Value 
Between 62.47 O  z .  31.24 
Within 281.41 784 .36 87.03 3.00 
T otsis 343.88 786 
Note. Missing observations = 34. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
2.39 NO 
3.03 UNCERTAIN * 
3.52 YES * * 
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Table 50.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA 
as an Agent for Change When Categorized on the Respondents' Prediction for 
Future NCA Membership 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Squares 
Calculated 
F 
Value 
.05 
Critical 
F Value 
Between 104.21 2 52.11 
Within 503.90 781 .65 79.81 3.00 
Totals 614.11 783 
Note. Missing observations = 37. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
2.21 NO 
2.93 UNCERTAIN * 
3.61 YES * * 
fSjntP * =Pairc cinnifir^antU/ HifTorc»n+ ot tho HK lpwr»l 
• . w w V • ^ • • • « • ^ • y • « W W !• L s * I V t • 
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Table 51 .—Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA 
as a Support for School Improvement When Categorized on the Respondents' 
Prediction of Future NCA Membership 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Squares 
Cslcu'stsd 
F 
Value 
nt; 
. V-/ V/ 
Critical 
F Value 
Between 97.87 2 48.93 
Within 472.23 778 .61 80.62 3.00 
Totals i;7n 1 n 780 
Note. Missing observations = 40. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
1.96 NO 
2.75 UNCERTAIN 
3.37 YES * * 
Note. = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 52.--Independence of the Prediction of Future NCA Membership by 
Individuals from Iowa Member Schools and Their District Enrollment 
Prediction of District Enrollment 
huture NUA 
Membership <600 600-999 1000-2499 2500-7499 >7500 
Yes * 62 * 97 ^ 217 * 156 * 77 Observed 
56.1 106.8 237.1 M A M  /-* 1  4 1  . D  67.4 Expected 
5.9 -9.8 -20.1 14.4 9.6 Residual 
No * 1 ^ 1 ^ 33 5 4 Observed 
3.1 6.0 13.2 7.9 3.8 Exoected 
-2.1 -5.0 9.8 -2.9 .2 Residual 
Uncertain * 11 ^ 43 * 7 3  * 26 * 8 Observed 
14.8 28.2 62.7 37.4 17.8 Expected 
-3.8 14.8 10.3 -11.4 -9.8 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations =16. = 39.40. Critical value of at the 
.05 alpha level = 15.51. 
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Table 53.--Independence of the Prediction of Future NCA Membership by 
Individuals from Iowa Member Schools and Their Building Enrollment 
Prediction of Building Enrollment 
huture !\1UA 
Membership <500 500-999 1000-1749 >1750 
Yes ^ 290 * 118 * 40 * 10 Observed 
292.4 1 on K 1  ^  W  .  V /  37.3 7.8 i _ / v p O v ^  c C O  
-2.4 -2.5 2.7 2.2 Residual 
No * 11 * 12 1  0 Observed 
n ci n 
• 
A A o n 
^ . X-/ A , —r I.OVJ 
-5.0 6.4 -1.0 -.4 Residual 
Uncertain ^ 75 * 24 7 0 Observed 
67.7 27.9 8.6 1.8 Expected 
7.3 -3.9 -1.6 -1.8 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations = 7. = 12.99. Critical value of at the .05 
alpha level = 12.59. 
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Table 54.--Independence of the Prediction of Future NCA Membership by 
Individuals from Iowa Member Schools and Their Level of Schooling 
1 1 ovu lO 1 VJ 1 Level of Schooling 
Future NCA 
Membership Elementary Middle High 
YES * 164 ^ 64 * 214 Observed 
146.8 77.3 217.9 Expected 
17.2 -13.3 -3.9 Residua! 
NO 4 ^ 10 11 Observed 
8.3 4.4 12.3 Expected 
-4.3 5.6 -1.3 D o o i / ^  1  I p l  • • \_i c Ci 1 
UNCERTAIN * 22 ^ 26 * 57 Observed 
34.9 18.6 51.8 Expected 
-12.9 7.6 5.2 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations = 24. = 203.18. Critical value of at the 
.05 alpha level = 9.49. 
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Table 55.—Independence of the Prediction of Future NCA Membership by 
Individuals from Iowa Member Schools and Their Role 
Role of Respondent 
rrediction of 
Continued NCA School Board 
Membership President Superintendent Principal Teacher 
Yes 74 * 84 * 234 * 226 Observed 
75.3 92.7 1231.1 218.9 Expected 
-1.3 -8.7 2.9 7.1 Residual 
No 5 4 7 * 18 Observed 
4.1 5.1 12.7 12.0 Expected 
.9 -1.1 K "7 " . / c r\ W. V-/ nccsiu uai 
Uncertain 20 * 34 • 63 * 44 Observed 
19.6 24.2 60.2 57.0 Expected 
.4 9.8 2.8 -13.0 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations = 7. = 15.55. Critical value of at the .05 
alpha level = 12.59. 
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Table 56.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a 
Recognition for High Standards When Categorized on District Enrollment 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 1.91 4 .48 
Within people 317.52 800 .40 1.20 2.37 
Totals 319.43 804 
Note. Missing observations =19. 
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Table 57.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development When Categorized on District Enrollment 
Calculated .05 
SI  I  r\-f- C ^ r i  + r / ^ o l  C I  I  I  I  I  I V i C Q I I  /  x ^ l i L i O O i  
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 3.68 4 .92 
Within people 251.95 802 .31 2.93 2.37 
Totals 255.63 806 
Note. Missing observations =17. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 1 4 5 6 7 
3.59 < 250 
3.64 250 - 999 
3.74 1,000 - 2,499 
3.78 2,500 - 7,499 
3.82 > 7,500 
Note. No tv\io pairs were significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 58.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an 
Agent for Change When Categorized on District Enrollment 
Sources 
Sui 11 of 
Squares df 
Calculated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F Value 
Between people 
Within people 
Totals 
.37 
423.58 
423.95 
4 
801 
805 
.04 
.53 .18 2.37 
Notes. Missing observations = 18. No two pairs were significantly different at 
the .05 level in a Scheffe post hoc procedure. 
Table 59.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a Support 
for School improvement When Categorized on District Enrollment 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Calculated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F Value 
Between people 
Within people 
Totals 
375.86 
376.95 
4 
801 
805 
.27 
.47 .58 2.37 
.Note, ^y!issi^g cbservatioris = 18. 
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Table 60.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a 
Recognition for High Standards When Categorized on Building Enrollment 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 2.59 3 .86 
Within people 226.85 588 .39 2.23 2.60 
Totals 229.43 591 
Note. Missing observations = 7. 
Table 61 .--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development When Categorized on Building Enrollment 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Calculated 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Ratio F* 
Between people 
witnm people 
Totals 
2,29 
173.13 
175.42 
3 
588 
591 
.76 
.29 2.60 2.60 
Note. Missing observations = 7. 
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Table 62.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an Agent 
for Change When Categorized on Building Enrollment 
Sources 
SUi  11 OT 
Squares df 
Calculated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F Value 
Between people 2.38 
Within people 287.63 
Totals 290.01 
3 
588 
591 
.79 
.49 1.62 2.60 
Note. Missing observations = 7. 
Table 63.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a Support 
for School Improvement When Categorized on Building Enrollment 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Calculated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F Value 
Between people 2.87 
Within people 261.18 
Tctais 264.04 
3 
587 
590 
.96 
9 1 c;') cn 
Note. Missing observations = 8. 
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Table 64.—Differences in Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a Recognition 
for High Standards When Categorized on Level of Schooling 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 2.13 2 1.07 
Within people 218.03 571 ,38 2.79 3.00 
Totals 220.16 573 
Note. Missing observations = 24. 
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Table 65.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development When Categorized on the Level of Schooling 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 1.79 2 .89 
Within people 162.69 571 .28 3.14 3.00 
Totals 164.48 573 
Note. Missing observations = 24. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
3.70 
3.72 
3.84 
MIDDLE 
HIGH 
ELEMENTARY 
Note. No two pairs were significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 66.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Innportance of NCA as an Agent 
for Change When Categorized on the Level of Schooling 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 6.97 2 3.49 
Within people 268.34 571 .47 7.42 3.00 
Totals 275.31 573 
Note. Missing observations = 24. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
3.93 MIDDLE 
4.16 HIGH * 
4.26 ELEMENTARY * 
Note. * —Pairs sigirificsntlv different at ine .uo levRi. 
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Table 67.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a Support 
for School Improvement When Categorized on the Level of Schooling 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 4.48 2 2.24 
Within people 244.23 570 .43 5.23 3.00 
Totals 248.70 572 
Note. Missing observations = 25. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
3.90 
4.05 
4.16 
MIDDLE 
HIGH 
ELEMENTARY * 
I M W L C .  —  I  O M O  O I M  I  I  M  l o a i  I  L I  V  U M I C J C M L  Q L  I M C  .  I C V C J .  
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Table 68.--Differences in tine Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a 
Recognition for High Standards When Categorized on the Roie of the 
Respondent 
Calculated .05 
Sunn of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 3.78 3 1.26 
Within people 318.26 810 .39 3.21 2.50 
Totals 322.04 813 
Note. Missing observations = 9. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 14 
3.58 SUPERINTENDENT 
3.70 PRINCIPAL 
3.72 BOARD PRESIDENT 
3.80 teacher 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 69.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development When Categorized on the Role of the 
Respondent 
Calcuiated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 4.18 3 1.39 
Within people 254.16 812 .31 4.45 2.60 
Totals 258.35 815 
Note. Missing observations = 4. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 14 2 3 
3.58 BOARD PRESIDENT 
3.70 TEACHER 
3.72 SUPERINTENDENT 
3,80 PRiMCiPAL 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 70.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an Agent 
for Change When Categorized on the Role of the Respondent 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 7.88 3 2.63 
Within people 419.67 811 .52 5.07 2.60 
Totals 427.55 814 
Note. Missing observations = 8. 
Sche ffe Post Hoc Re suits 
Mean Group 12 3 4 
3.84 BOARD PRESIDENT 
4.10 SUPERINTENDENT 
4.13 PRINCIPAL 
4.16 TEACHER 
Note. = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 71 .-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a Support 
for School Improvement When Categorized on the Role of the Respondent 
Sources 
Sum. of 
Squares df 
Calculated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F  Value 
Between people 
Within people 
Totals 
2.91 
378.52 
381.43 
3 
811 
814 
.97 
.47 2.08 2.60 
Note. Missing observations = 8. 
Table 72.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a 
Recognition for High Standards by Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools 
When Categorized on District Enrollment 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Calculated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F  Value 
Between people 
\A/ithln r*or\r>lo 
- • 
Totals 
1.60 
177.25 334 
.53 
Note. Missing observations - 5. 
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Table 73.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development by Individuals from Iowa Non-Member 
Schools When Categorized on District Enrollment 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 1.49 3 .50 
Within people 176.66 330 .54 .93 2.60 
Totals 178.14 333 
Note. Missing observations = 6. 
Table 74.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an Agent 
for Change by individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools When Categorized 
on District Enrollment 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df  Squares Value F Va lL  
Between people 4.56 3 1.52 
Within people 233.38 330 .71 2.15 2.60 
Totals 237.93 333 
Note. Missing observations = 6. 
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Table 75.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a Support 
for School Improvement by Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools When 
Categorized on District Enrollment 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 5.26 3 1.75 
Within people 243.56 330 .74 2.38 2.60 
Totals 248.82 333 
Note. Missing observations = 6. 
Table 76.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a 
Recognition for High Standards by Individuals from Iowa Non-Mennber Schools 
When Categorized on Building Enrollment 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Scuares df Souares Vaiije Value 
Between people 1.21 1 1.21 
Within people 116.84 234 .50 2.42 3.84 
Totals 118.05 235 
Note. Missing observations = 2. 
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Table 77.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development by individuals from Iowa Non-Member 
Schools When Categorized on Building Enrollment 
Caicuiated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people .23 1 .23 
Within people 124.90 234 .53 .44 3.84 
Totals 125.14 235 
Note. Missing observations = 2. 
Table 78.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an Agent 
for Change by individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools When Categorized 
on Building Enrollment 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Snijares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people .23 1 .23 
Within people 160.31 234 .69 .34 3.84 
Totals 160.55 235 
Note. Missing observations = 2. 
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Table 79.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a Support 
for School Improvement by Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools When 
Categorized on Building Enrollment 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Calculated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F Value 
Between people .11 
Within people 162.30 
Totals 162.40 
1 
234 
235 
.11 
.69 . 16  3.84 
Note. Missing observations = 2. 
Table 80.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a 
Recognition for High Standards by Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools 
When Categorized on the Level of Schooling 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F  Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 1.01 2 .50 
Within people 112.12 228 .49 1.02 3.00 
Totals 113.13 230 
Note, missing observations = 8. 
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Table 81 .—Differences in the Mean Levels of Innportance of NCA as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development by individuals from Iowa Non-Member 
Schools When Categorized on Level of Schooling 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Caicuiated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F Value 
Between people .42 
Within people 121.92 
Totals 122.34 
2 
228 
230 
.21 
.53 .40 3.00 
Note. Missing observations = 8. 
Table 82.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an Agent 
for Change by Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools When Categorized 
on Level of Schooling 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Caicuiated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F Value 
Between people 1.06 
Within people 157.42 
Totals 158.48 
2 
228 
230 
.53 
.69 .77 3.00 
Note. Missing observations = 8. 
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Table 83.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Innportance of NCA as a Support 
for School Innprovement by Individuals fronn Iowa Non-Member Schools When 
Categorized on the Level of Schooling 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people .18 2 .09 
Within people 159.71 228 .70 .13 3.00 
Totals 159.89 230 
Note. Missing observations = 8. 
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Table 84.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a 
Recognition for High Standards by Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools 
When Categorized on the Role of the Respondents 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 10.67 3 3.56 
Within people 168.69 334 .51 7.04 2.60 
Totals 173.36 337 
Note. Missinq observations = 3. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 14 
2.85 SUPERINTENDENT 
3.17 PRINCIPAL 
3.30 BOARD PRESIDENT * 
3.37 TEACHER 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 85.--Differences in tine iVlean Levels of Importance of NCA as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development by Individuals from Iowa Non-Member 
Schools When Categorized on the Role of the Respondent 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Calculated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F Value 
Between people 3.27 
Within people 177.09 
Totals 180.37 
3 
333 
336 
1.09 
.53 2.05 2.60 
Note. Missing observations = 2. 
Table 86.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NC.A as an Agent 
for Change by Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools When Categorized 
on the Role of the Respondent 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 1.39 3 .46 
Within people 239.42 333 .72 .64 2.60 
Totals 240.81 336 
Note. Missing cbservations - 2. 
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Table 87.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a Support 
for School Improvement by Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools When 
Categorized on the Role of the Respondent 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 4.88 3 1.63 
Within people 245.52 333 .74 2.21 2.60 
Totals 250.40 336 
Note. Missing observations = 2. 
Table 88.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA's 
Function as a Recognition for High Standards by Individuals from Iowa Member 
Schools When Categorized on District Enrollment 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value /'^ Vali 
Between people 3.36 4 .84 
Within people 354.00 777 .46 1.84 2.37 
Totals 357.36 781 
Note. Missing observations = 39. 
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Table 89.--Differences in ttie Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA's 
Function as an Opportunity for Staff Development by Individuals from Iowa 
Member Schools When Categorized on District Enrollment 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Calculated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F Value 
Between people 
Within people 
Totals 
2.56 
339.36 
34T.S2 
4 
775 
779 
.64 
.44 1.46 2.37 
Note. Missina observations = 41. 
Table 90.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA's 
Function as an Agent for Change by individuals from Iowa Member Schools 
When Categorized on District Enrollment 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Calculated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F Value 
tsetween peopi 
Within people 
Totais 
6.23 
600.27 
606.49 
4 
111 
776 
1.56 
.78 2.00 2.37 
Note. Missing observations = 44. 
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Table 91 .-Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA's 
Function as a Support for School Improvement by Individuals from Iowa 
Member Schools When Categorized on District Enrollment 
Caicuiated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 9.73 4 2.43 
Within people 556.91 769 .72 3.36 2.37 
Totals 566.63 773 
Note. Missing observations = 47. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 5 4 7 1 6 
3.09 1,000 - 2,499 
3.10 250 - 699 
3.27 > 7.500 
3.33 < 250 
3.34 2,500 - 7,499 * 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 92.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA's 
Function as a Recognition for High Standards by Individuals from Iowa Member 
Schools When Categorized on Building Enrollment 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Squares 
Calculated .05 
F Critical 
Value F Value 
Between people 
Within people 
Totals 
2.17 
268.82 
270.99 
3 
575 
578 
.72 
Al 1.55 2.60 
Note. Missing observations =18. 
Table 93.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA's 
Function as an Opportunity for Staff Development by Individuals from Iowa 
Member Schools When Categorized on Building Enrollment 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Snngres 
Calculated .05 
F Critical 
Value F Value 
Between people 
Within people 
Totals 
1.87 
264.10 
265.97 
3 
575 
578 
.62 
.46 1.36 2.60 
Note. Missing observations =18. 
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Table 94.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA's 
Function as an Agent for Change by Individuals from Iowa Member Schools 
When Categorized on Building Enrollment 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 9.57 3 3.20 
Within people 444.22 573 .78 4.12 2.60 
Totals 453.81 576 
Note. Missing observations = 20. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 3 14 5 
3.25 200 - 999 
3.49 < 200 
3.64 1,000 - 1,749 
3.75 >7,500 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 95.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA's 
Function as a Support for School Improvement by Individuals from !owa 
Member Schools When Categorized on Building Enrollment 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 11.49 3 3.83 
Within people 430.58 570 .76 5.07 2.60 
Totals 442.06 573 
Note. Missing observations = 23. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 3 14 5 
3.25 200 - 999 
3.49 < 200 
3.66 1,000 - 1,749 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 96.—Differences in tine Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA's 
Function as a Recognition for High Standards by Individuals from Iowa Member 
Schools When Categorized on Level of Schooling 
I 11 p + o W O 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people .55 3 .27 
Within people 262.65 558 .47 .58 2.60 
Totals 263.20 560 
Note. Missing observations = 36. 
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Table 97.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA's 
Function as an Opportunity for Staff Development by Individuals from Iowa 
Member Schools When Categorized on Level of Schooling 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Calculated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F Value 
Between people 
Within people 
Totals 
3.87 
247.89 
251.76 
3 
558 
560 
1.94 
.44 4.36 2.60 
Note. Missing observations = 36. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 3 2 1 
3.33 HIGH 
3.37 MIDDLE 
3.51 ELEMENTARY 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 98.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA's 
Function as an Agent for Change by Individuals from Iowa Member Schools 
When Categorized on Level of Schooling 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Mean 
Squares 
Calculated .05 
F Critical 
Value F Value 
Between people 
Within people 
Totals 
8.93 
420.87 
429.80 
2 
556 
558 
4.46 
.76 5.90 2.60 
Note. Missing observations = 38. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
3.33 
3.37 
3.51 
MIDDLE 
HIGH 
ELE^.-^ENT-ARY * •ir 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 99.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of NCA's 
Function as a Support for School Improvement by Individuals from Iowa 
Member Schools When Categorized on Level of Schooling 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 10.47 2 5.23 
Within people 412.54 553 .75 7.01 2.60 
Totals 423.01 555 
Note. Missing observations = 41. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 3 2 1 
3.33 HIGH 
3.37 MIDDLE 
3.51 ELEMENTARY 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 100.--Differences in tine Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of 
NCA's Function as Recognition for High Standards by Individuals from Iowa 
Member Schools When Categorized on the Role of the Respondent 
.05 v^aiouio LOU 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 8.99 3 3.00 
Within people 351.00 787 .45 6.72 3.00 
Totals 3bS.9S 79 KJ 
Note. Missing observations = 30. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 4 2 1 3 
2.89 TEACHER 
2.94 SUPERINTENDENT 
3.04 BOARD PRESIDENT 
3.13 PRINCIPAL 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 101 .-Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of 
NCA's Function as an Opportunity for Staff Development by Individuals from 
Iowa Member Schools When Categorized on the Role of the Respondent 
V-»3!c'J!3^O*J .05 
Sum of Mean r Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 24.40 3 8.13 
Within people 319.68 785 .41 19.97 3.00 
Totals 344.03 788 
Note. Missing observations = 32. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 4 1 2 3 
3.18 
3.28 
3.40 
3.59 
TEACHER 
BOARD PRESIDENT 
SUPERINTENDENT 
PRINCIPAL 
Note. * = Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 102.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of 
NCA's Function as an Agent for Change by Individuals from Iowa Member 
Schools When Categorized on the Role of the Respondent 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 7.47 3 2.49 
Within people 607.15 782 .78 3.21 3.00 
Totals 614.62 785 
Note. Missing observations = 35. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
No pairs significantly different at the .05 level. Assumed significance between 
the largest and smallest means. 
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Table 103.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of 
NCA's Function as a Support for Staff Developnnent by Individuals from Iowa 
Member Schools When Categorized on the Role of the Respondent 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 24.40 3 8.13 
Within people 319.68 779 .41 7.25 3.00 
Totals 344.09 782 
Note. Missing observations = 37. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 4 13 
3.05 SUPERINTENDENT 
3.06 TEACHER 
3.28 BOARD PRESIDENT 
3,35 PRINCiPAL 
Note. * Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 104.—Independence of the Prediction of Future NCA Membership by 
Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools and District Enrollment 
Future NCA 
Membership 
District Enrollment Categories 
< 600 600-999 1000-2499 > 2499 
Yes * 21 
29.6 
-8.6 
15 
16.9 
-1.9 
* 14 
8.9 
5.1 
7 
1.5 
5.5 
Observed 
Expected 
Residua! 
No * 82 
71.2 
10.8 
39 
40.7 
-1.7 
* 16 
21.4 
-5.4 
0 
3.7 
-T 7 
^ • » 
Observed 
Expected 
Doc 1 191 
Uncertain * 70 
72.2 
-2.2 
^ 45 
41.3 
3.7 
22 
21.7 
.3 
2 
3.8 
-1.8 
Observed 
Expected 
Residual 
Notes. Missing Observations = 7. = 32.86. Critical value of at the .05 
alpha level = 12.59. 
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Table 105.--Independence of the Prediction of Future NCA Membership by 
Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools and Building Enrollment 
c .  IV. A  
r  U LU 1 C  
Building Enrollment Categories 
Membership < 500 >500 
Yes 13 5 Observed 
16.7 1.3 Expected 
3.7 3.7 Residual 
No 49 4 Observed 
49.1 3.9 Expected 
1 
- . 1 1 . 1 Residual 
Uncertain 50 0 Observed 
46.3 3.7 Expected 
3.7 -3.7 Residual 
Notes. Missing Observations = 2. = 4.20. Critical value of at the .05 
alpha level = 5.99. 
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Table 106.-Independence of the Prediction of Future NCA Membership by 
Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools and Level of Schooling 
Prediction of Level of Schooling 
Future i\iCA 
Membership Elementary Middle High 
YES 5 5 7 Observed 
7.3 4.7 4.4 Expected 
-2.9 .3 2.6 Residual 
NO 21 15 16 Observed 
24 14.4 13.5 Expected 
-3.0 .6 2.5 Residual 
UNCERTAIN 3 13 8 Observed 
23.1 13.9 13.0 Expected 
14.1 -.3 -5.0 Residual 
Notes. Missing observations = 4. = 6.97. Critical value of at the .05 
alpha level = 3.49. 
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Table 107.--Independence of the Prediction of Future NCA Membership by 
Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools and the Role of the Respondent 
Pro/Hir* t i r»n  r \ - f  
Role of Respondents 
Future NCA School Board 
Membership President Superintendent Principal Teacher 
Yes 7 7 * 18 * 25 Observed 
7.8 9.2 20.6 19.4 Expected 
-.8 -2.2 -2.6 5.6 Residual 
No * 14 * 37 * 53 * 35 Observed 
19.1 22.4 50.2 47.3 Expected 
-5.1 14.6 2.8 -12.3 Residual 
Uncertain ^ 25 * 10 50 * 54 Observed 
19.1 22.4 50.2 47.3 Expected 
5.9 -12.4 -.2 6.7 Residual 
Note. Missing observations = 7. = 26.47. Critical value of at the .05 
alpha level = 12.59. 
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Table 108.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA's Function as 
a Recognition for High Standards When Categorized on the Prediction of Future 
Membership by individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools 
Caicuiated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 58.23 2 29.11 
Within people 120.15 331 .36 80.20 3.00 
Totals 178.37 333 
Note. Missing observations = 7. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
2.73 NO 
3.42 UNCERTAIN 
3.81 YES 
Note. *=Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 109.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development When Categorized on the Basis of the 
Prediction of Future Membership by Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 42.43 2 21.22 
Within people 137.67 331 .42 51.01 3.00 
Totals 180.11 333 
Note. Missing observations = 7. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
2.90 NO 
3.44 UNCERTAIN * 
3.85 YES * * 
Note. * Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 110.--Differences in the Mean Levels of importance of NCA as an Agent 
for Change When Categorized on the Basis of the Prediction of Future NCA 
Membership by Individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Calculated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Sauares Value F Value 
Between people 65.51 
Within people 174.80 
Totals 240.30 
2 
331 
333 
32.75 
.53 62.02 3.00 
Note. Missing observations = 7. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
3.11 NO 
3.79 UNCERTAIN 
4.23 YES 
Note. * Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 111 .—Differences in tine Mean Levels of Innportance of NCA as a Support 
for School Innprovement When Categorized on the Basis of the Prediction of 
Future NCA Mennbership by individuals from Iowa Non-Member Schools 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 63.38 2 31.69 
Within people 184.83 331 .56 56.75 3.00 
Totals 248.21 333 
Note. M.issing observations = 7. 
Scheffe Post Hoc Results 
Mean Group 2 3 1 
3.17 NO 
3.86 UNCERTAIN * 
4.32 YES * * 
Note. " Pairs significantly different at the .05 level. 
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Table 112.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a 
Recognition for High Standards When Categorized on the Basis of Format 
Utilized by Iowa Member Schools 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people .63 2 .21 
Within people 118.75 290 .41 .51 3.00 
Totals 113.37 233 
Note. Missing observations =12. 
Table 113.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an 
Opportunity for Staff Development When Categorized on the Format Utilized by 
iowa Member Schools 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
between people .76 2 .25 
Within people 84.31 230 .29 .87 3.00 
Totais 85.06 293 
iNlote. Missing observations = '\ 'Z. 
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Table 114.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as an Agent 
for Change When Categorized on the Format Utilized by Iowa Member Schools 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people .60 2 .20 
Within people 151.24 290 .52 .38 3.00 
Totals 151.84 293 
Note. Missing observations =12. 
Table 115.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Importance of NCA as a Support 
for School Improvement When Categorized on the Format Utilized by Iowa 
Member Schools 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Calculated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F Value 
Between people .99 
Within people 128.45 
Totals 129.45 
3 
283 
292 
.33 
.44 .74 
Note. Missing observations =13. 
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Table 116.--Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of 
NCA's Function as a Recognition for High Standards When Categorized on the 
Format Utilized by Iowa Member Schools 
Caicuiated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 1.26 3 .42 
Within people 124.68 286 .44 .97 2.60 
Totals 125.95 289 
Note. Missing observations =16. 
Table 117.-Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of 
NCA's Function as an Opportunity for Staff Development When Categorized on 
the Format Utilized by Iowa Member Schools 
Sources 
Sum of 
Squares df 
Calculated .05 
Mean F Critical 
Squares Value F Value 
Between people 1.75 
Within people 101.56 
Totals 103.31 
o 
285 
288 
.58 
.36 1.63 2.60 
r\iCL0. Missing observations — 17. 
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Table 118.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of 
NCA's Function as an Agent for Change When Categorized on the Format 
Utilized by Iowa Member Schools 
Calculated .05 
Sum of Mean F Critical 
Sources Squares df Squares Value F Value 
Between people 1.21 3 .40 
Within people 205.58 285 .72 .56 2.60 
Totals 206.79 288 
Note. Missing observations = 17. 
Table 119.—Differences in the Mean Levels of Effectiveness of Delivery of 
NCA's Function as a Support for School Improvement When Categorized on the 
Basis of the Format Utilized by Iowa Member Schools 
Sources 
C.  .— 
O I I I 1 
Squares df Squares 
Calculated .05 
Value F Value 
Between people 1.96 
Within people 192.65 
Totals'" 194.61 
3 
282 
285 
.65 
oc 
. O VJ 
o c>r\ Z..Ov_/ 
Note. Missing observations = 20. 
